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PREFACE 

The format of this dissertation follows the University of 

Arizona's A Manual for Theses and Dissertations. The Wade-Giles system 

of romanization is used for all Chinese books and personal names with 

the exception of such well-known personal and geographical names as 

Confucius and Peking. Traditional Chinese dates are converted into 

their western equivalents. Chinese characters are provided for 

transliterated Chinese words, book titles, and names of authors when 

they appear for the first time in the text. 

Many early Chinese works appear in old co11ections and cannot be 

individually dated. For citation, I therefore use the abbreviation of 

the book title or name of the collection {a list of which precedes the 

selected bibliography} andlor the name of the author, rather than the 

traditional author and year method used in such studies. Volume and 

page numbers are separated by a colon {:}; hence volume III, page 158 

will be III: 128. For collections having more than one title in a 

volume, the place of the title in the coilection will be given aFter the 

slant (I), before the page number, with a colon {:} separating the two. 

For example, SCTK I/C: 12a will mean San-ch'ij ts'ung-k'an ~tVJlJl1J 
volume I, the 3rd title in this volume, page 12 recto. When a work of 

one volume {chUan~} is subdivided into sections designated shangJ::, 

chung'4' and hsia .,: , these divisions are cited as A, Band C. When a 

work has more than one serial number, the serial number that runs 

iv 



throughout the work is given first, the subordinate numbering included 

in parentheses with the page number following. 

Regarding the texts used in this study, I have relied on the 

YUan-ch'U hsUan (YCH)~aiJL (Selected YUan Plays) compiled by Tsang 

Mao-hsUn~ 1tJ.r/~(stYl ed Chi n-shu.f45L) of the Mi ng dynasty and 

YUan-ch'U hsUan wai-pien (Wp)i,.,l1D~4d ~.ttp (A Supplement to YCH) 

compi 1 ed by Sui Shu-sen rj t~/-f.: Much has been wri tten about Tsang I s 

tampering with the texts. A comprehensive study of this subject can be 

found in Cheng ch'ien'sttl article, "Tsang Mao-hsUn kai-ting YUan 

tsa-chU pling-ill~ f!Jqr~ ~~j1t .. llfjj£A}~1il1((A Critique on Tsang 

Mao-hsUn's Revision of YUan tsa-chU Texts) in Wen-shih-che hsUeh-pao 

i.t~11&JNational Taiwan University) no. 10, 1961: 1-13. I will not 

go into this matter here except to note that despite the many adverse 

criticisms, this anthology, because of its excellent readability and 

easy availability. is still the text used most often by critics and 

scholars in the study of YUan drama. The main body of this study 

concentrates on the study of Ma Chih-yUan's seven extant plays, focusing 

on thematic analysis and aesthetics of the poetic language through an 

explication de texte. 
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ABSTRACT 

The birth, flourishing, and decline of YUan tsa-chU, a form of 

Chinese musical poetic drama, occurred in the Mongol dynasty of YUan 

(1206-1367). Many factors contributed to this phenomenon, not the 

least of which was the creative genius of the scholar-playwrights, 

natives of North China and active during the early years of that 

dynasty. Among the great masters of YUan drama who contributed to the 

perfection of this new literary form is Ma Chih-yUan (1250-1322?). His 

contributions went beyond merely the pioneering of form. He also 

expanded its thematic scope and exerted a profound influence on later 

dramatists a~J ~o~ts who cultivated the dramatic and san-ch'U (non

dramatic lyrics) verse types. 

Unlike the great poets of previous dynasties who were respected 

and studied, the playwrights of YUan times were largely ignored by 

native literary historians until this century because of the 

traditional contempt for such "frivolous" skills as the writing of 

plays. We therefore know very little about their personal or creative 

lives. Fortunately, in the case of Ma Chih-yUan, over one hundred 

san-ch'U and seven of his plays have survived. Chapter I contains a 

chronology of his life based on the scanty data available. Some of his 

non-dramatic songs are also translated and interpreted to provide 

additional insight into his sentiments, ambitions, and general 

philosophical outlook. 
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The main body of my dissertation examines and evaluates the 

extant plays, concentrating on the poetic passages which represent the 

essence of YUan drama. Plot, plot origins, and the themes of each play 

are also explored to supplement the discussions of the language. In 

Chapter II, Ma's most critically acclaimed work, The Autumnal Palace of 

Han, is examined in detail. In Chapter III, discuss Tears on the 

Blue Gown, the only surviving play which has a female protagonist. In 

Chapter IV, the similarities and dissimilarities of the three Taoist 

conversion plays--The Yellow Millet Dream, The YUeh-yang Tower, and Jen 

Feng Tzu--and their relationship to the Ch'uan-chen sect of Taoism are 

explored. Chapter V deals with Lightning Smashes the Tablet of 

Chien-fu, a play about the misfortunes of a scholar and his complaints 

against an unsympathetic government. In the last chapter, the 

structurally flawed play Chien T'uan Stays Aloof, depicting the life of 

a Taoist recluse, is examined. 



CHAPTER I 

BIOGRAPHY OF MA CHIH-YUAN 

In my days of leisure, I think of my old [dramatist] 
friends who, though they were talented and erudite and have 
left behind worthy writings, yet because of the obscurity of 
their families and the insignificance of the positions they 
held, will all, after a time, perish and become unknown. I 
therefore record their lives, and eulogize each with a song. 
Of those who engaged in this work [writing of drama] before [my 
time], I give here only their names and list their works, in 
order that students who are interested in the study of lyric 
songs can one day [by studying their works] be even better than 
they, like ice is colder than water and the color verdure is 
superior to blue~T9~a~would indeed be fortunate! I name this 
book Lu-kuei pu1-tW<. ~$~ (A Regi ster of Ghosts) in order to 
make the dead ghosts and those ghosts who are not yet dead 
(myself among them) into forever living ghosts through the 
perpetuation of their names for eternity • ••• 

Chung ssu-ch'eng241~b\. (cir. 1279-1360), a dramatist of late YUan 

times and an unsuccessful candidate for public office, so wrote in the 

preface to Lu-kuei pu in the year 1330. Little could Chung guess how 

well he had succeeded in his modest attempt at keeping the names of 

those dramatists active in the YUan dynasty alive, for this book of two 

thin volumes is one of the earliest and most important sources for the 

1. There are many editions of Lu-kuei pu (LKP). The one 
cited ~~.is~he Chung-kuo ku-tien hsi-ch'U Chl-ch~g's (CKKT) 
1f1~6~~Il4>·.J,J:.¢r (A Collection of Writings on TraditionalC1iTnese 
Drama) v"ri~u~e~ition, using the Ch'ing dynasty writer Ts'ao Lien
t'ing's ~~~ 1706 edition as the basic test. A detailed discus
sion of he many editions of LKP can be found in CKKT II: 88-100. 

2. ~s~r~ bisgraphical notice of Chung can be found in LKP 
hSU-Pien~ ~~~,?ttf~ (A Suppl ement to LKP) by an anonymous author 
(CKKT I I: 281). -

1 
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study of YUan dramatists and their works. Earlier students and 

scholars who were interested in this subject, although unable to 

surpass the YUan masters, as the author had hoped, have through the 

centuries at least managed to keep the names of YUan dramatists alive 

as IIliving ghosts". A late Yuan and early Ming scholar-playwright, 

Chia ChUng-ming~11F~ (1343-1422+), expanded LKP by adding the names 

of more dramatists and their works to it. 1 He also wrote a song of 

eulogy to the tune of Ling-p'o-hsien for each dramatist who was 

previously without one in LKP, including Ma Chih-YUan\~j?;c~ 
Ma Chih-yUan's name appears in volume one of LKP under the 

heading, "Celebrated Scholars and Playwrights of the Previous 

Generation who are already dead and who have left musical plays 

(ch 'uan-ch 'i 21 ~ ~ ) to the worl dll
: Hi ~ .name comes after Kuan 

Han-Ch'ing.l*l~~~~r Kao wen-hsi~~i% ' Cheng T'ing-yU :¥.PL~, 
Po Jen-fu ~,t;'ifJ and YU Chi -fu?fk{ ffj , all well-known dramati sts of 

early YUan. It reads: liMa Chih-yUan, a native of Ta-tuJ\l§r[mOdern 

Peking], styled TUng-li~~1L' was an official of provincial affairs of 

Chi ang-che~J..~provi nce. 
1 

1. A supplement without an author's name is atta~ed.to thjs 
~xpa~ed versi on of LKP, commonly known as Ti en-i -ko LKP 1\ -"l.{] i'l(l, 
~il ~ • Reprints or-LKP based on this expanded verSlon, edited by 
m~e' scholars, sometimes attribute the authorship of this supplement 
to Chia Chung-mingo 

2. The translation IImusical plays" of this term ch'uan-ch'i 
originatei from Idema and West, Chinese Theater: 1100-1450 (p. 128). 
Hu Chi~~,~ has suggested that thlS term may mean the actual plots or 
stori es I/o~ ~he jeri pts rather than the dramas. See Sung Chi n tsa-chU 
k'ao~i~~~'/ ~ (A Study on the Drama of Sung and Chln Perlods), 
1959:'!7. '7 



The song of eulogy by Chia Chung-ming reads: 1 

(Tune: Ling-p'o-hsien) 

Amid a cluster of ten thousand blossoms, 
The sacred transcendent Ma. 
In a collection of a hundred generations, 
We speak of Chih-yUan; 
Within the four-cornered seas all talk about and envy him. 
Contending in the literary arena, 
He was the Top Graduate in songs. 
His patronym and name are fragrant, 
They penetrate and fill the Pear Garden [operative circle]. 
The Autumnal Palace of Han, Tears on the Blue Gown. 
Lady Chi, and Meng Hao-jan. - - ----
--stand shouTcl"e"r tosliOul der wi th [the pl ays of] 

YU, Po and Kuan. 

3 

, fv 
The terms "l iterary arena" (wen-ch I ang"i i:;iJ ) and "Top Graduate 

in songs" (ch'U chUang-yilanx:!tJ..;{I<-1u) in Chia's elegiac song stirred up 

a controversy which is not settled even today.2 They prompted some 

Ming scholar-critics, such as Shen Te-fulit;~tJtand Shen Ch'ung-sui 

t'f.lii Iji'to theorize that the YUan civ"il service examinations required 
1'-'''''11~\1'~ . ~J:j. ~ . 
the compositi0!1 of dra!natic verses. 3 Tsang Mao-hsUn 4 iJ~ /f"/&~1'//fJ 

1. See A Supplement to LKP:167 (Note 292). 

2. See Liu Wu-chi, liThe Common Man as a Dominant Theme in YUan 
Drama," Tsing-hua Journal of Chinese Studies, 1969, New Series, V. 7, 
No.2, 92-93. 

:;.., ~~/ 
3. See Shen Te-fu, Ku-ch I U tsa-yen~~\1t]~fJ;~ (Mi scell aneous 

Notes on ch'U) in CKKT IV:215 and Shen Chiung-sui, Tu-ch'U hsU-chih 
'.(JdJ~~t\? (On thecoo,position of ch'U) in CKKT V:192. 

4. A brief biography of Tsang (styled chin-shu ~t~) in 
English can be found in (a) Iwakie Hideo's article, "Genealogy of 
YUan-ch'U Admirers in the Ming Play World -Classic Consciousness of Li 
K'ai-hsien, HsU Wei, T'ang Hsien-tsu and Tsang Mao-hsUn", Acta 
ASiatica, 1977, No. 32 {Mar.):30; (b) J. I. Crump and Wm. -p:r;falm, 
Chinese and Japanese Music-Drama, 1975:6. 



(d. 1621), the compiler and editor of YUan-ch'U hsUan (YCH)~~l~~ 

mentioned in his first preface to YCH (1615):1 

It is said that YUan civil service examinati~ns( required 
the composition of dramatic verses (t'ien-tz'u~ *(,7). the way 
we require the writing of essays, and Slnce men ere chosen for 
what they could accomplish "under the windy eaves" of the 
examination hall and within the "inch of time" afforded them by 
the tests, even the most renowned scholars of the age, such as 
Ma Chih-yUan and Ch'iao Meng-fu, when they reached the fourth 
act of their dramatic verse, lost their impetus. They also say 

I don't pretend to be able to choose among these 
statements. 

4 

In the second preface to YCH (1616), Tsang seems to have had 

second thoughts about his previous reticence to speak out forthrightly, 

but treated the civil service examinations of YUan as requiring the 

composition of dramatic verses as a fact and said, " ••• In YUan times 

officials were selected by their ch'U compositions -- there were in all 

twelve categories of these -- and even men of the stature of Kuan 

Han-ch'ing had to test their skill to the utmost in order to make their 

names. II 

Liang Ting-jan'l'~~Pt of the Ch'ing dynasty is of the opinion 

that thi s coul d vet'y well be hearsay si nce there is no record in the 

YUan dynastic history of such a way of selecti'ng officials. 2 Wang 

Kuo-wei~I~~~1877-1927), pioneer scholar in the study of YUan drama 

in this century, rejects these Ming scholar-critic:;' theor'ization as 

1. The translated prefaces are from Prof. Crump's article, 
II Gi ants in the Earth: YUan Drama as Seen by Mi ng Crit i cs, II in Chi nese 
and Japanese Music Drama (p. 11 and p. 13). For a fuller discusslon of 
thlS subJect, see p. 22 of this book. 

2. See Liang Ting-jan's Ch'U-hua fl!Jtb (Talks about ch'U) in 
CKKT V I II: 278. 



"lies not worth discussing".1 He further pOints out that the Mongol 

court abolished the civil service examinations for some eighty years 

and it is because of this fact, and not vice versa, that the drama 

5 

flourished in YUan. Liang and Wang are surely correct, and this point 

of view takes into account the fulsome nature of the eulogy which 

generally tends to\'lards hyperbole. "Contending in the literary arena" 

and "Top Graduate of songs II are just other ways of sayi ng, nOf the 

numerous song writers, he is the best." 

Chia's high praise is hardly groundless or purely subjective. 

For in the preface to Chung-yUan yin-yun 2 (CYYY}1)l.~~A (Sound and 

Rhymes of the Central Plain) Chou Te-Ch'ing31~4~~~lauded Ma as one 

of the four dramatists who contributed significantly to the perfection 

of lyric songs. A number of contemporary songs were selected by Chou 

as models for future generations to follow, and Ma's works account for 

more than one-seventh of them, showing Chou's appreciation of his 

verse. Prince Chu Ch'Uan Jf~~(1348-1414}, a leading critic

playwright of early Ming, was of the opinion that as far as the writing 

of lyric songs was concerned, it was only fitting to have Ma's name 

1. Wang Kuo-wei, Sung YUan hsi-ch'U k'ao (SYHCK)~~~tftJ~ 
(A Study of Sung and YUan Drama), 1964:100. 

2. This book by Chou Te-ch'ing with a preface dated 1324 is an 
invaluabl~ book for the study of songs. A list of rhyming words is 
given in the first section and rules and regulations in the second 
(CKKT 1:167-285). 

3. A brief biographical notice of Chou can be found in A 
Supplement to LKP (CKKT 11:286). His scholarship and expertise on 
rhymes are lauded in-tne prefaces (written by his friends) to CYYY 
(CKKT 1:173-179). 
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placed above all other good writers. 1 Wang Kuo-wei, in explaining the 

Princels unfair placing of Kuan Han-chling in the tenth position on his 

list, mentioned that the reason was because ever since mid-YUan, all 

song wri ters imi tated Ma and Cheng::i~ [Kuang-tsu ~~J1!J. 2 Modern 

scholars "like Liu Ta-chieh3.1z1}1\!f;» Jen ChUng-min4-1.t.A"~x...and Liu 

Wu-chi5~ly~~ to name but a few, expressed the same opinion about 

Mals lyric songs as the Ming prince. 

Two more entries appear in LKP which mention Ma by name. One 

occurs under the name Wang P o-ch leng6 :t.Afa n\ ' presumably a younger 

dramatist than Ma, for in the eulogy on Wang, Chia Chung-ming stated 

that he was a IIwang-nienli friendf~~kf Ma Chi-yUan, i.e., the two, 

although quite different in age, had formed a friendship in which the 

differences in generation was forgotten. Another appears under Li 

Shih-chung ~ 131r'1.7 In Li IS eulogy, Chia Chung-ming wrote, IlLi Shih

chung, f"ia Chih-yUan, Hua-li-langk1~fand HUng-tzu-kUng\h~1"~' 

~ >t 
1. See Tlai-ho cheng-yin plu (THCY)1-\~l:ii1.~1":'-t3 (A 

Formulary of Correct Sounds in An Era or-5Upreme Harmony). Preface 
dated 1398 (CKKT 111:16). 

2. SYHCK:129. 

3. See Chung-kuo wen-hsUeh fa-chan shi h -ql~ ~11 ~~J& 1:.. 
(History of The Development of Chinese Literature) 19~: 783. 

4. See San-chili tslung-klan (SCTK)tr~~1'IJ (San-chili: 
Collections and Essays), 1964, Vol. Irc:-Pre~~e 2: 1a. 

5. See An IntrJduction to Chinese Literature, 1966: 187. 

6. LKP: 193 (Note 517). 

7. LKP: 117 and A Supplement to LKP: 204 (Note 605). 



--_ .. 

the four distinguished and worthy gentlemen of the YUan-chen shu-hui l 

-1LJ~ ~ ~ (YUan-chen Wri ters Gui 1 d) together wrote the pl ay Huang

liang meng *1~~ (The Yellow Millet Dream). The venerable Tung-li 

wrote the first act. .. From this entry, it seems scholar-

playwrights such as Ma and Li did cooperate with entertainers (Hua

li-lang and Hung-tzu-kung) in writing plays and that they might even 

have belonged to the same professional guild. Normally, a literatus 

would have considered it degrading to be in the same organization, as 

7 

an equal member, with entertainers whose social status has always been 

very low in China. Of this close relationship which seems to have 

existed between the literati composer and the entertainer, Professor 

Crump theorizes: 2 

Because of the number of playwrights whose place of orlgln is 
given in the Qegist.er [of Ghosts] as Chung-tu (renamed Tatu by 
the Mongols), we must suppose that not only were the city's 
entertainers were spared [from being put to death by the 
i~vadinq Mongols] but its composers as well. In general, the 
Mongols took a dim view of "scribblers" and were largely 
unimpressed by their products. In contrast, the Khans were 
famous for their prompt and consistent use of non-Mongol 
technicians, artisans, carpenters and the like. In Muqali's 
[Mongol general] biography we discover that entertainers were 
classed with technicians •••• It seems possible to me that some 
of the early playwrights of Chung-tu Tatu may have identified 
themselves with the actors who performed their ~/Orks and thus 
came under a. specialized form of parcere subjectis. This may, 
in fact, have been the beginning of the rather close relation
ship which seems to have existed in YUan times between the 
literate composer and the lowest member of Chinese society. 

1. Shu-hui is a term used for professional writers' guilds 
which provided scrlpts, such as riddles, songs and plays, to the 
entertainers of the then thriving theaters of YUan. For a 
comprehensive discussion on shu-hui 1 see Idema and West, 1982: 127-34. 

2. Chinese Theater in the Days of Kublai Khan, 1980: 16-17. 
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Prof. Yoshikawa indicates that cooperation with entertainers in 

writing plays did not necessarily mean that the playwright's social 

status was as low as the entertainers, but only that a close relation

ship existed between actors and playwrights, as in present-day Japan. 1 

The abolition of. the civil service examinations and the low 

regard the Mongols had for Confucian scholars could have forced them tu 

seek a living in a hitherto "unworthy profession," as well as freed 

them from inhibitions imposed on them by their Confucian leanings. 

Poverty, disappointment in government service, plus the shortenen 

social distance between a scholar and other members of society probably 

all contributed to make the role of a professional playwright more 

palatable, perhaps even desirable, to some literati. Judging from a 
y:, (!If -

YUan pl ay, Lan Ts' a i -h02 ~ ~ .... i~ by an anonymous wri ter, Lan, the 

leader and star of a theatrical troupe, mentions that he needs to go 

begging for plays from his benefactors of the shu-hui in order to 

compete with the other theatrical troupes. These professionals, called 

ts'ai-jen /f J,- ('playwrights' or 'poets') in contemporary writings, 

probably were revered members of the entertainment world, who, because 

their works meant the success or failure of a troupe, possibly 

commar.ded a good fee and wielded considerable power over the men and 

women directly or indirectly depending on the entertainment profession 

for a living. 

_. j. Yoshi kawa Koj i ro -t J/ J ~ 7.t -Wf ' YUan tsa-chU yen-chi u 
.-1f.>-mt#,1 f-H-'L(Studies in YUan Drama) tr. into Chlnese by Cheng 
Ch'i ng-mao Jlr~Jk' 1977: 105. 

2. WP: 971-980. 



The term, "four great masters of YUan drama" originated from 

the preface of Cyyyl where Chou Te-ch'ing stated: 

In order to write songs, one has to employ correct 
language. Correct language bases its pronunciation on that of 
the Central Plain. Never were the songs more flourishing, 
perfp.ct and difficult to compose than now. They are 
flourishing because many people, from gentry to plebians, are 
all sing~ng them. They are perfect because Kuan, Cheng, Pai 
and Ma made them into a new form, the rhymes of which keep to 
the natural and the words of which are of the universal 
1 anguage. In thei r works, the words are exuberant, the 
sentences elegant, the rhymes enhance the sound, and the 
contents stress loyalty and filial piety that benefit the 
world. It is difficult to write because there are lines of 
only six ch~racters with three rhyming ~~r~ for example, 
hu-ting,y&t'~1" i-sheng ...... 1 meng-ching~\fl. (Suddenly [1] hear 
a sound which startles). These gentlemen ~ e now no more. 
Students of later generations cannot attain their rank. 
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Because Chou attributed the perfection of this new song form to 

these four dramatists of YUan, they were referred to as the "four great 

masters" of YUar. drama by later Ming scholars who studied and commented 

on the different aspects of YUan drama. In Ch'ing times, Li 

Ti ao:yUan -1; ~jUadded the names of Wang Shi -fu :i~ iti and Ch I i ao 

Chi ~1~ to this honor list in his book YU-ts1un Ch'U-hua2JV:f1\'tJ~l 
(YU-ts1un talks about Ch'U). Henceforth the term "six great masters" 

of YUan drama was also used by later scholars. 

No dates are given in LKP for the birth and death of Ma. A 

number of other dates in various records, however, enable us to deduce 

fairly accurately the year of his demise and the years when he was 

actively writing plays. In 1324, Chou Te-ch'ing completed the preface 

to CYYY, in which he stated, "These gentlemen are no more," indicating 

1. In CKKT I: 175. 

2. In CKKT VIII: 7. 
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that Ma and the other three, Kuan, Po and Cheng, were all dead at the 

time he wrote the preface. Emperor Ying ~~ ascended to the throne 

in 1321 and changed his reign title to Chih-Chih~~#. A song 

praising the emperor, starting with this reign title, is attributed to 

Ma. 1 Therefore 'Ne can safely say that he di ed sometime between 1321 

and 1324. 

The rei gn t itl e of Emperor Ch I eng b\ ~ for the years 1295 to 

1296 was YUan-chen-i~' The Writers Guild to which Ma belonged was 

referred to by Chia Chung-ming as YUan-chen shu-hui. Chia also 

mentioned that the play, The Yellow Millet Dream, was written by the 

combined efforts of Ma Chih-yUan (who wrote the first act), Li 

Shih-chung (who wrote the second act), Hua-li-lang (who wrote the third 

act) and Hung-tzu-kung (who wrote the fourth act). The last two were 

professional entertainers. This entry can be viewed simply as 

indicating that sometime during 1295 to 1296, a writers guild was 

formed and that Ma Chih-yUan, Li Shih-chung were members of this guild 

and they were presumably actively creating plays in cooperation with 

actor-playwrights. 

The southern province of Chiang-che was first established in 

YUan in the year of 1286. 2 According to LKP, Ma was once an official 

of provincial affairs in this province, i.e., he became a government 

official in the south sometime after the year of 1286. 

1. SCTK I/Supplement to C: la 

2. YUan shih 1L t (History of the YUan Dynasty), 62: 1. 



Po pi U {:; 'f~ (Courtesy name: Jen-fu) was born in the year of 

1226 and he is the only early YUan dramatist whose birth date can be 

traced through reliable records. LKP is said to generally list the 

dramatists of YUan chronologically by their ages 1 and Ma's name comes 

after POlS. We can then assume that Ma was born after 1226. 

11 

With the year of Ma's death fixed between 1321-1324, and taking 

seventy years as a reasonable long life for a dramatist who has left us 

with a cl'dsiderable number of works, both in san-ch'U21t.liiJ and drama, 

we arrive at a chronology for Ma which appears to be logical, albeit 

somewhat conjectural. We can perhaps say, until more concrete evidence 

turns up at some later date, that Ma was born around 1250, and worked 

as a government official in the south after 1285 at the age of 35+. He 

retired from government service and became a member of the YUan-chen 

Writers Guild after 1295 at the age of 45+. He died in 1322/23 at the 

age of 72 or 73. 

The previous pages tell us little about Ma, the man, but many 

lyric songs attributed to him can give us a little better understanding 

of his ambitions, his sentiment, and his philosophical outlook, for 

1. Yoshikawa 1977: 71. 

2. San-ch'U (lyric songs) are similar in form to hSi-Ch'U~~~ 
(dramatic songs) but different in purpose. They are written to express 
the poet's feelings and observations while the latter are used to 
express the feelings and observations of a character in a play. Lyric 
songs aredu£ther divided into hsiao-ling d'~ (individual songs) and 
t'ao-shu'~ ~~(a set of songs or a song sequence). The songs within a 
song sequence have the same rhyme throughout and belong to the same 
tonality in the musical system. There is a set pattern in the 
arrangement of songs in a song set which in fact forms one act in a 
play. For a detailed description of these terms, see Wayne Schlepp, 
San-ch'U - Its technique and Imagery, 1970: 8-9. 



the lyric songs of YUan retain the ag~-old tradition of Chinese folk 

songs, and are often used for self-expression and reflection. One 
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hundred and four hsiao-ling 1~~ (individual songs), seventeen 

complete t'ao-shu;j;~sOng sets) and five incomplete ones are " 
~~1,~ 

collected in one volume and given the title, Tung-li yUeh-fu l ~~~.~ 
, 
~(The Songs of Tung-li) in San-chiU ts'ung-k'an by Jen Chung-min. 

Most of these are of the highest quality and cover a wide variety of 

subjects. Prince Chu Ch'Uan described them as the "songs of a divine 

phoenix singing in the morning sun."2 Wang Kuo-wei described them as 

being "lofty, brilliant, powerful and grand, poignant in feeling and 

clear in language".3 Jen Chung-min says, "There are four great masters 

of YUan drama, but of lyric songs, there is only one, i.e., Tung-li. 
tf~ .~ f>.¥1 

••• None of the others can be called expert."4 Cheng Chen-to ~rtJ1<;'b·l 

described Ma's lyric songs as "galloping, graceful, penetratingly 

in~isive, clearly brilliant and most delightful."S Liu Ta-chieh gave a 

more concrete evaluation of Ma's achievement in lyric songs, stating 
.. .lz 

that he enlarged their scope, raised their i-ching ~ ~~(fusion of 

emotion and scene) to a higher plane [i.e., more subtle and poignant], 

and revealed in these songs his extraordinary talent, magnanimous air, 

1. See SCTK I/C: la-23b. 

2. THey: 15 in CKKT III. 

3. SYHCK: 129 

4. See Ch'U-hsieh ~1~ (Miscellaneous Notes on ch'U) II: S7b 
in SCTK IV/C. ' 

- ~ .J:... '~,A)!!4 J7 
5. See Ch'a-tu pen Chung-kuo wen-hsueh-shih:ft-r.lf\o/.\ft~~~1~ 

(An Illustrated History of Chinese Llterature), 19S9: 990-1. 
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and beautiful language. "His strong pOint," Liu continued, "is that he 

could express in songs every subject matter and catch the essence of 

it." "Of his works," Liu adds, "although they are mostly hao-fang 

*~t (vi gorous and unrestrai ned) in nature, there are al so those 

which are elegantly beautiful or fine and delicate; and some also 

express the feelings of pessimism." l 

Unlike most YUan dramatists, many of Ma's lyric songs are also 

highly personal, so personal in fact that his name often appears in 

them. A number of the most popular ones are translated below. 

believe these songs afford us a glimpse of the interior man, especially 

those which are strongly self-expressive and reflective in manner. 

realize the equivocal nature of such an approach--using the work of the 

poet to explain the man--but am encouraged to do so by the frequent 

appearance of the playwright's own name in his songs and the con-

sistency of feelinqs in his lyric songs and dramatic works, as well as 

the comparability between them. It is not possible to examine in 

detail all of these lyric songs at this time; instead, only a few will 

be discussed at some length. 

Thirty-nine contemporary single songs and one song set were 

selected for illustration in CYYY. The song set of seven stanzas 

entitled "Autumn Thoughts" is the most famous and to many, the 

representative work of Ma Chih-yUan. According to Chou Te-ch'ing, it 

1. Liu Ta-chieh 1963: 786. 



is the best lyric song ever written, for he unabashedly voiced his 

admiration in the following words: 1 

This is what one would call a lyric song. It has one 
rhyme, is free from padded words, the rhyme is sophisticated 
and the diction beautiful. It is said one [like this] cannot 
be found amongst one hundred. I say one like this cannot be 
found even amongst ten thousand. Look how he uses these words! 
There is not one rhyming word that is not used exactly right. 
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He then voiced the emphatic admonition, "Young generations, learn from 

it!" Below is a translation of this song set. I have numbered the 

stanzas to facilitate later discussion. 

1. (Tune: .Yeh-hsing-ch'uan) 

A hundred years of life - all a dream of a butterfly. 
Again turning my head to affairs past, they bear sighing. 
Today spring comes, 
The next morning flowers wither. 
Urge on the penalty cups, for the night deepens 

and the lamps burn out. 

2. (Tune: Ch'iao-mu-cha) 

Think, the Palace of Ch'in and Gate Towers of Han 
All turned into pastures of withered grass for cattle and 

sheep. 
If it were not so, fishermen and woodsmen would have nought to 

chat about. 
Scattered on the abandoned graves are the broken monuments. 
No telling if therein are dragons or snakes. 

3. (Tune: Ch'ing-hsuar-ho) 

In fox trails and rabbit holes, 
how many heroes! 

Although the legs of a tripod are strong, it was snapped 
at the waist. 

Was it Wei? Was it Tsin? 

1. CYYY I/C: 21a-22a. 



4. (Tune: Lo-mei-feng) 

If heave~ lets you be rich, 
do not be overly covetous. 

Good days and pleasant nights have few hours. 
Youth of wealthy family, even if you make your hearts 

hard like iron, 
Donlt turn your back on "wind and moon ll in the brocaded 

chamber. 

5. (Tune: Feng-ju-sung) 

Before onels very eyes, the red sun again slants west, 
as swift as a cart going downhill. 

Care not how white snow [hair] increases in the mirror. 
Go to bed, bid shoes and slippers farewell. 
Donlt laugh at the poor planning of the pigeonls nest. 
His foolishness has always been feigned stupidity. 

6. (Tune: Po-pu-tuan) 

When [striving for] fortune and fame stop, 
Right and wrong will end. 
The red dust will not come stirring trouble before 

the door. 
Green trees are just right to cover the corners of 

a house. 
Blu~ hills are good enough patches for cracks on 

a '113. ~ 1 • 
By all means, I can bea~ the bamboo-fenced 

reed-thatched hut. 

7. (Tune: Li-tling-yen-sha) 

Only when crickets finish their chant 
is there a sleep of peace. 

Once the cock crows, myriad affairs never cease. 
When will this be understood? 
Look. 
Densely, thickly, the ants line up their soldiers, 
Noisily, disorderly the bees suck honey. 
Hurriedly. clamorously, the flies fight over blood. 
The Green Wilderness Hall of Lord plei,l 
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1. plei refers to plei Tu~)1-, (765-839), a prime minister 
of Tlang. After his retirement from office, he had a retreat built, 
naming it Green Wilderness Hall. There, he spent his retirement years 
in literary pursuits with friends. 



The White Lotus Club of Magistrate T'ao1 
What are the things I love about autumn? 
Picking yellow flowers drenched with dew. 
Opening frosty-purple crabs. 
Warming wine by burning red leaves. 
Think of the limited cups in a man's life. 
All together how many Double-ninth Festivals 2 are there? 
If someone should ask for me, 
Naughty boy, remember this: 
Even if Pei-hai 3 himself comes to visit me, 
Say that Tung-li has already drunk his fill. 

(SCTK I/C: 21b-22b) 

The high praise accorded this song set by Chou Te-ch'ing 
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centers on elements of form, rhyme and diction. As to its content, he 

made no comment. From the title, I believe it can be said that it is 

not only a reflection on the life of the poet-persona on a gorgeous 

autumn day--the Double Ninth, to be exact--but also during his autumn 

years, for poems of reflection are usually written after the 

1. Magistrate Tirrfers to T'ao Ch'ien~1~(36S-427), also 
known as T'ao YUan-ming('Bii~ ~-M. T'ao is one of the greatest poets in 
Chinese literature and tr di iohally acclaimed as father of field and 
garden or eremitic poetry. He was once the magistrate of Peng-tse but 
resigned after being in office for only some eighty days, preferring 
the simple but rustic life of a fanner to government service that 
required the compromising of his principles. While living as a 
farmer/recluse in HsUn-yang, he sometimes Visit~dti:e Buddhist White 
Lotus Club formed by the eminent monk Hui-yUan~ • 

2. As the name implies, this festival falls on the ninth day 
of the ninth lunar month. It is associated with the climbing of a 
height, the drinking of chrysanthemum wine, the gathering of flowers 
and the prolonging of life, for originally, it was to avoid an 
impending disaster that a family around SOD A.D. was advised to do all 
these things. It is a favorite festival of Chinese poets. An article 
entitled, liThe Double Ninth Festival in Chinese Poetry: A Study of 
Variations upon a theme," by A. R. Davis appears in Wen Lin, 1968: 
4S-64, ed. Chow Tse-tsung. 

3. Pei -hai refers to K I ung JUng~U~IS3-208) of Han. K' ung 
was once the governor of Pei-hai. He was known for his hospitality. 
His house was said to be always full of guests and his wine jugs never 
empty. 
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onset of middle age and the Festival of the Double Ninth because of 

its symbolic association with prolonging life, a time for poignant 

thoughts. A. R. Davis cites Tu Fu, Po Chui-i and Tao Ch'ien, who each 

wrote more than one Double Ninth poem, as examples in his article liThe 

Double-ninth Festival in Chinese Poetry," and notes that Li Ho 

(791-817), a poet who made his reputation early and died at the age of 

twenty-six, left no Double-ninth poems. 1 

As reflections of life are generally conceived in terms of 

one's own life experiences, I shall utilize this song set as a basis 

for maki ng some general observati ons about Ma I s personal ity and 

predilections as a poet. However, this attempt is by no means to be 

construed as a reconstruction of his biography. 

The song set opens with the age-old theme expressed in an 

ancient poem of Han by an anonymous poet. 2 "A life span of less than a 

hundred years often embraces the sorrow of a thousand years. If the 

day is short and the night is too long, / why not then make merry by 

holding a candle? ••• " The allusion to Chuang-tzu's famous dream3 in 

the first li~~ gives an early indication of the poet's inclination 

1. See liThe Double Ninth Festival in Chinese Poetry: A Study 
of Variations upon a Theme" in Wen Lin 1968: 36. 

2. See Burton Watson, Chinese lyricism: Shih Poetry from the 
Second to th~ Twelfth Century (p. 29) for a complete translatlon of 
thl s poem. 

3. An allusion to the famous anecdote by the Taoist 
philosopher Chuang-tzu, who once dreamed that he had turned into a 
butterfly. When he awoke, he wondered whether it was he who dreamed 
that he was a butterfly or a butterfly who dreamed that it was Chu~ng
tzu. For a translation of this anecdote, see The Complete Works of 
Chuang Tzu, tr. Burton Watson, 1968: 48. 
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towards Taoism. It is apparent that now the poet views life as an 

evanescent and illusory dream, and l~oking back on this life, does have 

some regrets. The swift passing of time is suggested in the next two 

lines and the need to enjoy life through wine while one still can is 

plainly stated in the following line. The last line, while echoing the 

theme of the old Han poem, also stresses once more the relentless 

passing of time. 

In the second and third stanzas, the poet contemplates the 

ruins of past glories and voices a sense of futility for heroic human 

endeavor; both are perennial themes one encounters in that category of 

Chinese poems labelled huai-ku Shih;~b.~~(Thinking of Antiquity 

Poems). Such poems generally employ the convention of contrasting past 

glories with present decay and ruin. Professor Narie Chan, in her 

study of the T'ang poet Kao Shih, shows through examples of various 

Tlang .poems on the contemplation of the past, that prescribed conven

tions 1 do not restrict or stifle the poetic imagination, because the 

modes in which these topoi are arranged may vary. They can be either 

heroic, ironic or didactic. 2 These two stanzas conform to the pre-

scribed conventions and are presented in the ironic mode. In other 

words, they faii well within the huai-ku shih tradition. In them, the 

1. She refers to the six recurring topoi isolated by Prof. 
Hans Frankel of such poems. They are 1) the poet ascends to a high 
place; 2) he looks into the distance in conjunction with viewing the 
past; 3) he dwells on the durability of rivers and mountains as a 
contrast to human transcience; 4) he alludes to historical 
personalities and extant relics of the past; 5) he describes landscapes 
devoid of historical association; and 6) he shed tears. 

2. Chan, Mari e. Kao Shi h, 1978: 68-80. 
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poet voices the futility of human endeavor and points out that in the 

end even mighty kingdoms turn to dust, not to mention those heroes who 

were instrumental in the making of these kingdoms. The metaphor of the 

tripod refers to the three kingdoms of Wei, Shu and Wu, which vied for 

supremacy as well as the throne of China during the post-Han era. 

Although it won out in the end, Wei was soon replaced by Tsin. In a 

sense, none of the three really succeeded in what they set out to 

accomplish; like a tripod which has been broken, the many men involved 

in that struggle all came to no better ends than the grand palaces and 

gate towers--in fox tra'ils1 arid rabbit holes. It is ironic that the 

grand and the mighty should all be reduced to no more than a topic of 

gossip, a fleeting remembrance. The frailty of human achievement and 

the insignificance of individual man in the cosmic flow of time are 

thus stressed. 

Fishermen and woodsmen, conventional symbols of Taoist 

naturalism, are recurrent motifs in Ma1s lyric songs. They are viewed 

as leading an ideal life because of their closeness to nature, their 

seeming contentment with a simple ·Iife style, and their disinterest in 

fame and glory. In stanza two, they are shown to be the kind of people 

who have the leisure of enjoying a good chat, a joy often denied those 

who strive for fame and glory. 

. t, 
1. A tenn used bt t~. Sung poet Lu Yu ~n~ 1125-1210) ina 

poem entitled Ku pieh-li~~I$.I'11., "In the deserted ~arden, dew 
moistens the bramble branc~e ~~#the desolate path, moon sh~·n~s,of fox 
trails," Morohashi Tetsujit'~$ 1~~1t?, Dai Kan-wa jiten1\\?_ ..r\;-{'~\tP , 
Vol. 7, 1966-68: 688. tV) "- l'- 1'1 '7-'1 7' 



In stanza four, the poet turns from inner reflection to 

advising youth who are fortunate enough to be well-off [In CYYY, the 

expression 1151 ave of wealth ll is used] not to become slaves to wealth 

but to take the time to savor and experience romantic love. 
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The tone of stanza five continues in the vein of four, only he 

now aims his advice at older men who worry about advancing age when 

seeing their reflections in mirrors. The relentless passing of time is 

thus underlined once more. However~ the poet does not fall prey to 

self-pity or melancholy, like so many Chinese poets who wrote poetry of 

reflection. Instead, he counsels a carefree attitude towards the 

inevitable. He tells us to take things easy and take a nap, for who 

knows what will happen wh~(J c·,;1.t;! wakes up, or if one wi 11 wake up at 

all. In the last two lines, he uses the pigeon as a reflexive meta

phor. The pigeon to the Chinese is a stupid bird and the term 'pigeon

stupid' (ChiU-Cho~;1tA) is used to express self-deprecation. Incap

able of building a nest well, the pigeon is said to occupy a magpie's 

nest; in this context, it means that he enjoys the result of other's 

labor. Used here, the poet seeks to convey only that the stupid bird 

of tradition is in fact quite clever for he manages to live a good life 

free from strife and labor. To extend this implication further: the 

people who laugh at the pigeon are perhaps the ones who are fooled. 

In stanza six, a mood of serene contemplation is depicted. The 

poet observes that when one ceases to strive for fortune and fame, 

arguments as to who is right or wrong will naturally come to a stop, 

and the mundane world (metaphored as "red dust") will no longer bring 

trOUbles right to one's door. In contrasting the mundane world with 
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one of serene detachment, he offers us a glimpse of his spiritual 

views. "Green trees" and "blue hills" are nature images commonly used 

to depict the ideal of a simple pastoral existence. But here, these 

images are used as concrete materials to cover the corners of a house 

and patch the cracks on a wall. In thus inverting the image, quite the 

opposite of what is suggested by Ruskin's "Pathetic Fallacy", he 

stresses on the Taoist concept of unity between man and nature, thereby 

revealing his Taoist inclinations. The term "right and wrong" 

(shih-fei 1L~ ), meaning arguments or trouble is also a frequently 

used term in Taoist literature and often appears in the lyrics of Ma's 

Taoist "conversion" plays. 

The first six lines of stanza seven contrast sharply with the 

serene setting of stanza six and depict a frantic and vain striving for 

existence. The crickets reaffirm the season, autumn. They are then 

used together with thE cocks to symbolize the little time man has for 

rest and peace and the long hours of toiling to which he subjects 

himself. The poet sighs over the imperceptive foolishness of man in 

his constant striving. He bids us to take a look at the ants, bees and 

flies. These lowly creatures symbolize humans and their ceaseless 

striving and toiling. The three pairs of adverbs describing the manner 

in which these lowly creatures carry out their activities add a harsh 

note to the already unsavory scene. The introduction of words like 

"soldier", "fight", "suck" and "blood" change the scene into a violent 

one, and make us want to escape. The poet is there waiting for us at 

the serene Green Wilderness Hall, built by Lord p'ei in order to spend 

his retirement years in literary pursuits with friends. He also 
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introduces us to the White Lotus Club formed by the Buddhist monk 

Hui-yUan, which the reclusive poet T'ao Ch;ien had often visited. He 

then leisurely enumerates the simple pleasures one can enjoy in the 

gorgeous days of autumn (or in the autumn years of one's life) when the 

most beloved festival of Chinese poets, the Double-ninth, is 

celebrated. 

The reflections of the poet in this song sequence center on the 

ephemeral nature of human achievement and existence, the folly of 

striving for gain and fame, and the desirability of a simple life in 

union with nature. He enjoins his fellow man to celebrate one's 

limited span of years with love, wine, food, and flowers. He seems 

content in his autumn years, clearly living in retirement, although he 

indicates in stanza one that when he looks back on affairs of the past, 

they evoke regrets (more on thi s below). Such serene contempl ation 

appears often in his work (both in san-ch'U and the plays). As I will 

be discussing his dramatic works in the following chapters, only his 

lyric songs are cited here to bear witness to his general attitudes and 

values. None of these songs are dated. The order of their appearance 

does not imply a chronology of the poet'~ mental progresses. Instead 

they have been selected for discussion as some of his more famous works 

which seem to reflect mo~)t clearly his personality and predilections. 

The following song in four stanzas is titled "Retire in 

Contentment" (t'ien-t'ui 'r~l~). The term "t'ien-t'ui" actually 

conveys more than my transl at i on. It has d m'ixed meani ng of content

ment, peaceful withdrawal, and disinterest in wealth and glory. In 

sentiment, the song parallels the "Autumn Thoughts" poems and gives one 



the impression that the poet is trying to convince himself of the 

wisdom and enjoyment of a life of retirement from worldly pursuits. 

(Tune: Ssu-k'uai-yU) 

(1) 

My green-black hair turning sere, 
My red face withering, 
I am ashamed to have this image of a dusty 

world painted on Ling Terrace. 
The scenery of old gardens is still there. 
To the three-hectare fiald and five-mou house 
Let's go back! 

(SCTK l/C: 8b) 

Ling Terrace was a hall where portraits of great ministers of 
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the court were displayed in the Han dynasty. The line is an admission 

of the poet that he is getting old and is no longer interested in 

pursuing a career in government (synonymous to striving for fame and 

fortune) dll(J Lilat he would like to go home where he is fortunate to own 

land and house. The expressions "three-hectare" and "five-mou" (one 

mou equals roughly one third of an acre) should not be taken literally, 

but understood as meaning he has lands and a house adequate to support 

himself in retirement. 

(2) 

By the edge of the green water, 
Beside the green hills, 
I have two hectares of good farm land and a 

1 ittle house. 
My leisured body will leap out of the dusty world. 
Purple crabs - fat 
Yellow chrysanthemums - blooming. 
Let's go back! 

In this stanza, the setting of his old home is described in 

detail. The land is good for farming and insures an adequate 

subsistence in a life of retirement. The house though small is also 
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adequate. The purple crabs and yellow chrysanthemums in "Autumn 

Thoughtsll appear again in lines five and six. They are linked together 

because both are at their best in autumn and a source of delight to 

man. The chrysanthemum has the added implication of a reclusive life 

because of T'ao Ch'ien's fondness for it. 

(3) 

By the edge of emerald green bamboo, 
Beside green pines, 
Two thatched rooms in the shade of bamboo 

and sounds of pine. 
At a time of peace I am fortunate to be alive 

and a leisured person. 
The three paths are cleared, 
The five willows planted. 
Let's go back! 

The surroundings of his home are described in this stanza. We 

now know that the house is close by the hills, shaded by bamboo and 

pines, and when there is a breeze, the rustling of the pine needles can 

be heard. To be able to retire to such a tranquil environment, the 

poet can't help but count his blessings: he enjoys his leisure, he is 

alive~ and the country is at peace. 

The last two lines again refer to T'ao Ch'ien. The phrase lithe 

three paths" appears in Taols famous Kuei-ch'U-lai-tz'u..j~~~~ 
(Letls Go Back) poem: liThe three paths are almost obliterated but 

pines and chrysanthemums are still there." l In fact, the phrase 

"Kuei-ch ' U-lai" which I translated as "Let l s go back!" ends each and 

every stanza of this song. T'ao is also the author of the short prose 

essay "Biography of the Gentleman of the Five Willows", a fanciful 

1. See The Poetry of T'ao Chlien, tr. James Robert Hightower, 
1970: 269. 
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autobiography. The phrase lithe five willows ll thus seems to allude to 

the poet's predilection for the life-style exemplified by that essay, 

where the protagonist is described as IIhaving no envy for fame or 

fortune, as enjoying reading, wine and composing poetry for his own 

amusement. 1l1 T'ao's name appears frequently in Ma's songs. They show 

him to be an ardent admirer of T'ao. Indeed the name Tung-li 

(literally lIeastern hedge ll
) is very likely taken from a line in the 

most famous poem by T'ao, which reads: 

I build my hut beside a traveled road 
Yet hear no noise of passing carts and horses 
You would like to know how it ;s done? 
With the mind detached, one's place becomes remote. 
Picking chrysanthemums by the eastern hedge, 
I catch sight of the distant southern hills: 
The mountain air is lovely as the sun sets 
And flocks of flying birds return together. 
In these things there is a fundamental truth. 
1 would like to tell, but lack the words. 

The above is a translation of Prof. James A. Hightower,2 who 

comments that the poem conveys admirably the detachment and repose of 

the Great Recluse [T'ao], who makes his home among men yet remains 

uncontaminated by the world, whose communion with nature occurs as 

readily through the chrysanthemums by the eastern hedge as through the 

distant mountain scenery. Ma could have taken the eastein hedge as his 

courtesy name because of its close connection with the chrysanthemum 

which developed over the centuries into a symbol of the secluded life. 3 

1. Hightower 1970: 4. 

2. Ibi d: 130. 

3 •. James Liu, The Art of Chinese Poetry, 1962: 129. 



This is the kind of life Ma seems to consider most suitable to his 

nature. 

Wine just bought, 
Fish newly purchased, 

(4) 

An eyeful of clouds and mountains like a scroll 
unrolls. 

In fresh breeze and bright moon I repay debts 
of poetry. 

I was always a lazy, insolent fellow, 
Who lacked talent for profit-making. 
Let's go back! 

There is no doubt about the desirability of the life he 

envisions in the country, for such adjectives as "new", "fresh", 
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"clear" and "bright" dot the lines of the final stanza. The phrase lito 

pay debts of poetry" could mean that the poet would like to repay the 

pleasures he owes to the clear breeze and bright moon by eulogizing 

them in his poetry. If interpreted literally, it implies that the poet 

enjoyed some fame and was sought after either to write matching poems 

(ho-shi h ~",~~, i.e., to compose verses to match those by others as a 

literary exercise and pastime) or to celebrate special occasions. Both 

categories are present in The Songs of Tung-li. This collection in 

fact opens with a song entitled, "Matching with Lu Shu-chai, West 

Lake." In this song, we find such a light-hearted line as: "For 

West Lake we twisted and broke our moustaches" [in wp.ighing and 

considering the proper and suitable words for a line of poetry]. The 

song praising the emperor Ying mentioned above is most probably a song 

written on request. 

In a song sequence entitled Iwu-mi"ll-%~(Awake to DeluSions), 

the poet talks about his life style. The tone of this song set gives 
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one the impression that perhaps it is a former life style he sighs over 

in the second 1 i ne of "Aut umn Thoughts. II The fi rst two stanza s are 

translated below. 

(Tune: Chin-hsin-tzu) 

Of the world1s affairs, I have experienced much 
in twenty years of wandering. 

The Heavenly Lord has given me half a life1s leisure, 
Tailoring ice and snow, 
Escorting wind and moon, 
Leading orioles and blossoms. 

(Tune: Kuei-sai-pei) 

Affairs of days past, 
Are they worth :'Jasting of now? 
In bearing, always a traveller in poetry 

and wi nee 
In sophistication, formerly a family of 

wealth and influence. 
Hy twu tellljJles, of late sprouting white. 

(SCTK l/C: l4b) 

The word "wandering" in the first line of this song sequence 

sets the mood and introduces a sense of melancholy and unhappiness in 

an aimless life forced upon the poet by fate which the Heavenly Lord 

intended for him. The last three parallel lines use three pairs of 

common metaphors IIi ce and snow" for poetry, "wi nd and moon" for 

courtesans, and "orioles and blossoms" for female singers. The word 

"tailoring" (literally cutting a piece out or putting a piece in) used 

in describing the composing of poetry makes the act seem trivial and 

insignificant. Wandering, composing poetry, and keeping company with 

courtesans and actresses was in fact a very common life style for 

dramatists and many early YUan men of letters. Chu ChingJ;f:.t;1:-, a 
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dramatist of late Yuan, writes in his preface to Ch'ing-lou Chil~~~ 
~,(The Green Bower Collection) by Hsia PO-h02 ~~1t~born ca. 1316): 

When our emperor united the seas and the lands in early 
Yuan, people of the Chin dynasty like Tu Shan-fu, Po Lan-ku [Po 
P1u] and Kuan Han-ch'ing, etc., who did not deign to serve the 
new dynasty, all engaged in sporting with the wind, singing ~f 
the moon, and wandering about scenic places. Common people 
found them different. Tho$e who worked for the good of the 
world sneered at them. The feelings of these three gentlemen 
were difficult to fathom. 

After the unification, due to a change of fortune, scholars 
lost their profession. Their ambitions thus thwarted, they 
often engaged in wine and poetry, which sometimes even brought 
them unforeseen disasters. With what could they expel 
melancholy? Living a lonely life in a small shabby room, they 
had nothing left but dreams •••• 

The ~econd stanza gives one the impression that the poet was 

probably from a well-to-do family. Consequently, he must also have 

been well educated. He seems to be conscious of his family background 

and his own talent in composing poetry, but remorseful as to the life 

he has been leading during the past twenty years, especially now that 

he is approaching mid-years with grey hair sprouti~g from his temples. 

In the following song of three stanzas, the poet seems to be 

pondering a profession for himself. The lives of fisherman and wood-

cutter seem romantic and have their appeals. Yet, being educated in 

the Confucian tradition which emphasized government service for those 

1. This book, prefaced 1355, by Hs;a Po-ho, is an important 
source book on the live~ of one hundred and four female entertainers 
who lived in the big cities of early Yuan. The exploits of some thirty 
male actors, playwrights, lyric song writers, Poets and celebrated 
scholars and officials are also touched upon (CKKT II: 1-84). 

2. Hsia was a lyric song writer and a wealthy philanthropist 
from an illustrious family who entertained daily. Many entertainers 
came to his parties. A biographic sketch of Hsia can be found in A 
Supplement to LKP: 285. 
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who were able and qualified, and conscious of his own talent, the poet 

seems to be torn between his own preference and his designated 

calling. 

(Tune: Chin-tzu-ching) 

(1) 

Catkins add to the snow of reed-flowers. 
Pickled fish perfumes the lotus breeze. 
Let me be a fisherman at the river. 
Poor. 
A man unsuccessful. 
A stormy dream. 
All an illusion. 

(2) 

His shoulders carry the mountain moon. 
His ax sharpened en moss-covered rock. 
Let me be a woodcutter and live in seclusion. 
Firewood. 
Mai-chen, where is he? 
Beyond the cliffs in the void, 
The timber for beams and pillars has grown old. 

(3) 

At night a western wind stirs. 
In the nine-layered sky fly the birds p1eng and hsiao. 
Impoverishing to the extreme is a commoner of thE!---

Central Pl ai n. 
Sad. 
Dear friends, do you know yet 
My will to climb the tower? 
I regret I have no heaven-climbing ladder 

(SCTK 1/C: 6a-b) 

The three stanzas of this song are arranged in such a way as to 

first describe the scene, then provide a one word judgement, and 

finally extract from them elements that will suggest the poet's own 

feelings and situation. In the opening stanza, the attractions of a 

fisherman's life are enumerated. Such a life is a poor one, for it 



spells personal failure and danger because of storms (literally "wind 

and waves" in this stanza). Then the poet, echoing the first line of 

"Autumn Thoughts", laments that life is nothing but an illusion, a 

dream, and a stormy one at that. 

The next stanza describes the woodcutter's life, and it seems 

at once poetic and magnanimous. The woodcutter also lives on the 

mountain, where recluses prefer to make their homes. Chu Mai

chen t'1.1t was a ranking official of the Han dynasty. His 

association with the woodcutter is that before passing the civil 

service examinations he had to support himself and his family by 

selling firewood. Chu is also said to have passed the civil service 

examinations comparatively late in life. Here, the poet compares 
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himself to Chu. By asking where Chu is now, he deflects attention to 

himsel f for fame and fortune have so far passed him by. "Timber for 

beams and pillars" is a metaphor for a great statesman who bears the 

burden of upholding the nation, to whom the poet, conscious of his own 

talent, is comparing himself. In this and the next stanza, the poet 

seems to be advertising his own capabilities while sighing about his 

advancing age. 

Although the civil service examinations were abolished by the 

YUan court, talented and capable men could stil I obtain high positions 

in government by being recommended by influential friends. The first 

two lines of stanza three hint at a change in the political climate, so 

that now the greatest and the most capable men like the p'eng~ird 

(which is described by Chuang-tzu as "having a back I don't know how 

many thousand li across and, when he rises up and flies off, his wings 



are like clouds all over the sky •••• "1) and the small hSia0241-bird 

(dove, which is traditionally considered a delicacy) are all soaring 

high in their careers. This evokes the poet's sadness over his still 

being a poor commoner of the Central Plain. In the next two lines he 

states very plainly his wish to join the people who are enjoying 

success in their government careers. Very frankly, he appeals to his 

friends for help. Critics and commentators alike have often cited 

these lines as revealing the deep sadness or frustration the poet 

experienced sometime in his life over his taient not being recognized 
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or used. believe the phrase "Central Plain" points to a time before 

Ma became an official in Chiang-che province. As a number of 

dramatists held official posts in the south,3 presumably after the end 

of the Southern Sung and when the new provinces were established, this 

song of three stanzas could have been written for a purpose - to obtain 

a post in the newly created provinces. The reason behind his seeking 

office could be financial, lure of scenic places in the south, the 

Confucian conviction to serve, or a combination of all these. 

Apparently he was successful. But, whether he relished being a minor 

official in the province is another matter. 

There is no direct reference in Ma's works to his experiences 

as a government official. But there is evidence in his songs that 

1. Burton Watson, The Complete Works of Chuang Tzu: 29. 

2. Ibid: 47 

~ fc~ording to LKP. Shang Chung-hsien '~1~~ and Tai 
Shan-fuJ.j. ~~ were alsoofficials of provincial affairs in the 
province f Chlang-che (p. 111 and p. 112). 



they were not particularly happy and didn't quite suit his natural 

inclinations. Being an admirer of T'ao Ch'ien, it is very likely he 

also shared T'ao's distaste for the bureaucratic life after he had 

experienced it. The following song seems to reveal a note of discord 
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and makes one wonder if Ma had some regrets about seeking office and if 

his retirement from official life was not hastened by his frustration. 

(Tune: Shua-hai-erh) 

I have a piece of keep-from-freezing-to-death clothing, 
And a mouthful of keep-from-starving-to-death food. 
Poor without worry, one learns the worth of leisure. 
It is as if tempests have sailed away. 
It is better than having to shake my sleeve [in anger] 

and return home. 
I was never one fond of scrambling for glory and ~ains. 
Complaining about being poor soils the ears. 
Be like the birds, free from scheming. 

(SCTK l/C: 20a) 

Contemplating the many famous historical figures whose 

ambitions were thwarted at one time or another, the poet voices his own 

feelings about fate. 

(Tune: Yao-p I i en) 

Should heaven refuse you fame and rank, 
No matter how able and learned, you remain an old 

codger in the woods. 
When the times are strange, seek not forceably. 
If rank were to depend on talent and skill, 
Confucius would have been a duke in youth. 
Poverty or riches - fate controls. 
Gain - what is there to rejoice about? 
Loss - what is there to worry about? 
Life is just like a dream of Nan-ko. 

(SCTK l/C: 22b) 

If the Master (Confucius) was not even recognized in his own 

time, then the poet feels that he should also accept what fate brings 
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him. After all, life is short, just like the empty dream of the man in 

a Tlang dynasty story. In this dream, the man experienced a lifetimels 

ups and downs as the governor of Nan-ko and on waking up found that he 

had dozed off for only a short while. 

In a song of ten stanzas, clearly written in the poetls 

mid-years because the first stanza starts with "The nine-layered 

heaven, the dragon towers and phoenix halls live all seen in twenty 

years," Ma reflects on a number of topics. Most of these echo themes 

in "Autumn Thoughts". Two, however, seem to tell a little more about 

himself and are worth a closer look. 

(Tune: Po-pu-tuan) 

I sigh for the poor scholars. 
Slow down on your studies. 
When you study, you should aspire to write on 

the ~ridge pillar. 
Writing on the bridge pillar will enable you to ride 

in a carriage drawn by four horses. 
But who will buy your "Fu of the Long Gate"? 
See Chiang-an and be gone! 

(SCTK l/e: lb) 

Line three, four and five refer to Ssu-ma Hsiang-ju of the Han 

dynasty, who, on his way to the capital at Chiang-an, wrote on the 

pillar of a bridge that he would not pass the bridge again uniess 

riding in a carriage drawn by four horses, i.e., unless he became rich 

and famous, which he did. He was once paid one hundred catties (about 

18 ounces/catty) of gold by Emperor Wuls consort Chien, who was then in 

disfavor and banished to the Palace of the Long Gate, to write a 

prose-poem {~~~ to help her regain the favor of the emperor. The 

poem so moved the emperor that she did indeed regain his favor. Mals 
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song seems to reveal his frustrations over thwarted ambitions, which 

may have been caused by the abolition of the civil service examina-

tions. The poet advises scholars to see the sights of the capital and 

then return home. Such a reaction corresponds with the general life 

style adopted by Confucian scholars of the time as described by Chu 

Ching in his preface to Ch'ing-lo chi. It is possible that Ma, like Po 

plu and Kuan Han-ch'ing, also engaged in "sporting with the wind, sing-

ing of the moon, and wandering around scenic places," since a career 

like Ssu-ma's was then unattainable with the abolition of the civil 

service examinations and the low regard the mongols had for Confucian 

scholars. 

In stanza nine, the poet speaks again of the evanescence of 

human life and advises the readers to enjoy it wrile they can and be 

content with such pleasures as the company of friends, wine and songs. 

He mentions Ch'U Yuan~.1~ (343-2,90 S.C.), the frustrated minister of 

King Huai (329-299 B.C.) of Ch'u~, who was slandered by jealous col-

leagues and failing to influence the conduct of his prince, committed 

suicide by drowning himself. In a long allegorical poem, the "Li

saO\~\~Ch'U vented his resentment and frustration and claimed his 

own purity of spirit. 

(Tune: Po-pu-tuan) 

(9) 

The wine cup is deep, 
Like an old friend's heart. 
In our meeting, do not refuse to drink. 
If you would sing, I will slowly pour. 
Let Chili YUan die of ~urity if he so desires. 
Drunk or sober - what is there to argue about? 

(SCTK l/C: 2b) 
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The poet believes that life should be enjoyed and that Ch'U 

YUan was foolish to take things so seriously as to drown himself. But, 

if that was what Ch'U wanted, then he should act according to his 

convictions, for what does it really matter if one is drunk or sober, 

rich or poor, a success or a failure? 

A song set entitled "Borrowing a Horse" reveals a different 

facet of Ma's personality - a sense of humor - as well as his talent at 

characterization. This song sequence is written in the plainest 

colloquial style about a man whose insensitive friend asks to borrow 

his newly-bought horse for a day. The horse owner's incessant 

entreaties to his friend on the care of the horse present a very 

realistic picture of a rel~ctant lender who is doing his best to stall 

the moment of separation from his horse. The language, though satiric 

intone, is however not cruel because in the end we have to admit that 

the seemingly miser-lender is, in fact, a man who truly cares for his 

horse. Below are a few lines from this song set: 

(Tune: Shua-hai-erh) 

I hesitated a long time and did not speak. 

Doesn't he know the saying, "Of others' bows, do 
not hold, of others' horses, do not ride"? 

When going uphill, slowly raise your body, 
When going downhill, do not let it walk fast. 
Don I t say that I am overly fussy. 
But not to let the whip flash by the horse's eyes, 
Not to let it abrade his hair and skin. 

(SCTK l/C: 16b) 

The light-hearted manner of this song appears frequently in 

both his lyric songs and dramatic works. 
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Disillusioned with a career in government but reconciled to his 

fate, after a sojourn as a minor official in Chiang-che, Ma probably 

lived a life of retirement in the country and employed his talents in 

verse, music and writing plays for the then thriving theater. His 

resignation to fate seems complete. Many of his lyric songs bear 

witness to the joy and peace he experienced in the simple things around 

him in his village home. The chirping of a newly hatched cicada, the 

blossoming of the sunflowers on a clear summer day when there was 

little to do in the western village all bro~ght him pleasure. He could 

reflect with genuine sincerity upon the joys of living and the bounties 

of every season, even autumn, which traditionally is a season connected 

with decline, separation and death. The last stanza of IIAutumn 

Thoughts" is cited again for easy reference. The tone of this song 

reveals a state of mind infinitely at peace with the world, poignant 

and profound. 

What are the things I love about autumn? 
Picking yellow flowers drenched with dew. 
Opening frosty-purple crabs. 
Warming wine by burning red leaves. 
Think of the limited cups in a man's life. 
All together how many Double-ninth Festivals are there? 
If someone should ask for me, 
Naughty boy, remember this: 
Even if Pei-hai himself comes to visit me, 
Say that Tung-li has already drunk his fill. 



CHAPTER II 

BREAKING THE DEEP DREAM, A LONE WILD GOOSE IN 
THE AUTUMNAL PALACE OF HAN 

Of the seven extant plays of Ma Chih-yUan, P1o-yu-meng ku-yen 

Han kung ch I i u 'i1?f;.Mi!/1!j ¥t1v&. :?"'tr.N.Short t itl e: The Autumnal 

Palace of Han. Hereafter Autumn) is the most famous. It is generally 

acclaimed as his representative work and also a masterpiece among the 

large corpus of one hundred and sixty-one extant YUan plays. It 

appears as the fi rst pl ay in YCH, and observes the standard structure 

of most YUan plays, with a "wedge" (or "demi-act") at the beginning, 

followed by four acts. 2 It abides by all the formal elements 3 of YUan 

drama, and is a mo-pen ~~ , a script written for a male lead, in this 

case, the emperor, who sings all the arias. 

The story of Wang Chao-chUn ~~~~ (the heroine of Autumn) 

must have been a very popular one for it appears as early as the T'ang 

1. See Appendix I for a list of extant and non-extant plays 
attributed to Ma Chih-yUan. 

2. For the conventions of YUan drama, see J. I. Crump, "The 
Elements of YUan Opera", Journal of Asian Studies, XVII, No.3, May, 
1958; 417-34. 

3. For the el ements of YUan drama, see J. I. Crump, liThe 
Conventions and Craft of YUan drama", Journal of the American Oriental 
Society, Vol. 91, No.1, ,Jan.-Mar. 1971: 14-29. 
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dynasty (618-906) in the chantefable called Pien-wenl~")(., a popular 

recitation of alternate prose and poetry which is considered to be a 

remote ancester of the YUan drama in form. It was later adapted to a 

poetic song form to accompany a dance suite called the ch'uan-t'a1~~~ 

by Ch'in Kuan ~x.fU(1049-1101)2 a famed poet of the Sung dynasty. The 

story of Wang was perhaps first adapted into dramatic form by Kuan 

Han-ch'ing (c. 1210-1297), who is generally acclaimed as the creator of 

YUan drama. The title of a play, "Emperor YUan of Han Mourns 

Chao-chUn", appears among plays attributed to Kuan in LKP3, but the 

play is no longer extant. 

Of 1 ater adaptati ons, 4 there are the Yiieh-yeh tsou Chao-chUn 

jlr<z .. :t~',J t~ by Wu Ch I ang-l i ng ~ &~ and the Chao-chUn ch I u-sai 

a(jt~~ by Chang Shih-Ch'i~~~Of YUan. Both plays have been 

lost. For the Ming era, there are the Chao-chUn ch'u-sai tsa-chU ~~ 

f::l ~ i:?rJiJtI) by Ch I en YU-chi ao f~J; frt and two ch I uan ch I i 

1~~ style drama, Ho-jung-chi i'Or(%~and Ch'ing-chung-chi ~ ~1o 
by anonymous writers (only fragments remain). In Ch'ing times, there 

-1iv. .v il d? ... ~ 
1. See Tun-huang pien-wen chi ~5L/\~ ~1C~, (A collection of 

pien-wen from Tun-huang) ed. Wang Ch'ung-ming et al., :tjl~ ,1957, 
Vol. I: 98-108. J/ vq 

2. For a sample translation, see Stephen H. West, Vaudeville 
and Narrative: Aspects of Chin Theater, 1977: 66-8, and cf. H. K. 
Josephs----rrri1e-cfianda--:-.z\ Sung Entertal nment, II in T I oung Pao 62, 1976: 
167-98. 

3. LKP: 105. 

,4. WU~UQ-.~hlin ~ 1®}4.-:t Chung-kuo hsi-ch'U-shih man-hua 
~I~ &/y IjJ] t~ t~ (Ramb 1 i ng Comments on the Hl story of Chi nec;e 
Dramaj'1980: 12 -7.' 
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is Ti ao p. i -p. a f rl ~ by Yu T· ung IL1r6l. On the modern stage. one 

can still see the Peking opera. Han Ming-fei~~vf)~.E..1 

Plot 

In the "wedge", the Hu-han-yeh Khan/tg~tt~J, a chieftain of 

the Tartars. appears first with his followers to give a summary of his 

tribe·s relationship with the House of Han. and to tell how. for 

decades, peace between the two countries has been kept through marriage 

alliances. in which the Han royal house marries their prHlcesses into 

the reigning Tartar families. He further declares that he has already 

dispatched his envoy to the Han court, asking for a princess to be his 

consort. 

Mao Yen-sh.ou ~~ , the Mi ddle Counsell or, then enters to 

reveal his scheme for the securing of his power over the emperor by 

steering him away from his learned ministers and towards more carnal 

pleasures. 

Emperor YUan ~-1fthen appears on stage with hi s retinue of 

eunuchs and women. He first eulogizes his ancestors· accomplishments 

and then extols his own civil and military officials for keeping the 

country at peace. He laments his own loneliness after the death of his 

father when all the palace ladies were dismissed. Mao quickly suggests 

that beautiful young maidens from throughout the country be selected in 

order to fill up the palaces again and is promntly appointed 

commissioner for this search. Mao is also commanded to have portraits 

of the girls chosen made so that the emperor can have some basis for 

selecting them for his favor. Thus the background of the play is 



given, the key players introduced, and the stage is set for the drama 

to unfold. 
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In Act I. Mao, who has amassed a fortune in bribes from 

families whose daughters were selected for the imperial harem, is, 

however, unable to extort any money from the family of the most 

beautiful girl, Wang Chao-chUn. To avenge this slight, Mao disfigures 

Wang's portrait so that she will not have a chance of being selected by 

the emperor and so will be resigned for the rest of her life to the 

palace for neglected ladies. It is in such a palace that Wang remains 

for ten years until one night, lonely and vexed, she plays the lute and 

the sound of her music is heard by the emperor. The emperor seeks her 

out and falls in love with her at first sight. He wonders why he has 

not discovered her earlier through the portraits. On being told of the 

treachery of Mao, the emperor orders him to be apprehended and 

decapitated. At the same time, Wang is made his consort and given the 

title of ~.jing~, i.e., the IIBright Consortll. 

In Act II, Mao, on learning of the emperor's order to have him 

executed, escapes to the Khan's camp and presents a true portrait of 

Wang to the Khan. The Khan is captivated by her beauty and immediately 

despatches an envoy to the Han court, requesting the girl for a wife. 

He threatens war if his request is not granted. The emperor, now 

deeply in love with Wang, will not hear of it. The court officials, 

however, counsel sacrificing Wang for peace, since the country is weak 

and without any able generals to lead the troops. Wang, placing her 

country before her love for the emperor, volunteers to marry the Khan 
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in order to spare the people from warfare. The emperor, also placing 

his country and people before his own happiness, reluctantly consents. 

The first half of Act III centers on the parting of the emperor 

and Wang Chao-chUn at the Pa-ling Bridge. The second half depicts 

her accompanying the Khan on his journey home. As they reach the Black 

Dragon River which separates the Han domain from that of the Tartars, 

Wang Chao-chUn offers a sacrificial libation to her country and the 

emperor, and throws herself into the river. The Khan, greatly moved by 

her integrity and chastity, honors her wish not to enter his country by 

burying her by the river, and inters her in the Green Mound. Unwilling 

to create further enmity with the Han court, and deeming Mao 

responsible for what happened, the Khan has him arrested and sent back 

to the Han emperor for punishment. 

Act IV shows the lonely emperor still vexed as ever even after 

one hundred days have passed. He has the portrait of Wang Chao-chUn 

hung up to dissipate his sorrow. Chao-chUn appears in his dream for a 

brief moment and is gone. The cry of a lone wild goose awakens him 

from slumber to renewed grief, and the act is devoted primarily to the 

lyrical expression of the lonely emperor's feelings. The act closes 

with his ministers reporting the death of Wang Chao-chUn and the 

arrival in chains of the villainous Mao Yen-shou. Mao is ordered to be 

executed and his head used as a sacrifice to the spirit of Chao-chUn. 
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Plot Origin 

The story of Wang Chao-chun (styled Wang Ch'iang~14~) has its 

orlgln in the Han dynastic history (Ch'ien Han ShulMJ1-~·t and Hou 

Han shu2 ~?i~~ ~). Accordi ng to these records, in the fi rst year of 

Ching-ning (33 B.C.) Hu-han-yeh Khan requested that the Han court seal 

its alliance with the Hsiung-nu (the Tartars) through marriage. 

Emperor YUan ordered that five palace ladies be granted to the Khan. 

One of these five girls was Wang Chao-chun, a girl of a good family who 

had been languishing for years in the rear palace. Wang asked to be 

included dmong the women to be given to the Khan. At the farewell 

feast, the Khan was shown the women granted to him. Wang Chao-chun's 

beauty and grace lighted up the whole court and so startled the emperor 

that he thought of rescinding the order and keeping her: But, deeming 

it more important to keep faith with a foreign country, the emperor in 

the end let her leave with the Khan to become his consort. Two sons 

were borne of this union. Following the death of Hu-han-yeh, his heir, 

the son of a previous marriage, also wanted Wang to be his consort. 

Wang petitioned the Han court, requesting approval to return to China. 

The then reigning emperor Ch'eng, however, commanded that she should 

follow the custom of the Tartars and become the consort of the young 

Khan. Two daughters were borne of this second union. 

No mention is made in the dynastic histories of the villain Mao 

Yen-shou and his alleged foul deed of ruining the portrait of Wang 

1. In Ssu pu pei yao \1V%'f1~lt-, 94B(64B): 6a-9a. 

2. Ibid., 119(79): 2b. 



Chao-chiln. The execution of court painters in connection with the 

story of Wang Chao-chiln appears only in the Hsi-ching tsa-chi 1,1t. 
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1f. ~~~~ (Miscellaneous Records of the Western Capital) byKo Hung 

I %11 (290-370) of the Eastern Chi n. Accardi ng 'to thi s record, 
If} ~'J'\ 

emperor YUan had a great number of palace ladies, and portraits of them 

were made to facilitate their selection for his favors. To assure 

their being chosen, the palace ladies bribed the court painters with 

large sums of money. Wang Chao-chUn, however, disdained to do so, and 

consequently was never chosen to honor the emperor's bedchamber. Thus, 

when the Tartar Khan came to the Han court to request a beauty from the 

royal household, the emperor selected Wang on the basis of her 

portrait. On the day of the Khan's departure, Wang came to court to 

bid the emperor farewell. Discovering that she was not only the most 

beautiful of all his palace ladies, but also the most eloquent and 

dignified in bearin9, the emperor regretted the selection but made no 

substitution, finding it inexpedient to break his word to a Tartar 

Khan. The emperor did, however, investigate the matter in depth and 

consequently ordered the execution of many painters in the capital. 

All of the painters executed were indeed fabulously wealthy. Of these 

painters, Mao Yen-shou of Tu-1ing was skilled in portraiture. The 

ugly, the beautiful, the old and the young, he could capture the true 

likeness of them al). Others like Chien Chiang of An-ling, Liu Po and 

Kung K'uan of Hsin-feng were all skilled in painting bulls, horses and 

1. See Han Wei ts I ung-shu1~ ~f;.1f (A Coll ect i on of Han and 
Wei Dynasti es Books), 14B: la-b. /, 
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birds in their various forms and movements, and their portraits of 

humans were almost as good as Mao's. There were others who were 

especially gifted in using colors. All of them were executed on the 

same day. Hence, few painters were left in the capital. 

It has been said that YUan dramatists seemed to be only vaguely 

aware of plot-making. 1 The adaptation of Autumn from the historical 

sources serves to refute this statement. Such elements as the Khan's 

demanding Chao-chUn through strength, a greedy palace portrait 

painter's being made into a villain because of his distorting 

Chao-chUn's beauty in a portrait, Wang Chao-chUn's meeting the emperor 

because of her lute-playing, and eventually her climactic suicide all 

differ with the historical accounts. They testify to the playwright's 

effort in "designing" (if not inventing) the plot, giving the play 

order, making the plot incidents more complex, dramatic while still 

plausible. 

The Poetic Language 

YUan drama is commonly referred to by the Chi nese as YUan-ch' U 

7'1.; ~ (YUan songs) or pei -ch' U ~ atl (songs of the North), for the 

quality of a play is traditionally judged not so much by its plot, 

prose dialogues or stage craft--all important dramatic elements--as by 

the poetic arias of the play. Through these arias accompanied by 

music, YUan dramatists created for their audience the sounds and sights 

of a make-believe world: the regal splendor of a Han court, the 

1. Chung-wen Shih, The Golden Age of Chinese Drama: YUan 
Tsa-chU, 1975: 33. 
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serene abode of an immortal, the thousand graces of a delicate beauty, 

and the hundred deceitful arts of a crafty villain. The convention 

limiting the singing of the arias to the leading actor or actress, 

although criticized by modern scholars as confining, does afford the 

singer a most special and intimate relationship with the audience, for 

it is primarily through the arias he or she sings that the audience 

acquires its most aesthetic dramatic experience. This perhaps explains 

in part why the singing role in YUan drama always has the sympathy of 

the audience, whether it be that of a rustic bandit or an ineffectual 

emperor. As the Northern drama of YUan was replaced by the Southern 

drama called ch'uan-ch'i as a performing art in mid-Ming times, its 

music was also lost. It survived thereafter primarily as a literary 

genre. The intrinsic value of the genre can best be seen through its 

poetic language. 

The opening aria in the first act of Autumn begins thus: 

(Tune: Tien-chiang-ch'un) 

Carriage wheels crush the fallen flowers, 
The jade-like lady ceases playing her flute in 

moonlight. 
A palace girl who has not met with my favors: 
How many years has it been since white 

increases in her hair? 

The openi ng 1 i ne of four characters, ch I e-ni en-ts 'an-hua ~1~ '~'lo 
describing the emperor's leisurely meandering in a carriage through the 

palace grounds in search of pleasure, instantly creates the tragic 

atmosphere of the play, and simultaneously foretells the fate of the 

herOine, a flower-like beauty as helpless as the fallen petals being 

crushed by the heavy wheels of government in its normal functioning. 



The sound of the palace is then introduced, with the time of the day 

ever so casually revealed in the second line, "The jade-like beauty 

ceases playing her flute in moonlight." From the word "ceases," we 

learn that the emperor has heard the performance come to an end. His 

musings also reveal the tragic fact that such music as he has just 
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heard is played by a slowly-aging lady who has not had the good fortune 

of meeting him, and that her music carries with it her d~sappointments, 

regrets and sighs. He then with much insight conjures up a general 

portrait of all the ladies whose hopes of receiving his favor are 

repeatedly thwarted. 

(Tune: Hun-chiang-lung) 

I imagine her pearl curtain is not hung; 
Her hopes of going to the Chiao-yang Palace,1 
Step by step, as far as Heaven's edge. 
She wonders at the bamboo shadows on windless nights, 
And loathes the gauze-covered windows only moonbeams touch. 
Our cruising carriage passing amidst strings and flutes 
Must seem as some magic raft by the side of the Cowherd 

Star. 

It is in such a setting that the lonely and mournful but 

exquisite sound of another musical instrument, the lute (p'i-p'a 

f.t~), played by the heroine, Wang Chao-chiin, reaches the emperor. 

The first two arias in this act, besides providing the general 

setting of the play and introducing us to the heroine, also give us a 

glimpse of the emperor's character. He is discerning, perhaps even 

compassionate, and he seems to be quite wise in the ways of women. We 

learn a little more about him when he cautions the eunuch to announce 

1. The palace where the emperor's consort lives. 
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his presence to Chao-chUn gently so that she will not be startled by 

his sudden visit--he is a gentle and considerate monarch. The next 

aria, sung to the tune Yu-hu-lu, serves to strengthen our sense of his 

gentleness, for he asks Chao-chUn not to blame him for not visiting her 

earlier and assures her that he is now willing to repay his debts of 

past neglect. 

(Tune: Yu-hu-lu) 

I forgive you. 
I should personally ask, 
To whom do these quarters belu~g? 
Do not blame me for not calling earlier. 
I come especially to repay you for the tear-soaked 

handkerchiefs, and 
To warm your de\'J-chi lled and drenched socks. 
Heaven has given birth to this beauty. 
It is only fitting that I dote on her. 
Tonight, under the painted candles in their silver 

stands, 
Suddenly offering auspicious tidings, the lamp 

sputters flowers. 

The emperor is delighted, for the candle sputters and seems to 

foretell that the meeting will be an auspicious one. His recognition 

of these omens reveals his sensibility and his belief in them. A 

smooth and perfectly natural turn from the candles to the beauty of 

Chao-chUn is made next, for the emperor now bids the eunuch to lift the 

candle high so that he can have a good look at this new delight. 

Following the emperor's loving scrutiny, Chao~chUn's physical 

appearance is now unveiled. 

(Tune: T'ien-hsia-lo) 

Look - see that slender elegance 
Lovely enough to kill a man with joy. 
She welcomes me by calling herself "humble slave~" 
And salutes me with the words, "Your Majesty." 
She is surely not a girl of ordinary family. 



(speaks:) What perfection in her features, a 
lovely girl! 

She paints her palace-fashion brows and 
powders her easily decorated face. 

Scented pins and plume flowers adorn her tresses. 
A smile from her is worth a captured city. 
Had King Kou-ch'ien 1 seen her on Soochow Terrace, 
He'd have rejected Hsi Shih's wiles and lost his 

home and kingdom ten years earlier. 

By comparing Wang to Hsi Shih, the emperor raises her to the 

rank of great historical beauties. To say that King Kou-chien would 

have lost his kingdom ten years earlier, he, in a negative way, tells 
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us that Chao-chUn's beauty surpasses that of Hsi Shih. A contrast is 

very subtly injected here because the beauty of Hsi Shih cost her lord 

a kingdom, while the beauty of Chao-chUn will save her emperor his. 

From a common Chinese saying, "Any woman becomes a Hsi Shih in the eyes 

of her 10ver,1I we are informed that the emperor is in love. 

(Tune: Chin-chan-erh) 

I look at your eyebrows brushed with kohl, 
Piling hair black as a raven's, 
Waist swaying like willow boughs, 
Your face of spreading rainbows. 
Which palace is worthy of your residence? 
Who asks if your family tills the soil to make 

a living 
By your lord's favor, you'll share his pillow 

and mat. 
It is Heaven's will that rain and dew should 

moisten the mulberry and hemp. 
Otherwise, how, of my thousand miles of rivers 

and hills, 
Could I have found you in two or three thatched 

huts? 

1. According to history, Fu-ch'a was the king of Wu, who, 
because his infatuation with Hsi Shih, lost his home and kingdom to 
King Kou-chien of YUeh. Apparently the playwright made a mistake 
here. 
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The first four lines employ stock imagery in describing the 

physical beauty of a woman. By mentioning the "will of Heaven," the 

emperor seeks to assure himself that his union with Wang is not only 

predestined but also sanctioned by Heaven and is therefore a most ideal 

match. The Chinese are accustomed to describe a suitable and ideal 

matrimonial match as "A union made in Heaven." Mulberry, hemp, rain 

and dew are closely associated with farm life. They are used here to 

reveal her origins. The line is also erotic in tone, with "rain and 

dew" denoting favors of the emperor which will benefit the farm girl 

represented as mulberry and hemp. It makes a suitable conclusion to 

this aria which opens with a tabulation of the physical beauties of 

Chao-chUn and thoughts of bed-sharing because love in Yuan is conceived 

of as an experience centered on physical fulfillment. 1 

After being told of the treachery of the villain Mao Yen-shou, 

the em~~ror, shown as a man of fairness and action this time, 

immediately orders Mao's arrest and decapitation. 

The last two songs in this act give yet another facet of the 

emperor's character--he has a sense of humor and he likes to 

tease--thereby providing comic relief and dispelling the tragic opening 

mood of thi s act. When entreated by ~iang to bestow some favors on her 

family, he playfully teases her by describing himself and his palaces 

in terms he thinks ~he is accustomed to. 

1. See Shih Chung-wen 1975: 71. 



(Tune: Chin-chan-erh) 

My rank is quite high like the head of a village 
This house and yard are about the size of a district 

yamen. 
Thank heaven and earth. Pity this poor son-in-law. 
Who would dare again take advantage of the family 

of my father-in-law? 

In assuring Chao-chUn that he will be back again the next 

morning, he teasingly cautions her that she should greet him very 
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quietly then, for he fears the ladies of the six palaces will all copy 

her example and start to pluck on the lute. 

(Tune: Chuan-sha) 

Tonight let us give ourselves completely to love. 
Donlt ask about tomorrow. 

Chao-chUn (speaks): Tomorrow morning, your majesty, come early. 
I shall receive your majesty here. 

Tomorrow morning most likely I will be sleeping drunk on the 
imperial couch of Chiao-yang Palace. 

Chao-chUn (speaks): I am an insignificant and lowly person. 
I dare not expect to share a couch with your majesty. 

I am only teasing. 
You take my words seriously. 
Just now my cnrriage learns the route here. 
How could I be so unfeeling as really to stop coming 

to the Palace of the Long Gate? 
Tomorrow night by the pavilion of the Western Palace, 
You must receive me quietly, 
For I fear all the ladies of the six palaces will copy 

you and pluck on the lute. 

Wang, in asking favors for her parents, should not be viewed as 

a covetous female that takes advantage of the emperorls love for her 

but rather as a daughter who exemplifies the much valued quality of 

filial piety in Confucian ethics. Although not a singing role, 
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Chao-chUn's characterization is given some attention by the playwright, 

since she is, after all, the heroine of the play. Her noble qualities 

begin with this exercise of filiality and then gradually evolve through 

the play until they assume a dimension that is worthy of the deep 

mourning of the emperor in the last act. 

The first half of act two continues in the same light-hearted 

vein displayed at the end of act one. The emperor, happily in love, 

sees everything in a rosy hue. He joyfully sings: 

(Tune: I-chih-hua) 

Rains and dews of the four seasons fall in correct 
proportions. 

Ten thousand miles of river and mountain are luscious. 
loyal ministers are all useful. 
I can sleep on high pillows without cares. 
Keeping company with those dazzling teeth and star-like 

eyes, 
How can I bear to be away from her even in daytime? 
lately I have been tinged with a minor ailment: 
Half of it comes from worrying about country and people, 
The other half from caring for my flower and too much wine. 

The first four lines of this song serve a dual purpose. They 

are used as a foil for later events which turn out quite differently 

from what the emperor expects. They are also used for the purpose of 

characterization: The emperor, who has been shown previously to be 

quite wise in the ways of women, is now found wanting in his assessment 

of his ministers. When the emperor opens the song with expressions of 

concern for his c.oulltry and people, we learn that these are the 

emperor's primary concerns. The eighth line accentuates his feeling of 

duty to country and people and, at the same time, turns the direction 

of the song towards Chao-chUn and his love for her. 



(Tune: Liang-chou-ti-ch'i) 

Everything about her is lovely. 
Whatever she does is adorable. 
She dissipates one's melancholy, 
Accompanies me in my pleasurely pursuits. 
She is a suitable companion to go up the towers 

when pear trees blossoming beneath the moon, 
To playa game of "hidden-hooks" by the lotus candle. 
Her manners are gentle from twenty years' polishing. 
Our union is a match destined five hundred years ago. 
Her face has a thousand kinds of uncountable elegance. 
I beg to be around her. 
She compares to the Goddess of Mercy at Lo-chia 

mountain without her sacred willow bough. 
Seeing her once, one acquires longevity. 
If this love that binds my heart ceases for one day, 
It will only be when rain stops to fall and clouds 

no longer roam. 

In act one we were informed of the physical beauties of Wang. 
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In this song, the emperor acquaints us with her charm and grace. He no 

longer thinks of himself as her sovereign, but her slave, for he now 

begs her company. To compare her to a goddess who can grant one long 

life is to say that he now worships her and his life depends on her. 

His interest in her turns from physical to romantic love. 

The climactic point of the play is reached early by the 

standards'of Yuan drama, and occurs here instead of in act three, the 

normal place. The sudden appearance of the premier and the chief 

eunuch, who inform the emperor that the Khan is Qt the border with an 

army demanding Chao-chUn for a wife as the price of peace, effectively 

turns the happy love scene swiftly and dramatically into one of 

despair. 

Five of the eleven songs in Act II center on the description of 

the court officials who turn out to be neither loyal nor capable, as 

the emperor thought them to be a moment ago. Fearing defeat, they 
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pressure the emperor to give up Wang in order to save the country, 

which is weak and lacking capable generals to lead the army. The 

emperor, realizing for the first time the true state of affairs and the 

uselessness of his officials, angrily reminds them of their duties to 

him: 

(Tune: Mu-yang-kuan) 

Prosperity and decline we always have; 
Sheilds and spears will never rest. 
Don't you know, 
You who take the emolument of the lord, 

your lives are his to command? 
In time of peace, you flaunt it as your merits. 
When there is trouble, you send my beauty into exile! 
You vainly take the royal substinence, 
But in what way do you share or eradicate the worries 

of your lord? 

Seeking to justify himself, the premier cites the example of 

the despotic King Chou who destroyed his country and lost his own life 

because of infatuation with Ta I. The emperor is quick in his retort 

and points out the inaptness of this example. He reminds them of the 

many priviledges they have been enjoying and tries to shame them into 

action to save his beloved. Being a kindly and compassionate man 

himself, he also tries to evoke their sympathy for Chao-chUn. 

(Tune: Ho-hsin-lang) 

You sleep under layered covers, 
Eat from rows of tripods, 
Ride sleek horses, 
Wear light fur robes. 
You must have seen the slender palace waist like a 

tender willow dancing in the spring breeze. 
How can you stand to let the shadows of her adornment 

quiver in the Green Mound moon, and 
The sound of her lute to break off at Black River? 
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The mention of Chao-chUn's tomb, Green Mound, and her death at 

Black Dragon River is premature, but not unusual, for the playwrights 

of YUan not only wrote historical plays in a contemporary lanyuage but 

also employed contemporary but anachronistic allusions. Because of the 

emphasis placed on lyric songs, logic is often sacrificed for aesthetic 

effect. Anachronistic remarks, mix-ups in historical events and 

geography, do occur, sometimes intentionally, in many YUan plays. Ma's 

plays are no exception. 

Unable to extract any response from his weak and cowardly 

officials, the emperor in disgust berates them in the most vivid terms. 

He likens them to a flock of wild geeze whose bills are pierced through 

by an arrow. He condemns them as ignorant in the ways of stabilizing 

the country and putting the weapons of war to rest. He tells them very 

frankly that he knows them for what they are: not the fierce dragons 

or tigers who are supposed to do battle for the country, but useless 

cowards who sycophantically dance their attendance at court. It is 

with great sadness that he contrasts them to the two royal ladies, 

Empress LUI and Chao-chUn, for the emperor realizes at long last that 

he has neither capable ministers nor brave generals in his court and 

that he will have to depend on the services of a royal and loyal woman 

(Chao-chUn) to save his country, just as a former Han emperor had to 

1. The wife of the founding emperor of Han, who ruled as 
Empress-dowager during her son's reign. The empress, however, unlike 
Chao-chUn, is known in Chinese history as a strong-willed and cruel 
woman. 



depend on his mother, the Empress LU, to hold audiences and decide on 

matters pertaining to the country. 

(Tune: K'u-huang-t'ien) 

You know only how to yell a mountain-shaking 
"Long live the emperor" 

At the head of the civil and military officials, 
Raising dust by your dance-like motions, 
Saying "fearfully we kowtow." 
Now on the road to Yang-kuan Pass 
It is Chao-chUn who goes into exile. 
Once in the Wei-yang Palace, 
An empress ruled behind lowered curtain. 
My good officials, 
I do not believe you dared to send the Empress LU away. 
Henceforth, the battles of dragons and tigers will all 

be done by my phoenix companions [royal ladies]. 

Chao-chUn's response to the emperor's dilemma is swift and 
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heroic. She offers to die for him in order to repay the favors he has 

shown her. In order to save the country from warfare she vol unteers to 

marry the Khan and thereby sac('ifi~e her own--and his--happiness. 

Fate, which has brought Chao-chUn to the emperor, intervenes again to 

take her away from him. Having no alternative, the emperor has to 

sacrifice his personal love for his country too. Sadly. he 

acquiesces. Being a kind and compassionate man, the emperor's thoughts 

turn to what Chao-chUn will have to endure in an alien land. He 

envisions her future in that land where the mountains are so high that 

even clouds cannot rise above them. In the song below he also 

introduces the lone wild goose which figures prominently in the last 

act. 

(Tune: Wu-ye-t'i) 

Today she will be wedded to the Khan. 
Prime minister, you need not distress yourself anymore, 
My Bright Consort has a country but it sends her on exile. 



Where she is gOing, the yellow cloud does not rise 
above the green mountain peaks. 

We will both strain our eyes hoping for a lone wild 
goose to cross the autumn sky. 

It is ordained that this year I am to embrace sorrow. 
Wang Ch'iang is fated to bear more grief, to grow thin. 
Her crown of kingfisher feathers and sash of perfumed 

si lk 
Must now all be exchanged for brocade headcover and a 

sable robe with a warm hood decorated with a net of 
pearls. 
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The "wild goose" being a symbol of communication to the Chinese 

is often used in poetry of separation or exile. The appearance of it 

lends sadness to the whole aria. The last two lines contrasting 

Chinese costumes and those of the barbarians imply that where Chao-chUn 

is going is the cold northern country. 

Consistent with the building-up of Chao-chUn's character to an 

ever-higher plane of nobility, she is now shown to be both loyal to her 

lord and righteous, in offering her life to her cour:try in its time of 

peril. The ministers ' lack of these qualities celebrated by Confucian 

ethics is thus once more accentuated by contrast. 

Unable to save Wang, worried about her well being, and saddened 

by the impending separation, the emperor feels deeply the burden 

imposed on him as a Son of Heaven and cries out in his anguish. 

(Tune: Erh-sha) 

Many like Chao-chUn experience success or failure, 
But who, in his official role as the Son of Heaven, is 

more lacking in freedom? 
Knowing full well she cannot reign in the fat purple steed. 
She, who used to ride in a jade palanquin and perfumed 

sedan chair, becomes tired, 
Requiring help in lifting the vermillion embroidered 

curtain, in ascending and descending. 
Who would have guessed the moon shines in vain and the 

rivers continuously flow 
But the thought of regret runs sadly on and on. 
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Act III centers on parting, one of the most common scenes on 

the YUan stage. Although the song to the tune of Mei-hua-chiu is the 

most famous of the eleven songs in this act~ the ten others are just as 

beautiful in their evocation of sadness. They are superb examples of 

how the dramatist merges setting with characterization, making them 

mutually supportive. 

The act begins with Wang chanting, "Since ancient times, it is 

said beautiful women are ill-fated. Sigh over your fate, but blame not 

the spring winds." By quoting this ancient saying, she bows 

uncomplainingly to her fate and grandly exonerates the emperor and his 

court from any blame for her present predicament. Here, she appears 

even more nobl~ than we have so far perceived her and assumes a 

magnanimity which is sadly missing in the emperor and his ministers. 

The reaction of the emperor to the impending parting takes quite a 

different tack. 

(Tune: Hsin-shui-ling) 

Robe of sable and brocade forced a complete change 
from Han palace attire, 

I only want to see the picture-like loveliness of 
Chao-chUn. 

As short as a golden bridle is our former love, 
As long as the jade-decorated whip is our regret. 
We were previously a pair of lovebirds in a golden 

palace, 
Who would have foreseen our wings now fly their 

separate ways. 

The barbarian costumes Wang is compelled to wear produce quite 

an impact on the emperor, for they are the first and only things he 

notices when he sees her at Pa-ling Bridge. They evoke in him a keen 

awareness of their impending separation. It is perhaps not too 
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fanciful to say that they also evoke pangs of jealousy, for it is as 

the Khan's mate that she puts on the Tartar clothing. In the next line 

the emperor makes it quite clear that he only wants to see Chao-chUn, 

and he implies that he does not care to see her in the new costumes. 

In sighing over th~ brevity of their love which he now describes as 

belonging to "former" time, the emperor further enforces this 

implication. The line is also used to provide a sharp contrast in the 

next line between the Jrevity of their love and the infinity of the 

regret they will endure. The last line is derived from Po ChU-i IS 

popular narrative poem, the "Song of Everlasting Sorrow" on the love 

story of the Brilliant Emperor of T'ang and Lady Yang, in which the 

lovers are said to wish that "in the sky they want to be birds flying 

side by side and on earth to be tree branches interlocked together." 

The thought of separation spurs the emperor into frantic 

action. It is again to his useless and unsympathetic ministers he 

pathetically turns. 

(Tune: Chu-ma-t'ing) 

Ministers plea?e deliberate. 
Return the envoy of the big state to his court 

with rich rewards. 
We husband and wife are sadly depressed. 
Even the commoners start a journey with a mock 

farewell first. 
Withering willows at Wei-ch'eng assist our gloom; 
The flowing water beneath Pa Bridge adds to melancholy. 
How could you not be heart-wrenching? 
Think of Missy who gathers the whole day's sorrow 

on her lute. 
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The "willow" imagery and the place name, "Wei-chleng," are both 

from the famous parting song, liThe Song of Wei-ch leng" 1 (or the Song of 

Yang-kuan) by Wang Wei (701-781) of Tlang, which reads: 

The light dust in Wei-chleng is wet with morning rain. 
At the guest house, green, green is the color of the 

new willows. 
I urge you to drink yet another cup of wine. 
West of Yang Gate there is no old friend. 

This popular song of parting expresses a very warm concern for 

a friend who is embarking on a journey beyond the outpost of Yang-kuan 

(Yang Pass), and fr~n the color of the willows, we know it is also 

written in spri ng. The pl aywri ght however used "witheri ng wi 11 ows II to 

stress the season (autumn) and the gloomy and sad atmosphere of 

parting. In the next line, flowing water is a symbol often used in the 

Chinese poetic tradition to suggest, among other things, the cold 

indifference of nature to human plight. The two lines of the couplet, 

contrasting with each other in feeling, are used here complementarily 

to intensify the atmosphere of parting by bringing the authority of 

historical and traditional experience to bear on the present occasion. 

Unable to move his officials into any kind of action, the 

emperor takes it upon himself to do something. Sadly all he can think 

of is to bid the musicians to play the song of parting slowly, in order 

to lengthen the moment of parting. 

1. See Wang Yu-chleng Chi-chien Chut.-;G;J5.1lt,ti. JAnn,o
tated writings of Wang Yu-ch'eng), ed. by Chao Tien-chleng ~~ b\ (of 
the Chling), 1961: 263. For more poetry of Wang in English ' 
translat'ion, see Pauline Yu, The Poetry of Wang Wei, 1980. 



(Tune: Pu-pu-chiao) 

Let loose not too lightly the parting song of Yang-kuan. 
To me, one foot away from her is like the distance of 

heaven. 
Slowly, unhurriedly I raise the wine cup of jade, 
I mean to lengthen the parting time with you. 
Do not worry about the melody being ruined, 
Please sing slowly for me and prolong every 

half line of the verses. 

Chao-chUn, leaving her Han attire behind with the emperor, 

chants, IIToday a palace girl of Han. Tomorrow a concubine in the 

barbarian land. I cannot bear to wear my master's clothes to make 

spring colors for another. 1I This poem echoes the first line of the 

aria to the tune Hsin-shui-ling and highlights the mixed feelings of 

the emperor when he sees Chao-chUn in the Khan's costumes. Now that 

the separation is imminent, the emperor lapses into lament, 

reminiscence and hope. 

(Tune: Tien-ch'ien-huan) 

Why leave behind your former dancing robes 
of which the western wind has already blown away 

the old fragrance? 
I will hate to have my carriage pass again the 

moss-covered lanes, 
To suddenly arrive at the pepper-scented chamber 

and see the elegant face in the mirror. 
All these [old memories] abruptly cross my mind. 
Today I see her leaving the frontier, 
When will Chao-chUn, like Su Wu, return home?1 

Before Chao-chUn leaves for the guest house where the Khan's 
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envoy stays; the emperor asks her not to blame him for sending her away 

1. Su wuJ.(~~~(? - 60 B.C.) was sent to one of the northern 
Turkish tribes as'an emlssary of Emperor Wu of Han (140-85 B.C.) and 
was kept in prison by the tribe for nineteen years before he was 
ransome~ by the emperor and returned to China. 
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and puts into words for the first time the deep humiliation his 

worthless officials have subjected him to by exclaiming, "Can I be the 

emperor of the Ha,l!" In this exclamation, we see the sorrow of the 

emperor is not just for the loss of his consort, but also for the 

humiliation he, as the emperor of the great Han, has had to endure. It 

is no wonder that he reviles the despicable officials around him anew. 

He blames them for making him another Duke of Ch'u (Hsiang YU) who, 

when realizing all was lost for him in his struggle with the founding 

emperor of Han for the throne of China, had to bid his favorite 

concubine farewell and commit suicide. He contrasts them to the 

founding emperor's loyal and capable ministers who were instrumental in 

the founding of the Han dynasty. In contrasting these two sets of 

officials, the emperor divulges not only the uselessness of his own 

officials but also his own inadequacy--his not being able to live up to 

the image of his fiery ancestors, especially the founding emperor of 

the Han. 

After repeated urgings, the emperor finally lets Chao-chiln 

leave. Watching her as she looks back through the snow ana 

storm-whipped flags and hearing the doleful sounds of the drums and 

horns accompanying her departure, the emperor is overwhelmed with 

g ri ef. 

(Tune: Mei-hua-chiu) 

Ah, 
I face this vast wildness heart-stricken. 
Greeting frost early, the grass has yellowed. 
The coats of hounds have mottled and turn grey. 
Men raise their tasseled lances, 
Horses are saddled with baggage 



And wagons are loaded with provlslons 
like a hunting party ready to begin. 

She, yes, she brokenheartedly bids farewell to 
her Han master. 

I, yes, I take her hand and go up the bridge. 
She and her followers will enter the destitute deseft. 
I, in my royal carriage, will return to Hsien-yang, 
Return to Hsien-yang and pass the palace walls, 
Pass the palace walls and wind along the corridors, 
Wind along the corridors and draw near the pepper-scented 

chamber, 
Near the pepper-scented chamber where the moon is 

dimly yellow, 
The moon is dimly yellow and the night grows chill. 
The night grows chill and the cold cicadas weep. 
The cold cicadas weep by the green-gauzed window. 
By the green-gauzed window I try not to think [of her]. 

(Tune: Shou-chiang-nan) 

Ah, 
Not to think [of her] is for one with a heart of steel. 
One with a heart of steel would also shed a thousand 

streams of grievous tears. 
The portrait of a beautiful woman will hang in the 

palace of Chiao-yang. 
Where I will pay homage, 

and burn tall candles on silver' stands to light 
up the beauty. 
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To facilitate discussion, live placed the above song after the 

one to the tune of Mei-hua-chiu for the two songs are very closely 

related; the last line of one being the first line of the other. 

In Mei-hua-chiu the emperor sadly observes a scene which echoes 

his mood as well as intensifies his grief. With a long sigh over the 

finality of it all, he looKs upon the northern landscape where autumn 

has already begun its savage onslaught. So swiftly is Chao-chUn borne 

away and swallowed up by the desert, all his previous efforts in trying 

to lengthen the time of parting seem all the more pitiful and pathetic. 

The desolate autumn scene~, one moment quietly foreboding, at another 

pulsating with savage energy, reveals the turmoil going on in the 
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emperor's heart. His sorrow is not just over the parting but also over 

his own inability to prevent the Khan from taking his beloved away. 

The second half of this song centers on the emperor's return to 

the palace. Now that Wang is out of sight and the cold steppe returns 

to bleak silence, the dejected emperor mentally returns to the palace, 

now as desolate as the steppe itself with Chao-chUn gone. The short 

lines of three characters repeated and rhymed every third word declare 

in strong cadences the return journey to the palace, and produce an 

auditory rhythm like the steady rumbling of the carriage wheels, thus 

creating a picture of the emperor's non-stop flight from a scene of sad 

parting. Ironically, there is no escape for him, for the same desolate 

autumn sounds and sights await him at the empty chamber. The scene 

diminishes in space as the emperor's carriage leaves the vast 

wilderness, enters the city, reaches the palace ground, and passes 

through the winding corridors leading to Chao-chUn's chamber. These 

familiar surr~undings, which symbolize his departed lover, intensify 

and make his grief more and more concrete. When the carriage stops at 

Chao-chUn's chamber J the sights and sounds of a relentless 

season--autumn--assail him further and penetrate his ve~ being. The 

moon he sees is no longer clear end bright; the night air he feels 

grows colder and colder; the sound he hears is the weeping of the 

cold-harkening cicaJas. These nature images, repeated line after line, 

hammer mercilessly on the grief-laden heart of the emperor, 

intensifying his unbearable torment to such a degree that he finally 

breaks down and wails, "How could not think of her!" and bursts into 

a thousand streams of tears. The love affair which starts with the 
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royal carriage wheels crushing the fallen flowers ends with the same 

wheels bearing the emperor, broken-hearted now, back to his palace. 

Mei-hua-chiu is generally acclaimed as the most elegant song in 

Autumn and justly so. The vigor and power packed into these concise, 

connotation-laden descriptive verses fuse characterization and setting 

in a powerful expression of human impotence and sorrow. 

The dramatic incidents of Autumn end in the third act when 

Chao-chUn, unwilling to serve two masters, commits suicide by throwing 

herself into Black Dragon River. The Khan, who is characterized as a 

wise and understanding leader shrewd in the art of political maneuver, 

honors Chao-chUn's wish of not entering his domain by having her buried 

by the river and names her tomb Green Mound. He also sends Mao 

Yen-shou back to the Han emperor for punishment. 

With Chao-chUn's suicide, her characterization is now complete. 

She now possesses all the most celebrated Confucian virtues: Loyalty 

(chungt), filial piety (hsiao1i-), chastity (Chieh~T)' and 

righteousness u-iJ()' and is worthy to be mourned by and paid homage to 

by any emperor. Her suicide, although potentially dramatic and a 

fitting climax to the plot, lacks luster and poignancy since hers is 

not a singing role. Compared to the parting scene above it seems pale 

and inconsequential. 

The emperor, though he is shown to be weak compared to his 

lustrous ancestors and had to depend on Chao-chUn to save his country 

and people is nevertheless a sympathetic character. In his sacrificing 

his own happiness to spare his people from warfare, he acts in 

accordance with the "Five Relationships" (wu-lun i~~), the core of 
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the Confucian moral code, which requires, among other things, that a 

ruler be benevolent to his subjects in order to bring harmony and peace 

to the country. 

The dramatic incidents having been resolved in Act III, Act IV 

is used, except for minor interruptions, wholly for expressing the 

emperor's inner grief which has not diminished even though one hundred 

days have already passed since Chao-chUn's departure. The thirteen 

songs in this act are dominated by cold and sorrow. Words such as 
~ 

"wintry" (han~) "chill" (liang~), "cold" (leng~), "sorrow" 

(Ch'ou1&), and "sadness" (pei~), dot the arias. The season 

(desolate autumn), the time (deep night) and the only sound (cries of a 

wild good) all accentuate the feelings of the emperor and form a 

suitable setting for him to bare his aching heart. 

(Tune: Fen-tieh-erh) 

Chill rises up from the jewelled halls 
The night is advanced. 
In the six palaces people are quiet. 
Facing a wisp of a cold light on the silver stand, 
With only the quilts and pillows in my bed, 
My heartlessness [for Chao-chUn's exile] is shown 

up even more. 
Ten thousand miles from my dragon court 
Where, I wonder, rests she, this one true spirit 

and soul? 

The candle light on the silver stand is a recurrent motif in 

Autumn that unifies the separate acts. Its spluttering was an 

auspicious omen when the emperor first met Wang. It lighted up her 

beauty then for all to see. It provided a warm glow for the lovers to 

playa game of "guessing the hooks" in happier days. It shone on the 

portrait of Chao-c~Un when the emperor dejectedly returned to the 
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palace from seeing her off. It now witnesses the lonely emperor's 

sorrow, and like him, is also dim and cold. From the tone of the above 

song, the emperor's sorrow converges not just on his own loneliness, 

but also on his inability to save his beloved from exile. Being the 

emperor of the Great Han, he finds it hard to admit that he is weak and 

ineffectual. The cold emptiness around him seems to testify to his 

heartlessness in sending Chao-chUn away, but he knows in his heart that 

this girl that he adores is one of noble spirit and that she would 

understand and not blame him. 

In the next song. Tsui-ch'un-feng. the emperor orders the 

eunuch to add more incense to the censer in front of Wang's portrait. 

The burning of incense is traditionally done as a form of worship for 

either the dead or the gods. As the emperor is not yet informed of 

Chao-chUn's death, his action can be viewed as a reaction to her 

absence. To him. this life-separation (sheng-li ~~~ is analogous to 

a death-parting (ssu-pieh <7t-j~(J), from which there is no hope of 

returning. 

Dozing off. the emperor cries out for his beloved and expresses 

his yearning for her in an often used allusion to the dream sexual 

liaison of Prince Hsiang of the ancient kingdom of Ch'u with the Divine 

Woman who haunts the Shamanka mountains in the upper Yangtze gorges. 

One of the minor interruptions in this act is the dream 

sequence in which Chao-chUn appears for a brief moment on stage as she 

steals away from the Khan and is caught immediately by his soldier and 

taken away. This dream sequence is viewed by some modern scholars as 

unnecessary and one of the proofs that Autumn imitates Po plUIS play, 



Rain on the Wu-tung Tree,1 another famed YUan play of historical 

romance between the Brilliant Emperor and Lady Yang. The dream 

sequence while admittedly contributing little to the quality of the 
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play when it is viewed in the context of a literary genre, is, however, 

important when it is viewed in the context of performing art. It gives 

the lead-singer pause and helps him to turn the next aria in a new 

direction. Moreover, it provides much needed action and drama to an 

otherwise static act of intense sorrow. 

The cries of the lone wild goose, like the dream sequence, is 

used to slow the action and change the direction of the arias. The 

lone goose symbolizes the lonely emperor, and the pity the emperor 

expresses for this orphaned creature is, in fact, self-pity. The 

mournful cries of the wild gouse are really the anguished laments of a 

vexed emperor. (The wild goose cries) 

(Tune: Pai-ho-tzu) 

Perhaps it is high in years, short in strength, 
Or the lack of food and water makes its bones and 

feathers light. 
To fly back, it worries about the silken nets 

spreading wide south of the River. 
To fly forward, it fears the strength of engraved 

bows by the border. 

In the following aria, the cries of the wild goose is described 

in terms of varied human tragedies. 

. 1. See Huang Ching-chlin ~ ~~/t YUan-chu pling-lun -10i6~J~t 
1~1978: 28-36. For a study and translation of thlS play, see 
Ca~anaugh, J. T., The Drdmatic Works of the YUan Dynasty Playwright Pai 
plu, Ph.D. Diss. Standford UnlV. 1975: 35-111. 



(Tune: Yao-p1ien) 

Sad and moving, as if creating Chao-chUnls longing 
for her Han master. 

Dismal and despondent, like the dirge composed for 
the mourning of T1ien Heng. 

Cold and woeful, like harmonizing to the song of 
Ch1u at midnight. 

Grieving and urgent, like the si~ging of the three 
reprises of Yang-kuan. 

The second line in the above aria refers to T1ien Heng of the 
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late Ch1in (220 B.C.), who established himself as king of the Chi state 

when its ruler was captured by the first emperor of Han. T1ien was 

ordered to surrender but preferred suicide. All his followers, some 

five hundred men, followed suit. The third line refers to HSiang YU 

again. As noted before, he also took his own life when he heard his 

native Ch1u songs sung in the enemy camp and realized his men had all 

deserted him and joined up with his enemy. The last line refers to the 

parting song of Wei-ch'eng which is sometimes referred to as the "Song 

of Yan-kuan ll in YUan plays. The four lines of this song are each 

headed by a compound adjective, which denotes great depth of sorrow. 

The meanings of these adjective phrases are then illustrated by the 

four allusions, all tragic in nature and connected with parting and 

death. The combination of these sorrow-laden adjectives and tragic 

historical allusions creates an intense atmosphere of grief. The 

emperor finds the scene unbearable and curses the goose, "This cursed 

bundle of feathers - its cries make me so sad!" 

Nothing seems to be able to stop the wild goose from crying, 

nor can the sorrow of the emperor ever cease, as seen from the last 

song of this play. 



(Tune: Yao-min-ko) 

Ya, Ya, a flock of geese fly past the duckweed pond. 
~lone wild goose lingers by Phoenix City. 
Under the painted eaves, the chimes of iron horses 

tinkle, ting, tinge 
The royal couch in-rhe jewelled palace is cold 

and deserted. 
Wintry is the night watch. 
The sound of fallen leaves - desolate and 

silent. 
Candles - dim, Long Gate - quiet. 
One cry circles the Han palace. 
Another is sent away to Wei-ch'eng. 
Though grief stealthily adds grey to my hair 

and will make me feeble and ill, 
will never be persuaded from frustration. 
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In this song the autumn scene of the Han palace is underlined. 

It is one of chill and desolation. It expresses the mood of a lonely, 

aging man who sits alone on his couch silently mourning for his 

departed love. Without her, everything around him will always be dim, 

cold and lifeless. His regrets and sorrows, he confesses, will forever 

be with him. 

Regretfully this song does not mark the end of the play. YUan 

drama convention dictates that the villain has to be punished. This 

assertion of poetic justice--the final beheading of the villain as a 

sacrifice to the spirit of Chao-chUn--nudges the play into a common 

happy ending of almost all YUan plays and mars slightly the poignantly 

tragic atmosphere which the playwright exerted so much effort to 

create. 

Theme 

YUan drama covers a wide range of subjects and themes. Its 

extent can be seen from the classifications given in two early source 



books. In Ch'ing-lou chi 1 Hsia Po-ho mentions categories of kings 

(chia-t'ou-t£ Pti·~), boudoir plaints (kuei-yUanl~19"e..:-), procuresses 
----,'<>),' y!Ji'. ~i ..... 

(pao-erh ~1~, vivacious females (hua-tan!t::-R), robed authority 
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(p'i-Ping11k..t), tattered clothes (p'o-shan-erh?ri)1J1~® outlaws 

(lU-lin#1ft,.1~ public servants (kung-li /t~t ), immortals and turning 

into immortals (shen-hsien tao-hua#AJ1t!-110, family affairs (Chia-
, 1 

ch'ang-li-tuan ~1f2- 'i~f;J. 

In Tai-ho cheng-yin-p ' u,2 Prince Chu Ch'Uan lists twelve 

categories. They are 1) Immortals and turning into immortals 

(shen-hsien tao-hua1f/fJ1tt4~; 2) living as recluses and enjoying 

t he way (yi n-chU 1 e-tao r1& ~ '* ~), or woods and spri ngs, hi 11 sand 
'- s;. 

valleys (lin-ch'Uan ch'iu-ho :f..-;f-ff,>f:1..~; ~) wearing robes and holding 

official scepters (p'i-p'ao Ping-hu1rt{;f.c/tJJ;); 4) faithful ministers 

and valiant warriors (chung-chien lieh-shih 'f&fi~~--t ); 5) filial 

~iety, righteousness, integrity and chastity (hsiao-i lien-chieh .~~ 
~J~ ~~!); 6) admonishing the traitorous and denouncing the flatterers 

-r1' \ I h 

(ch'i -chien ma-ch'an ot:..-b-f:tJ~~7); 7) exiled officials and orphaned 

sons (Chu-c~'en ku-tzu tftJi~fi!\.t); 8) swords and clubs (plo-tao 

kan-pang~~J7~~~); 9) wind and flowers, snow and moon 3 (feng-hua 

hsUeh-yUeh JfLf~fPJJ; 10) grief and joy, separations and reunions 

(pei-huan li-ho ~?t'\~k~~; 11) misty flowers, powder and eyebrow 

1. CKKT II: 7. 

2. CKKT III: 24. 

3. Romantic love. 
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pai nt 1 (yen-hue fen-tai ~{ft] t!.--~~3~~); 12) gods' heads and ghosts' faces 

(shen-t'ou kuei-mieni'f~ ~\~). 
These categories are rather arbitrary, often more poetic than 

analytic, and are ultimately inadequate to describe many of the extant 

YUan plays, especially one like Autumn which expounds more than just 

one theme. The major themes of Autumn, I feel, are primarily those 

encountered in traditional Chinese poetry: the brevity of joy, the 

sorrow of separation, the conflict between duty and personal happiness, 

and the dictates of fate that man and woman, from time immemorial, have 

to endure, no matter what his or her station in life may be. The minor 

theme appears to be the celebration of Confucian virtues and morality. 

This minor Confucian theme, however, is not unique in Autumn. YUan 

dramatists, educated in the Confucian tradition, worked into their 

plays consciously or unconsciously their learnings and ethical 

persuasions. Confucian values therefore often appear in YUan play~ as 

a minor theme when it is not already a major one. 

1. Courtesans. 



CHAPTER III 

CHIANG-CHOU PREFECTIS TEARS ON THE BLUE GOWN 

Chiang-chou Ssu-ma chling-shan lai ~~11j i1\~0~1~~*: (here

after Tears) bears the distinction of being the only tan-pen @ ~ , a -- ..:-/f'-
script written for a female lead, among the seven extant plays of Ma. 

The only other play which might have had a female lead is the play Chli 

fu-jen ~ 1',.1- (Lady Chli) which is no longer extant (see Appendix). 

Plot 

The fi rst act starts with Po ChU-i '0 If, ~ , Chi a Lang-hsi en 
~ - 7 
l;l ~il)~ and Meng HaO-jan~~~~> all well-known poets and court 

officials serving emperor Hsien of Tlang, paying a visit to plei 

Hs i ng-nu·~ ~~ itz., a cel ebrated courtesan-performer of the capital. 

plei is a great beauty talented in the arts of music, calligraphy, 

painting and mathematics, and an expert lute player, but a reluctant 

member of her trade. The need to earn a living and the greed of her 

mother/madam, however, force her to remain in the profession. 

Impressed by Po ChU-ils talent and gentle manners, plei falls in love 

with him and he with her. 

A "wedge" follows the first act. Six months have passed since 

Po and Hsing-nuls first meeting. The emperor, displeased with many of 

his civil officials who neglect their duties and waste their energies 

in the writing of poetry and the drinking of wine, decides to punish a 
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few as a warning to all, Po among them. He is to be banished to 

Chiang-chou as its assistant prefect (ssu-ma ~\~9 ). Before he leaves 

for the new post, he goes to see Hsiang-nu and bid her farewell. 

Hsing-nu assures him that since she has already decided to entrust her 

life to him (i.e., to be his concubine), she will no longer receive any 

more customers and will faithfully wait for his return. 

Act II sees Hsing-nu's mother pressing her to entertain a rich 

tea-merchant, Liu I-lang, who wishes to make her his wife. Hsing-nu, 

keeping her vow to Po, steadfastly refuses. Her mother, conspiring 

with the merchant, forges a letter claiming it is from Po on his 

deathbed. The letter-bearer, a friend of Liu's, further informs 

Hsing-nu that Po dies soon after the letter was ~ritten. Believing Po 

to be dead and unable to stand the harrassment Of her mother, P'ei 

finally consents to marry the merchant and sails with him to the 

south. 

Act ill shifts the locale to Chiang-chou and the time to six 

months later. Po is visited by an old friend, YUan W~i-Chih1tA.;t:t.z, 

an inspector-general sent by the emperor to learn about the conditions 

of hi s peopl e. In order to spend some time together, Po is asked by 

YUan to accompany him for a distance in his boat. The tea boat of Liu 

and Hsing-nu also happens to moor by the shore of HsUn-yang River [near 

Chiang-chou] at that moment. Knowing Chiang-chou to be the place where 

Po was exiled, Hsing-nu is much saddened by the memory of hin. Unable 

to sleep, she plays the lute to express her sorrow to the autumn moon. 

Po, on hearing the music, recognizes the playing as Hsing-nu's, and 

sends for her. Hsing-nu, upon seeing Po in YUan's boat, at first tdkes 
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him to be a ghost. On learning the truth, she tearfully teJls him what 

has happened. Po is much grieved and immediately composes a long poem, 

liThe Lute Song," as a present for Hsing-nu. She reads it and her 

admiration for her lover's talent is matched only by her happiness in 

knowing that he is still alive. Now that she has been reunited with 

Po, she insists on leaving with him. YUan Wei-chih assures them that 

there will be no problem~ for the merchant by forging a spurious letter 

and swindling Po out of his concubine has committed enough criminal 

offences to be prosecuted. He further promises Po that he will, on his 

return to the capital, petition the emperor asking that Po be recalled, 

and then he will be able to marry Hsing-nu officially. This act ends 

with Hsing-nu happily reunited with Po and the tea-merchant waking up 

from a drunken stupor to find his wife gone. 

The final act depicts a court scene. The emperor, having 

recalled Po to the capital, summons Hsing-nu to court to explain what 

has happened. Hsing-nu, overjoyed at the honor of an audience with the 

emperor, relates her experiences in detail. She starts from the moment 

when Po came to her establishment with two friends until their joint 

return to the capital. The emperor then elaborates on the moral 

principles which should govern personal conduct, quoting from the 

classics to illustrate his homily, and metes out rewards and 

punishments: Hsing-nu and Po are to be united in marriage; Po is to be 

reinstated in his former post; the old mother is to receive sixty 

strokes of the bamboo; and Liu, the tea merchant, is to be exiled to a 

distant place. 



A later adaptation of this story entitled Ch'ing-shan chi ~ 

1.7),OA Record of a Blue Gown) using the same plot, was made by Ku 
, , .m 

Ta-tien!~I~ -7, '0/" of Mi ng times. 

Plot Origin 

The story of Te~~ was inspired by the celebrated poem, 
L ,* . -

IIpli_pla hsing" ~~~~1 (The Lute Song), by the famed poet of late 

T'ang times, Po ChU-i (772-846).1 In the preface to this song, Po 

makes it very clear as to the reason of his writing this long poem. 

In the tenth year of YUan-ho [816 A.D.] I was banished to 
be the assistant prefect of Chiu-chiang. The next fall, while 
seeing guests off at the beach at the mouth of the River plen, 
we heard someone playing the lute at night in a boat. As we 
listened, the music resonant and clear seemed to have the touch 
of the capital. Upon inquiring, we were told by the lute 
player that she had once been an entertainer in the capital at 
Chiang-an and had been taught to play the lute by the two court 
musicians Mu and Tsao, and that when she had grown old and her 
beauty had faded, she married and becam~ the wife of a 
merchant. We thereupon ordered wine and bid her please merrily 
playa few songs. After playing, she turned melancholy and 
told us of the happy events of her youth and how now a 
wayfarer, haggard with grief, she wandered among the rivers and 
lakes. I had until now been unperturbedly complacent. Moved 
by this person's words, only at that night did I begin to feel 
the pangs of bani shment. I therefore composed thi s long song 
of 612 words to offer her, naming it liThe Lute Song." 

The dramatist worked the last four lines of this song--"Sad, 
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sad, how unlike the former sounds. / Everyone present listening anew, 

covered his tears. I Who among them wept the most? / The Prefect of 

Chiang-chou, his blue gown camp [with tears]"--into the title of the 

play and made this chance encounter of a celebrated scholar-poet in 

1. For a compl ete transl ation of liThe lute Song" by Po ChU-i, 
see liThe Song of the P'i-p'a" by John D. Coleman, Renditions No. 10, 
Autumn, 1978: 155-159. 
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banishment and an unnamed fo~er lute player from the capital into a 

romantic love story. The adaptation of popular pieces of literature 

into drama was a fairly common practice among YUan playwrights. The 

plot of Tears, however, is quite different from its source of 

inspiration for it is given n happy ending instead of the perhaps more 

~ealistic scene of an exiled official and an aging lute player sadly 

weeping together. Besides making the author of this celebrated poem 

the hero of the play, the dramatist also borrowed the name of a 

virtuoso lute player of early Tlang, plei Hsing-nu 1 (more than likely a 

male in real life), for its herOine, perhaps hoping in this way to give 

the story an added measure of authenticity. 

In making a high Tlang recluse poet, Meng Hao-jan 2 (689-740), a 

friend of Po ChU-i who was not born until years after Meng had died, 

seems rather absurd and leaves on.e with the impression that the 

playwright was careless as to his sources if not his scholarship. This 

situation is, however, both deliberate and consistent with his fondness 

for weaving into his works the names of poet~ he admired, or whose 

temperaments and lives resembled his own. There is no doubt about Mals 

admiration for Meng, for his talent as well as his life-style, for Ma 

~ 1. The name plei Hsing-nu appears in the work YUeh-fu tsa-lu 
~~~~ (CKKT I: 51) by the Tlang dynasty author, Tuan An-chleh .t4:.tii1'. Ple;antl a grandson of the Tslao family are said to be 
skilled in playing the lute. The sex of plei is not specifically 
pointed out but his being mentioned with another male player indicates 
that he is also a male. Although the word nu~~has a female radical 
in it, it is nevertheless used sometimes for-the name of a male. 

2. For the life and works of Meng Hao-jan, see Meng Hao-jan by 
Paul W. Kroll, 1981. 
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wrote a play entitled Meng Hao-jan Walks in Snow in Search of Plum 

Blossoms (Meng Hao-jan t I a-hsUeh hsUn-mai ~ 7'~ ~ J1J j=' !J..IJJ) whi ch 

is no longer extant. The female lead in Tear referred to Meng's 

searching for plum blossoms in snow tWice. 1 One of Ma's san-ch ' U2 also 

mentions Meng, referring to the same story. Meng's name often appears 

in Ma's other works, in frequency perhaps next only to the name of T'ao 

YUan-mingo Possibly a bit of playfulness was also intended in having a 

recluse poet, who in real life sought out the company of monks and 

Taoist priests, accompany Po in visiting a pleasure house. 

With its fanciful plot, excellent character inventions, and 

general playfulness, and in choosing a pleasure house, a river bank. 

and the imperial court as its settings, Tears demonstrates the 

ingenuity of the playwright and his conscious attention to the 

theatrical aspects of his art. 

The Poetic Language 

The first song of Tears sets the scene in a brothel and 

describes the incessant comings and goings of customers from daybreak 

through the night. The hard life of a courtesan is thus implied: 

(Tune: Tien-chiang-ch'un) 

Before the sky puts forth light, 
Wine flags of the song house are hung outside. 
With the sound of Ah, the door creaks open, 
To send off early guests of old and welcome the new. 

1. See YCH, p. 884, Chin-jan-erh, and p. 896, Shih-liu-hua. 

2. Po-pu-tuan (5), in SCTK l/C: 2b 
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In the next song, the basis for the dramatic action is stated. 

The courtesan, tired of a life of hardship and lack of respect sings of 

her desire to marry and settle down. The madam/mother, however, wants 

only money and thinks nothing of selling her child to get it. 

(Tune: Hun-chiang-lung) 

It puts me in such a spot 11m helpless. 
A lousy future, only capable of managing well for 

the moment. 
To thi nk half of my 1 He in "fl owers and moon" 
Who knows how many stages and wine lofts live been in. 
A "powdered head" summoned day after day 

like the blocks of the Classics. 
An official body despatched by name, like 

a falling leaf. 

(speaks): As for my old mother, 

How can I withstand someone who would 
rush towards a pile of coins and die, 

Is only happy in the center of money, 
Send her child out for sales as though 

hanging out a mat. 
When can I take the red brocade that binds 

my head, 
Exchange it for a pair of bramble hairpins? 

A number of metaphors are contained in the above song. The 

phrase "flowers and moon" alludes to romantic trysts. In saying that 

she has spent half of her life in such love trysts, the heroine informs 

us she is getting on in age, and is thinking about her future. A 

II powdered head" is another name for a prost itute, and a derogatory one 

at that. It describes how she feels about his lowly profession, and 

also how the officials regard her despite her accomplishments in the 

arts of singing, music, mathematics, calligraphy, etc. Required to 

answer official summons to perform, she feels helpless and compares 

herself to a falling leaf which has no control over its own destiny. 
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She fi nds no sympathy in her madal,l/mother, whose greed for 

money makes her callous so that selling her child for money is of no 

concern to her. As for herself, she cares little for the red brocade 

headbinders which her rich patrons customarily throw on stage as 

presents for her performances. She would rather exchange these 

expensive gifts for hairpins of bramble which are traditionally the 

ornaments of a commoner's wife. In other words, she would rather be a 

poor man's wife to being a plaything of the rich. In telling about 

herself a~i_her mother, the heroine lets it be known that conflict 

exists between them, and the songs cited below provide a general 

picture of the old mother, her physical appearance, and her cunning 

ways. The old woman's utter ruthlessness and her mindless scrambling 

for money is symbolized in the~sLatement LI-Iat she is a "scrawny 

tigress. 1I 

(Tune: YU-hu-lu) 

Even when my mother is not sodden in wine 
Her topknot is often in a slant. 
To the very tip of her nose she is full of tricks, 
Though her temples are as white as frost and snow. 
I thought when women passed their midyear 

their rosy complexion changed, 
Who'd have known this scrawny tigress would never lose 

her ambition of catching men. 
She wears me out till I look like a ghost, 
She grills me till I am just a bag of bones. 
Enduring such sufferings, I dare not complain of 

my mother's cruelty, 
Only sigh over my misfortune due to the year, month, 

date and time of my birth. 

In juxtaposing her own situation with that of her mother, 

Hsing-nu reveals her own pitiful appearance caused by her mother's 

heartless treatment of her. At the same time she also discloses that 



she is no match for her mother. The outcome of their eventual 

confrontation is not hard to deduce. 

(Tune: T'ien-hsia-lo) 

I can only lean against the door, 
Cupping my cheek in my hand, 
Think, even those born to be slaves enjoy 

ease sometimes. 
When my turn came, 
I inherited the courtesan's trade. 
She doesn't care if peach and plum trees bloom or fade, 
Nor wind blow or rain sift down. 
Even less does she care that youth will not come 

a second time. 
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She is full of self-pity, not just over her own fate, but also 

over her vanishing youth and her mother's lack of human warmth for her. 

The mother's callousness is thus emphasized once more from another 

angle. 

Though no match for her mother in ruthlessness, Hsing-nu knows 

her well and is just as clever and worldly as her mother. When Po and 

his friends disguised as poor scholars without office arrive at the 

brothel, she wonders why her mother orders wine to be served, for she 

is well aware of the disdain her mother holds for poor scholars. Then 

she sees the rhinocerous belts of office the three are wearing and 

immediately she puts on a smile and sings her welcome. 

(Tune: Hou-t'ing-hua) 

This is flower and willow lane in the world of 
wind and dust. 

Not the mansions of princes, dukes and premiers. 
I hurriedly put on a smiling face to go welcome them, 
"What auspicious wind has blown you grand scholars 

our way?" 

(Po speaks): We have heard of yvur name for a long time. 
We come especially to pay you a visit. 



They are indeed handsome talented scholars! 
They even return my courtesies. 
How can I not have respect in my heart? 

"Flower and willow lane" and "world of wind and dust" are 
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descriptive phrases for places where prostitutes live. In YUan drama, 

scholars who have passed the imperial examinations are supposedly 

besieged with matrimonial offers from families of high ranking 

officials and the royal houses. Hsing-nu is apparently flattered by 

the scholars' visit and at the same time she lets them know that she 

has seen through their disguises. She is also pleased that her 

courtesies have been returned, for she hopes to become a respectful 

woman. 

In the next few songs a coquettish Hsing-nu, well versed in her 

art, is presented. She entertains the scholars with small talk, 

neglecting no one, and flaunts her knowledge about poets. 

(Tune: Chi n-jan-erh) 

One laughing happily lets loose his cares, 
One pedantically shows off his talent in poptry. 
Do not insist on being a seeker of plum blossoms 

in the snow at the bridge of Pa-ling. 
For even if you were Tzu-yu visiting [his friend] 

Tai you'd come back frozen. 
At my place, there is wine warmed in golden cups, 
Fragrance enveloped beautiful cheeks. 
Is it not better than in the deep snow at the 

front vill age, 
A sprig blossomed last night? 

The first line is addressed to Chia, the rest to Meng HaD-jan. 

As mentioned before, Meng Hao-jan Walks in Snow in Search of Plum 

Blossom is a non-extant play of Ma Chih-yUan. Here, Hsing-nu is shown 
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to be well aware of the story, or rather the pl ay, 1 and teases iv1eng 

about it. Tzu-yu refers to Wang Hui -chih ;t~tt..z of the Chin dynasty. 

On a snowy night, Wang suddenly embarked on a boat journey to visit his 

friend, Tai K'ueiMwho lived in another village. On reaching 

Tails place, Wang, however, turned around and went home without 

bothering to see his friend. Such impulsive and eccentric behavior was 

greatly admired during Wang's time. The story was well-known, and 

here, it shows off Hsing~nu's knowledge and puts Meng in a class with 

scholars like Wang. To brave the freezing weather to look for a sprig 

of blossom is viewed in the same light as Wang's impulsive and unusual 

journey. 

In a number of songs following, Hsing-nu fishes for 

compl iments, gi ves out prai ses, and urges her guests to dri nk: liMy 

face may be frightening as that of a ghost, / but your capacity tor 

wine is vast like an ocean. / Relax and enjoy yourself. / ••• " A 

realistic picture of a charming and skilled courtesan well versed in 

her arts is thus presented. 

The act ends with Po indicating that he would like to stay the 

night, but his friends are drunk and he feels he should accompany them 

home. He promises to pay for the wine and to come again the next day. 

After saying, "Please don't mention it," Hsing-nu sings: 

1. This passage could probably be cited as proof that Tears 
was written after the non-extant play Meng Hao-jan. 



(Tune: Chuan-sha) 

From time to time we have a little money and 
never much debt. 

I'll do this money-losing, buying and selling 
for the time being. 

But, if it's up to my old lady manager 
A romantic heart would have to be divided into seven 

portions 1 
Ah, you handsome scholar, 
You may feel ashamed to dismount in front of 

our house. 
Mountains and rivers are easier to change than 

my mother's [nature]. 
Scholars, do not blame her too much. 

(Speaks): Remember, shih-1ang~~ (Po's official title 
in the play), when you come again, don't bring anyone else. 
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The meeting of Po and Hsing-nu lacks drama and romance. There 

is no elegant aria in which the heroine expresses her innermost 

feelings upon meeting Po for the first time; instead, she is made to 

say only that she is pleased and impressed with his manner. As for Po, 

his friends seem to get more attention from the heroine than he. There 

is none of the utter delight expressed by the emperor in viewing the 

lute playing beauty, Chao-chiln, for the first time in Autumn. If not 

for the veiled teasing in lines four and five above and the enjoinment 

in the end, one ~ould hardly know that she cared for him. It is 

through the prose section in a short "wedge" that we learn that the 

leading characters actually care for each other and that Hsing-nu has 

already made up her mind to be Po's wife. The parting scene also 

appears in the "wedge." As mentioned before, YUan dramatists were all 

1. Ch'i-shih-rrh fen-k'ai t, ~,~/~ 1m (divided, or to be 
separated from) is a phraslology of YUan drama meaning the old lady has 
no use for romance here. 



very skilled in the writing of parting scenes. The parting scene in 

Tears verifies this statement. 

(Tune: Tuan-cheng-hao) 

I wish to bid you farewell, 
Having no way to make you stay. 
What I fear - after you leave, 
There will only be dreams, and no letters. 
A pot of wine is finished. 
The green hills turn dark. 
I wipe with my green sleeve 
The tears - like pearls. 
You carry the setting sun as you 

embark on the long road. 
My feelings grievous, 
My mind vacillating, 
Take your body away, but not your heart. 
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This scene of separation is refreshingly simple and realistic. 

Free of literary embellishment and artifice, the lyric exudes a simple 

elegance that lends purity and sincerity to the feelings of the heroine 

at this most poignant moment of her life. 

Although the first meeting of Po and Hsing-nu lacked passion, 

the love, respect and admiration she expresses when she bids him a last 

farewell after hearin~ that he has died more than make up for this 

deficiency. 

(Tune: Kun-hsiu-ch'iu) 

Your writing is superior to that of Chia Lang-hsien 
Your poetry surpasses that of Meng Hao-jan. 
Now you can no longer serve the emperor in his nine-

roomed audience hall. 
Who would have thought you would die young like Yen YUan! 
Today with a splash the vase falls into the well. 
With a snap, the strings of zither break. 

1. Yen yuan~~1~, more commonly known as Yen HUi~~\~; 
(521-490 B.C.), was one of the most respected disciples of Confucius. 
He was very poor and died young. 



How could I make your dead soul appear before me? 
If you have some sacred magic, 
Please reveal yourself under the moon, 

beforp the stars. 
Here is half a pitcher of water-thin wine. 
Some soul-summoning paper money, my shih··lang, 
Will buy you in the underworld a cup of wine. 
I cannot help my tears from streaming down and down. 
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"Pulling a Silver Vase from a Well" (Ching-ti-yin-yin-p'ing .fIi.t 
. D:.;) i"'t::1 ) is the titl e of a song written by Po ChU~i. The 

~ hfl'~ :j( :- v 
playwright cleverly worked it into this song, as he had done earlier in 

incorporating his own work on Meng Hao-jan. Later on in this same 

play, he uses another famous play title Injustice to Tou 01 (Tou 0 yUan 

It.Ji\Jtl) by Kuan Han-ch'ing, in describing the feelings of Hsing-nu. 

Such borrowings are common in YUan drama. If done well, they enhance 

the lyrics, making them more interesting, besides showing off the 

scholarshir of the playwright. Ma seems to have been very adapt at 

this practice. 

With the dead duly taken care of, Hsing-nu contemplates her own 

future. The sounds and sights of her new life--wandering among the 

rivers and lakes--seem hopelessly depressing to her. 

(Tune: Erh-sha) 

I will have to listen to: 
The barking of dogs in the evening that 

interrupts a wanderer's dream. 
The sound of cicadas at sunset screeching so as 

to break a person's heart. 
I can only approa~h acres and acres of 

dark waves, 
Where drop pairs of white egrets. 

1. For a translation and study of this play, see Injustice to 
Tou 0 by Shih Chung-wen. 



I will face a thousand miles of blue mountain, 
Listen to the crying gibbons on both banks. 
What saddens me will be: 

Three autumns of geese characters,1 
One whole summer of mosquito thunder, 
And reed mist in the second month. 

will not see his green light by the yellow
covered books, 

But have to sleep with sorrow amidst fishing fires. 

Pressured and beaten into submission to her mother's will, 
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Hsing-nu reluctantly marries the rich tea merchant whom she has 

scornfully called "a pig" and "a dog." The death of Po, her own 

disgust with the marriage, and the wandering she will be subjected to 

in this forced union all prompt her to have a last reckoning with her 

mother. Her remarks, barbed, brutal, and to the point, befit a worldly 

wi se thi rty··year 01 d woman rai sed in the brothel, whose one try at 

respectability has met with disappointment and heartache. She blames 

her mother for what she will have to endure and wishes her in hell. 

(Tune: Wei -sha) 

For the man I love my mother shows no concern; 
For the money my mother loves I have only scorn. 
Today my future is settled with finality. 
If one day you are summoned to the underworld, 
My only hope is that you will be burned in fire, 
Fried through and through in a boiling cauldron, 
Pounded to pieces by· mortar and pestle, 
Then ground to fine powder by the ox-headed demons. 
You will always be on my mind at mountain passes 

and river's fords; 
My lively curses reaching to the end of heaven 

and tile far corners of the sea. 

1. The character here refers to the Chinese written characters 
which geese flying in the distant sky seems to resemble. This line 
together with the following two all have a number (three, one and 
second) weaved into them, an interesting technique of dramatic verses. 



All say that a courtesan's fate is predestined; 
But do understand the God of Poverty can never 

release one's injustices. 

The reunion of Hsing-nu and Po in Act Three provides comic-
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relief when Hsing-nu, taking him to be a ghost, tries to back away and 

superstitiously throws money into the river to ensure a reunion with 

her scholar-lover in case she dies. For the first time she seems to 

have lost her composure and does not know exactly what to do. Her lack 

of confidence in herself, however, is short-lived. As soon as she is 

convinced that the man in front of her is, indeed, Po and that he is 

alive and well, she changes back to her old ta-ch'ing ma-ch'iao ~j(,r1t 

t!f..)~ (hit or scold one's lover with false displeasure--a common 
\(:f'~ 

description for courtesans) self, by telling him all yellow leek eaters 

(i.e., poor scholars) are bad fellows who deserve to be banished. She 

Cites a number of a pl s the Ss a HS1"a g" :::-1d-1~ ll~ a ex me, among m u-m n -JU !?' ''('1' 1.:1 <!." 

poor but handsome and talented scholar of Han, whose music tempted the 
y .... ~ 

beautiful widow of a wealthy family, Cho Wen-chUn "'Sf l.h ' to elope 

with him. In citing this example, Hsing-nu elevates her own station 

and at the same time f1 atters Po. In Autumn, the heroi ne, bei ng a 

non-singing role, seems to be a passive person and her actions 

mechanical; in Tears, the heroine being the lead role who sings, is 

much more vibrant and real. 

Now that she has met Po again and talked him into taking her 

with him, Hsing-nu can no longer suffer the company of the merchant. 

When asked by the drunken merchant to help him to bed, like a wrathful 

wife, she shouts out her disgust: 



(Tune: Ch'uan-po-cho) 

Behave yourself! 
Don't unleash drunken obstinacy in front of me. 
You drink till your head and eyes are befuddled, 
And saliva runs down the corners of your mouth. 
I can't stand such a vulgar sight; 
It must be my fate that I have to suffer this. 

While the merchant sleeps, she hurriedly packs to go off with Po. On 

leaving the boat, she has not forgotten to take along the merchant's 
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tea. The adding of such realistic detail enhances the characterization 

of the heroine and gives the stereotyped role she plays individuality, 

not to mention that it also adds interest to the story. The reunion 

scene in Tears, because of the vivid portrayal of Hsing-nu, is 

lighthearted and delightful fun. 

One of the songs, (Shui -hsi en-tzu }J(.1~ 1'), at the end of Act 

Three incorporates the eight stanza titles of Ma's own san-ch'U (Shou-

h
OO

' .J; 2/1 U-..) T h h b d f . f yang c u"'-f"rt·I'iiD}'l;~). In ears, t e aut or orrowe rom qUlte a ew 

earlier literary works. Besides various song titles and the play 

title, scattered among the different arias there are also Po ChU-i's 

liThe Lute Song" and a line from a poem by the eminant scholar, YUan 

Hao-wen 1L-tt..1r~1 of late Chin and early YUan. 2 All these incorpora

tions are skillfully done and they enrich the texture of the playas a 

whole. 

1. Yoshikawa 1966: 262. 

2. SCTK I/C: 2b-3b. 
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Theme 

Tears is Ma's only known play on the theme of love. Love is 

one of the major themes of YUan drama. It is also a popular theme in 

the long history of Chinese literary genres, from which many YUan plays 

derive their plots. In earlier literary sources, such as the T'ang 

literary tales and Sung colloquial stories, the love theme is generally 

presented under the guise of moral instruction. In YUan plays, "such 

conventional moralizing, if it occurs at all, is slight and unobtru-

sive. In fact, one of YUan drama's strongest claims to distinction is 

its resourceful and frank treatment of love, centering on physical 

fulfillment and including a stress on happy endings, often through the 

intervention of supernatural elements." 1 

Twenty of the extant YUan plays concern the subject of love; 

ten on love between young students and girls of good families and ten 

between students/sc~olars and the lowly, i.e., sing-song girls/cour

tesans. 2 Irrespective of the social status of the heroine, the main 

line of the plot for both categories develops along a set pattern: a 

talented but poor young student (ts'ai-tzu I(~ ) and a beautiful girl 

(chia-jen.0~/"J meet and fall in love (The girl can be a daughter of a 

good family, a courtesan, or even a supernatural being). After a 

period of courtship, obstacles arise, usually in the form of parental 

objection in the case of a girl from a good family or a rich merchant 

1. Shih 1978: 70. 

2. Lo Chin-tlan~~r:_~~~,J~ Hsien-ts'un YUan-jen tsa-chU 
pen-shi h k I ao~'i{f}[_.", .. :~lUffi ~ 1f- (A Study on the Stori es of 
Extant Yuan Plays) 1976: 19- O. 7 
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appearing on the scene in the case of a courtesan. After certain 

trials and tribulations, the lovers are always happily united in 

marriage through either the scholar's successful passing of the 

imperial examinations or the help of a resourceful maid or influential 

friend. 

Hsi-hsiang Chil\:b4~ ~[...(Romance of the Western Chamber), an 

outstanding YUan play by Wang Shih-fu of early YUan best expresses the 

love theme between young lovers of good families. This play is 

develcped from the literary tale, Ying-ying chuan21t~1.~The Story 

of Ying-ying) by the T'ang poet YUan Chen1Lr~' In this tale, lithe 

young !:Ii f" 1 Yi ng-yi ng is escort i ng the coffi n of her 1 ate father to hi s 

home town for burial. On the way, she and her mother are alarmed when 

rebel soldiers besiege the m0nastery where they are staying. The 

girl IS distant cousin, a student narned Chang, also staying in the 

monastery, summons n friend of his, a general, to their rescue. After 

the defeat of the rebels, the student meets Ying-ying for the first 

time at a banquet given by the girl's mother, Madame Ts'ui, and is 

struck by her beauty. Ying-ying is at first indifferent to his 

attentions. Later, after an encouraging exchange of poems, she again 

frustrates his plan for a rendezvous. But when he is in utter despair, 

she suddenly appears one night at his chamber equipped with her pillow 

and quilt." 3 This tale ends however in the student's abandoning the 

1. For an English translation of this play, see The Romance of 
the Western Chamber by S. I. Hsiung. 

2. For an English version of this story, see Famous Chinese 
Short Stories, retold by Lin Yutang, 1961: 107-128. 

3. Shi h 1978: 15-16. 
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girl after a brief and intense love affair. This unhappy outcome of 

the lovers' passion enables the narrator to instill in his tale a 

measure of moral censure: the student is said to be praised by friends 

for his being able to realize his mistake and "repairing it " (pu-kuo 

j{~.dJ by abandoning Ying-ying. The play by Wang Shih-fu does not 

attempt to moralize on the sin of illicit love. If anything, it 

eulogizes it with the eloquence of the lyric. All love scenes such as 

the first encounter of the lovers, the student's yearning for the girl, 

and their eventual physical union arc fr~nkly and beautifully depicted. 

The play also ends happily for the lovers: the student after 

successfully passing the imperial examinations comes back to marry the 

gi rl • 

Romance of the Western Chamber, with its elegant lyrics, its 

frank treatment of physical love, and its happy ending must be a very 

successful play for later playwrights who wrote plays of love between a 

talented scholar and beautiful maiden did not seem to be able to (or 

were unwilling to) free themselves from the general story line used in 

this play. Even love plays between a scholar and a courtesan follow 

the general plot pattern of Western Chamber. 

Love stories between students and courtesans were also popular 

in the T'ang period and constitute a sub-genre in T'ang fiction. "True 

to the condition of these gay and pitiful women, many of the stories 

end tragically; desertion, unrequitted love, and even death are their 

common lot."1 YUan plays of love between a scholar and a courtesan, 

1. Shih 1978: 75-6. 
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however, espouse a happy ending for these beautiful women of very low 

social status. They differ from plays like Westeiii Chamber' only in 

that the status-conscious parent is replaced by a money-loving mother/ 

madam, and the obstacle facing the lovers comes in the form of a rich 

merchant who wishes to buy the girl, resulting in a love triangle 

between the student, the courtesan, and the merchant. Although details 

vary, plays such as Tears follow a set pattern of four steps: 1) The 

scholar and the courtesan meet and fall in love; 2) A rich merchant 

suddenly appears on'the scene; 3) The courtesan under pressure of the 

madam marries the rich merchant or escapes; and 4) the scholar returns 

in glory, i.e., having passed the imperial examinations, and takes the 

girl away from the merchant. A happy denouement for the scholar and 

the courtesan ensues. As to the merchant and the madam, they are 

punished. 

Plays like Tears, written by playwrights educated in the 

Confucian tradition, examine the love-triangle from a Confucian 

scholar's point of view. In these plays, the scholar is always 

handsome and talented, possesses lofty ambitions, and has a great 

future in store for him. The courtesan, being the alter ego of the 

scholar, matches him in every respect. She is beautiful, talented and 

an unwilling member of her trade. Once she has the good fortune to 

meet and fall in love with a scholar, she will behave like a faithful 

wife. Although she continues to perform, she will not participate in 

sex with other customers. The merchant in such a play, typical of the 

Confucian bias against the merchant class, is often insulted and 

ridiculed. His looks, his mannerisms especially, the way he dresses, 
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even his money, are targets of derision. One thing he does have is the 

sympathy of the madam, whose sole purpose in life is to sell her girl 

to the highest bidder so that she can obtain for herself an easy and 

secure life. A well-known Chinese saying, "chieh-erh ai ch'iao ../tJi2,f1Jl; 

1t1~ pao-erh ai ch'ao~~~i~f}t~7·(a courtesan loves handsomeness, a 

madam loves money), underlines the ever-present conflict between a 

courtesan and her madam. YUan plays of love involving courtesans 

therefore generally have two major themes: one the trials and 

tribulations of the lovers, ending eventually in their happy reunion, 

the other the conflict between a courtesan and her madam, ending in the 

punishment of the madam. The derision of the merchant sometimes 

constitutes a minor theme. Plays like Tears end in triumph for the 

lovers, but in real life it is often the rich merchant who turns out to 

be the victor and gets the girl, and the poor scholar is the loser in 

this love triangle. 

Because of the role they played in the expanding economy, the 

social status of merchants in YUan was considerably elevated. They 

were even allowed to purchase official positions. The scholar, on the 

other hand, did not fare so favorably. His place in society was 

lowered considerably because of the YUan court's low regard for 

Confucian scholars and the abolition of the civil service examinations 

which were the scholar's traditional route to social and financial 

success. Among the merchants of YUan, the richest and most powerful 

were the ones engaged in the tea and silk trades. Their wealth gave 

them access to society, and in real life assured their triumph in the 

brokerage of sex; since they were traditionally despised by Confucians, 
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it is easy to see how they could incur the envy, even the hatred of the 

scholar-playwrights. To portray these merchants in a bad light is, in 

fact, a form of revenge. To become a successful candidate and to get 

the girl in the end may represent some kind of wish fulfillment or 

daydream of the scholar-playwrights. 1 

Tears is not considered one of Ma's best plays. Criticism of 

it centers not on the lyrics which, as demonstrated above, show that 

the playwright is just as adept in portraying a sing-song girl in a 

brothel setting as an emperor in his palace, but on the structure of 

the play, the fourth act in particular. For the whole affair to be 

brought before the court does seem absurd, as Professor Aoki has 

pointed out. 2 On top of this, the fourth act is also an act of 

repeated recapitulation. Recapitulation admittedly is necessary in 

stage performance, but as a literary genre, it is always the most 

unappealing feature to a reader. The fourth act overworks this 

tradition. One has to go through four more times what one has already 

read in the first three acts: once through the words of Po, once 

through those of his friend YUan Wei-chih, once through Hsing-nu in her 

songs, and finally through the peroration of the emperor in a lengthy 

poem before he metes out rewards and punishments. The four-act 

convention of YUan drama is perhaps responsible, in part, for the 

fourth act's unfavorable reception by critics and readers. While it 

,J!). 

~ 1. Cheng Chen-to, Chung-kuo wen-hsUeh yen-chi u l' 1@)"1.) r 
kit'~)Studies in Chinese Llterature). 1961: 535-58. 

2. Aoki 1977: 93. 
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does seem preposterous that the love affair of a courtesan should 

eventually involve the emperor, the adding of a court scene is always 

good theatrically. Moreover, it underlines the happy ending which was 

expected by the Yuan audience and preferred by the playwrights. The 

emperor's elaboration on moral principles in this act manifests the 

Confucian-oriented education of the playwrights of Yuan, who tended to 

view themselves as teachers of the common people and tried, where 

appropriate, to generate respectability for their works, even though 

the primary purpose of these plays was entertainment. Chou Te-ch'ing's 

comment in CYYY on the content of Yuan plays by the masters "stressing 

loyalty and filial piety which benefit the world" indicates that Yuan 

playwrights had strong tendencies in this direction. 



CHAPTER IV 

THREE TAOIST CONVERSION PLAYS: YELLOW MILLET DREAM, 
YUEH-YANG TOWER, AND JEN FENG-TZU 

The three pl ays, Han-tan-tao sheng-wu huang-l i ang-meng ;Jp fl,"1Ll 
fa I~ * ~i'b (Enlightenment on Han-tan Road Through the Yellow Millet 

Dream), LU Tung-pin san-tsui YUeh-yang-lou ,!;3Iff)1 ~~~~~~f~ (LU 

Tung-pin Thrice Intoxicated at YUeh-yang Tower), and Ma Tan-yang san-tu 

Jen Feng-tzu if,.w- ~2 ~ ~ 1.-:j 1.,[1 (. (Ma Tan-yang Thrice Tries to ----'''--- \~~ TJ [ 'W "/ J:rt- .Y I'~ l; J 

Convert Jen Feng-tzu), share the common Taoist theme of conversion, 

i.e., a human who is destined to be an immortal is converted to Taoism 

and immortality through the help of an immortal. The term tu-t1o 

(conversion) is a modern coinage suggested by Prof. Aoki r~asaru. He 

argues that the extant plays listed under the heading "Immortals and 

Turning into Immortals" (Shen-hsien tao-hua-ff1~'&J~) in Prince Chu 

Ch'Uan's categorization (p. 70) actually represent two kinds of Taoist 

legends. One involves the conversion of humans into Taoist immortals 

and the other the returning to the Taoist realm of those gods who, due 

to misconduct, were banished to the human world through reincarnation. 

He therefore suggests subdividing these plays into (1) Tu-t'o chu~Rf() 

#,1}(conversion plays) and (2) Chai-hsien-t'o-t'ai chu 11~~Jrf~A\l:tt'IJ 
(reincarnation plays of banished gods).1 Therefore, scholars have 

1. Aok; Ma sa ru , 
(A General Study of Yuan 

YUan-jen tsa-chu ka; -shuoi.:A..:r.m'%!J1~}u~J 
Drama) tr. SUi shu-sen ~1t1/¥ 1977: 27. 
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since used the term tu-t1o chU to designate conversion plays,1 

irrespective of whether they involve the conversion of humans or 

banished gods and spirits reincarnated into human form, and I will 

follow this practice. 

Enlightenment On Han-tan Road Through 
The Yellow Millet Dream 
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This play, The Yellow Millet Dream (hereafter Millet) relates 

the story in which LU TUng-Pin\~~{-G]~, the most popular of the 

legendary group of eight Taoist immortals, attains immortality with the 

assistance of the immortal Chung-li Ch'uan~~\~~t~ leader of the 

eight. 2 Of the three conversion plays of Ma Chih-yUan, Millet is the 

best known, even though Ma is said to have written only the first act 

of this play. Millet follows the standard conventions of YUan plays. 

In this play, the lead role is represented by the immortal Chung-li 

Ch'Uan, who appears in different disguises in each act, thus making it 

seem that the singing is assigned to different roles. In fact, the 

convention of the lead performer alone performing the vocals throughout 

the whole play is maintained. 

As its title implies, Millet belongs to the category of dream 

literature, as the story unfolds largely in a dream context. The 

1. For an example, see Tseng Yung-i t~L1A', Shuo hsi-ch'U 
~ti.~comments on Drama) 1977: 61. 

2. The names and descriptions of the eight immortals appear 
for the first time in literature in Ma Chih-yUan's YUeh-yang Tower {see 
Act IV under Plot below). Except for the Divine Old Man Hsu who was 
later replacea-oy the female immortal, Ho hsien-ku, they are exactly 
as we know them today. 
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dream device functions both to present a kind of surrogate life which 

is experienced but not actually lived and to tighten the plot, making 

the interaction between the dream and the conversion more intense and 

more dramatic. The duration of the dream, measured by the few minutes 

needed to cook a pot of millet gruel, is very short, which further 

implies that life itself is like a dream: without substance and 

ephemeral. 1 

Judging from the numerous adaptations of this play by Ming 

dramati sts, we can as:;",ii'ic that it must have enjoyed great popul arity on 

the YUan stage. These adaptations2 are: LU chen-jen huang-liang-meng

chi ng chi ~~" ~'if~j~ (The Story of the Real i zed ivlan LU 

Experiencing a Yellow Millet Dream) by Su Han-YingA.~~, Lu-weng 

san-hua Han-tan tien ~~~A~ 1tr ~t.t (Old Man LU thrice tries to 

convert at Han-tan Inn) by an anonymous writer, Han-tan-chi 1tPff~L 
f ea. · 

(The Story of Han-tan) by T1ang HSien-tsu~~1.11Z..(1550-1616) and 

Han-tan meng 1p 1f~ (The Dream of Han-tan) in Ssu-meng chi \1V i~t. 
(The Stories of the Four Dreams) by Ch1e Jen-YUanf~l~' The title, 

Chen-chung chi 1F~~~~(The Story of the Pillow) is also listed under 

the name of a late YUan and early Ming dramatist, Ku TZU-Ching~~~ 

(fl. 1368) in Supplement to LKP.3 

1. Yen YUan-shu, "Yellow Millet Dream: A Study of Its 
Artistry," in Tamkang Review, Vol. VI, Apr. 1975 (No.1): 241-249. A 
translation of this pla~Yen precedes this article (pp. 205-39). 

2. Lo Chin-tlang\1S~t, 1976: 166. ;flff'7 ..,... 
3. CKKT I I: 282. 
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Plot 

The first act opens with the Taoist Imperial Lord of the East 

Hua Mountain (Tung-hua ti-chUn t~J~~ ), the legendary converter of 

Chung-li ChlUan, detecting a streak of blue vapor rising to heaven from 

the mortal world--a sure sign of the existence of a mortal who is 

destined to become an immortal--and noting that it comes from LU 

Tung-pin, a scholar on his way to the capital to sit for the imperial 

examinations. In order to speed up LUiS conversion, Tung-hua sends his 

disciple Cheng-yang-tzu L& /;$01' (the Taoist pseudonym of the immortal 

Chung-li ChlUan) to enlighten LU who is expected to stop for a meal at 

an inn on the Han-tan road. LU arrives at the inn and asks the 

innkeeper (a disguise of the Old Mother of Mt. Li, a female immortal) 

to swiftly prepare a meal of millet for him. Cheng-yang-tzu arrives 

and immediately sets to the task of persuading LU to leave the mortal 

world and return with him to the realm of the immortals. LU, however, 

declaring that he prefers the life of worldly fame and position to that 

of an immortal, steadfastly refuses. Cheng-yang-tzu then decides to 

enlighten him through a dream. 

A "wedge" follows the first act. Eighteen years have passed. 

During this time, LU has passed the imperial examinations, married the 

daughter of a high ranking official, fathered two children, and become 

a general in the army. He is on the point of leaving home to crush an 

uprising. His father-in-law--a disguise of Cheng-yang-tzu--prepares a 

farewell feast for him, but when the wine is served, LU becomes very 

sick and vomits blood. This so alarms him that he decides then and 

there to swear off wine. He then leaves to put down the rebellion. 
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Act two starts with LUis wife, who takes advantage of his 

absence, entertaining her lover in the boudoir. Lil, in the meantime, 

returns home secretly after selling out to the rebels on the battle

field. He arrives just in time to find his wife drinking with her 

lover. Angered by her unfaithfulness, he tries to kill her, but is 

persuaded by the loyal retainer--another disguise of Cheng-yan-tzu--to 

spare her life for the sake of the two children. At this moment, a 

messenger from the court arrives to announce that LUis tre~che~ at the 

battlefield has been discovered and ordering him into banishment on a 

remote island. Lil, realizing the ruinous nature of wealth and the 

unfaithfulness of women, decides then and there to swear off wealth and 

sex. Taking the children with him, he leaves with the government 

escort for the island prison of Shamen. 

In Act three, the government escort, being a kind but unscrupu

lous fellow, sets LU and his children free when passing through a deep 

mountain ravine. In heavy snow, lost and nearing death, LU and the 

children are helped by a woodcutter--another disguise of Cheng-yang

tzu. The woodcutter, after much hinting and veiled persuasion, is 

unable to make LU see the Way. Deciding that LU must undergo still 

more trials, he directs him to a thatched hut where an immortal and his 

mother live, assuring him that he will find food and shelter there. 

Act four opens with LU arriving at the thatched hut. The old 

mother--a disguise of the Old Mother of Mt. Li--warns him that her 

hunter son is a quick-tempered fellow who, when perturbed and 

intoxicated, might go about killing people. LU assures her that he has 

already sworn off wine, sex and wealth, and that even if her son should 
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thrash him for no apparent reason, he will not be angered, for he is 

ready to swear off anger as well. The hunger--another disguise of 

Cheng-yang-tzu--arrives home drunk. He first throws the two children 

into the ditch, then comes after LU with his sword and kills him. Lii 

wakes up at this moment and discovers that Cheng-yang-tzu is still 

seated at his side and the innkeeper is stirring the pot of millet 

gruel which is not yet fully cooked. He asks how long he has slept and 

is told, "Eighteen years!" Cheng-yang-tzu then proceeds to tell him 

that all the characters he encountered in his dream were merely himself 

in disguise, and that this was a device to demonstrate the illusory 

nature of human existence and the vain folly of chasing after wine, sex 

and wealth. These things lead only to suffering and anger. 

Cheng-yang-tzu also states that a lifetime in the mortal world is like 

the twi nk"l i ng of an eye; before a meal of yellow mi 11 et can be cooked, 

honors and wealth have been gained and lost. LU at last professes 

enlightenment and declares he is ready to leave with Cheng-yang-tzu for 

the world of the immortals. He is then introduced to the other 

immortals of the legendary group of eight (more on this group below). 

The play ends with the Taoist God Tung-hua appearing once more to 

recapitulate the harmful effects of intoxication, sex, wealth and 

anger, and to bestow on LU the Taoist epithet, Ch'un-yang-tzu«/~P~o1. 

Plot Ori gi n 

Millet follows the general story line of Chen-chung chi ~~1P 

%-CAThe Story Inside a Pillow}, a famed Tlang dynasty literary tale by 

Shen Chi -ch I i ~ ~t3.J~ (fl. 750-800) with a change of the protagoni sts I 



names. Below are excerpts from a transiation of this Tlang story by 

Prof. William H. Nienhauser: 1 

In the seventh year of the Klai-yUan reign period there was 
a certain Taoist monk named LU who had acquired the arts of the 
immortals. While traveling on the road to Han-tlan, he stopped 
at an inn to rest. Taking off his cap and loosening his belt, 
he sat down and leaned up against his pack. Suddenly he saw a 
young traveler, one Mr. Lu. He was wearing a short robe and 
riding a black colt, and had also stopped at the inn on his way 
to the fields. He sat down on the same mat as the old man and 
they chatted and laughed amiably. 

After a while Lu, looking at the shabbiness of his own 
dress, sighed and said, "A great man born out of his time; such 
is my distress!" 

liTo look at you, you donlt seem to be suffering or ill ," 
the old man said. "Just now we were chatting away happily; why 
do you suddenly moan about your distress?" 

"But mine is such an insignificant life! How can you speak 
of being happy?" 

II If yours can It be call ed a happy 1 ife, then what is a 
happy 1 i fe?" 

"A man is born to do great deeds and buil d a name for 
himself, to be a general in the field and a minister at court, 
to eat from lavish dishes, listen to beautiful sounds, to bring 
glory to his clan and prosperity to his family. Only after 
this can one speak of happiness! live set my heart upon 
learning and have been ellriched by engaging in the arts. All 
these years live considered that the blue and purple official 
robes were mine for the taking. Now 11m already at my prime 
and still I toil in the fields and ditches. If this is not 
distress, what is it?" Having finished this speech the young 
man's eyes grew blurry and he felt sleepy. 

At that time the innkeeper was steaming some millet. The 
old man reached into his pack, took out a pillow, and gave it 
to Lil, saying, "Rest your head on this pillow. It'll surely 
allow you to experience a kind of success as full of splendor 
as that which youlve set your heart upon." 

1. For a complete translation, see Traditional Chinese 
Stories, ed. Y. W. Ma and Joseph S. M. Lau, 1975: 435-8. 
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The pillow was made of blue porcelain, and there was an 
opening at each end. The young man nodded his head and lay 
down on it; then he noticed that the apertures were becoming 
large and bright. He stood up, walked into the pillow. 

Several months later he married a girl of the Ts'ui family 
from Ch'ing-ho. The girl was extremely beautiful, and the 
young man became wealthy. He was greatly content. His clothes 
and equipage grew daily more bright and splendid. The follow
ing year he participated in the chin-shih examination, passed, 
and put on the robe of collator 1n the department of the 
Imperial library. By imperial order he was then transferred to 
be the magistrate of Wei-nan County. Soon he was promoted to 
investigating censor, and then moved to be a diarist of 
imperial activity and repose and the director of decrees ••• 

••• His contemporaries viewed him as pure and dignified; the 
people loved his bearing and majesty. 

His success, however, was envied by the prime minister, who 
attacked him with unfounded slander and caused his demotion to 
prefect of Tuan-chou. After three years he was summoned to 
become a counselor to the emperor, and before long became the 
prime minister •••• He saw the emperor three times a day with 
excellent plans and secret orders, and by presenting whut 
needed to be revised or renewed, he became recognized as a 
capable prime minister. 

Then his colleagues cast asperSions on him, accusing him of 
being in league with border commanders and plotting rebellion • 
••• He was then banished to the prefecture of Huan-chou. After 
a few years the emperor learned that the charges were false and 
again sought him out to be the president of the Department of 
the Secretariat, enfeoffed him as duke of Yen, and favored him 
exceedingly. 

He had five sons -Chien, Ch'uan, Wei, T'i, and Vi -all 
capable and talented •••• Lu's in-laws were all of the most 
respected families in the empire, and he had over a dozen 
grandsons. 

Twice bar.isred to the barren frontiers, Lu returned both 
times as a pillar of the state. Into the provinces and back to 
the capital, roundabout the various offices and ministries, for 
over fifty years mighty and grand, Lu was naturally inclined to 
extravagance and luxury, fond of indulgence and pleasure. The 
sounds and sights of his harem were all of the uppermost 
beauty. Those fine lands, excellent mansions, beautiful women, 
and celebrated steeds presented to him through the years were 
too numerous to tally. 
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In his later years he gradually became debilitated and 
often asked to be relieved of his posts, but this was not 
allowed. When he was ill, envoys from court would come to ask 
after him so frequently that they trod in one anotherls 
footsteps. Every famous physician and exalted medicine made 
its way to him • ••• 

That evening he died. 

With a yawn Lu stretched and awoke to find himself lying in 
the inn. The oldster was sitting beside him and the millet 
which the host had been steaming was not yet ready. Everything 
was as before. He got up with a start, "Coul d it all have been 
a dream?" 

liThe happinesses of human life are all like that," the old 
man replied. 

Lu sat lost in thought for a long time, and then thanked 
the old man; "Of the ways of favor and disgrace, the vagaries 
of distress and prosperity, the patterns of accomplishment and 
failure, the emotions of life and death, I have thoroughly been 
made aware. In this way, sir, you have checked illY desires. 
How could I dare fail to profit from this lesson?" 
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Then he bowed and left. 

Poetic Language 

The first song of Millet, as befitting a Taoist conversion 

play, represents a Taoist world-view and acknowledges the Tlai-shang 

1-\~ (The Grand Supreme, i.e., Lao-tzu) as the founding prophet of 

Taoism. Lao-tzuls one and only work, the Tao-te ching ~4~~(jb 

considered by generations to come as the great cannon of Taoism, is 

referred to in the second song, which also gives a description of a 

Taoist--his life style, inclinations and general outlook. 



(Tune: Hun-chiang-lung) 

He [Lao-tzu] met the Keeper of the Pass l 
And left a book of five thousand words, 
The basis of which is mysticism and illusion, 
The gateway to Tao is quietude. 
A lone Taoist in a thatched hut 

has for company two idle fellows-
The soothing breeze and the bright moon. 
He knows neither autumn from spring, 
Nor the state of Han from the state of Chlin. 
He is uninhibited and indolent, 
He pretends to be dull-witted. 
Fortune and fame in this world, 
To him, are but floating clouds before his eyes. 

On entering the inn where the scholar LU is waiting for his 
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meal of millet to be cooked, the Immortal Cheng-yang-tzu laughingly 

remarks, "50 this is where tne [predestined] immortal is!" and proceeds 

to ask LU point blank to leave home with him. LU very naturally thinks 

him crazy, and tells him that with alr'~liis own book learning, he 

expects to pass the imperial examinations and become a government 

official, an ideal to which every Chinese scholar aspires. This 

conversation between the immortal and the scholar preceeds the many 

arias contrasting the carefree life of an immortal and the careworn 

life of a mortal--the basic conflict which moves a conversion play 

forward. In the next song, the immortal converter describes his own 

carefree life and contrasts it with that of a government official who 

never seems to have a moment IS leisure. He then dwells on the happy 

excursions an immortal is able to undertake. 

1. . Legend has it that the Keeper of the Han-ku Pass (Han-ku 
kuan ;),,/1.3I$.l) requested Lao-tzu to leave his teachings behind in 
writiNg And7~hus the Tao-te ching was written. 



(Tune: Chin-jan-erh) 

I ascend the peak of Mount Kunlun, 
and pick a few stars. 

The Eastern Sea viewed from heaven is but a 
handful of rolling water-fountains. 

Mt. Tai--a pinch of dust. 
The sky--thin as a fish scale. 
Ra'ising my head to scan beyond the horizon, 
There is no one like me. 
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The ability to soar up as high as heaven stresses the unlimited 

freedom an immortal can enjoy. The physical world--the expanse of 

oceans, the foreboding mass of Mt. Tai, the sky and the earth--viewed 

as vast and mighty by humans, is minute and insignificant from a Taoist 

immortal's point of view. These lines underline the Taoist philosophy. 

They emphasize the ideal of freedom in nature, and the insignificance 

of man and his confining world which lacks breadth, height and depth. 

They also reinforce the Taoist concept of relativity, i.e., that size 

is relative and unimportant in the real world. This doctrine is 

.\~ "y, , /.,. expounded by Chuang-tzu in Chapter 1, Hsiao-yao yu ~~,1-r(Free and 

Easy Wanderi ng) and Chapter 17, Ch' i u-shui 1Y( .,J (. (Autumn Floods) in 

Chuang-tzu. 1 

The scholar-pupil, skeptical still, questions the immortal-

master further and is told by the master that a Taoist immortal names 

among those who do his bidding and serve him the gods who reside in 

heaven; the foods he eats are the sacred mushrooms and peaches of long 

life; the people he associates with are all residents of heaven. Now 

that he has acquainted the scholar with the good life of an immortal 

1. See Burton Watson, The Complete Work of Chuang Tzu: 29-35 
and 176-189. 
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as stressed in popular Taoism, the master then proceeds to sing about 

the serenity of a life where a person is at one with nature--the 

quintessence of philosophical Taoism. Lyrics emphasizing this aspect 

of Taoism dominate all the conversion plays. 

(Tune: Chin-jan-erh) 

Where I live, 
There is no dust on the ground. 
The grass is always green; 
Beautiful and tender, flowers bloom all seasons. 
There is still that mountain, like an emerald 

screen facing my wooden gate. 
Rain-nourished palms--moist and glossy. 
Dew-nurtured medicinal herbs sprout fresh shoots. 
Listen to the yowl of wild gibbons in ancient trees; 
Look at the flowing water rounding the lone hut. 

The master then gives a lecture, in prose, on the danger of 

striving for fame and glory (a point also emphasized by Chuang-tzu). 

He likens it to a juggler balancing on top of a bamboo pole a hundred 

feet above the ground amidst the deafening noise of drums, flutes and 

spectators, and suggests a more secure life of non-striving. In other 

words, inaction--another aspect of philosophical Taoism--is the best 

and the safest way of preserving oneself. This example is also 

interesting in that it seems to suggest that life is but 

"entertainment" for others. 

The harmful effects of wine, sex, wealth and anger (chiu, ~, 

ts'ai, ~h'i 1@). t ~1.1D to a person's body and the cultivation of 

longevity are then expounded in the next song to the tune of Hou-t'ing 

hua. The riddance of these four "vices" has always been a necessary 

step in achieving immortality in popular Taoism. The emphasis on this 

rule in all YUan conversion plays could also have been influenced by 
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the popularity of the Taoist Ch'Uan-chen sect, whose founder, Wang Che 

~~, stresses this most emphatically in his teachings on the 

cultivation of the Tao. Together with "Controlling the hSin-yUan/{,,~.:t. 

(the "ape-like heart" which is easily excitable) and the i-ma:t ~ 
--'\)' .r.J 

(the "horse-like will" which is always galloping), they are the most 

frequently used phrases in Wang's teachings. 1 

The first act ends with the immortal, disgusted with the 

stupidity and insolence of the scholar who dozed off while the immortal 

was talking to him, decides to change tactics and enlighten LU Tung-pin 

with a dream in order to show him the transience of human life and the 

sufferings caused by wine, sex, wealth and anger. The immortal 

Chung-li then leaves for the many festivities of the Taoist fairy 

lands, namely P'eng-lai and Jasper Pool. The good life of an immortal 

is thus underlined once more through another angle. 

(Tune: Chuan-sha) 

My feather robe is light, 
The banner-like clouds are swift, 
The twelve golden boys of heaven greet and guide me, 
Myri ad mi 1 es of heavenly wi nd steady my return journey. 
To the tip of Mt. P'eng-lai I go to pay homage to the True 

Ki ng. 
Smilingly, I brush away the white clouds with my sleeves. 
Half tipsy, when the feast at the Jasper Pool ends. 
Unfortunately, you, this LU Yen of T'ang,2 are a fool, 
Accepting not the teachings of Han's Chung-li. 

1. See Yao Tao-chun~~J.r. ,Ch'Uan-chen: A New Taoist Sect 
in North China During the Twelfth ana Thlrteenth Centurles, Unpub. 
Oiss., Unlverslty of Arlzona, 1980: 86. 

2. LU Yen~;& is another name of LU Tung-pin who is alleged 
to have been born in the T'ang dynasty while Chung-li Ch'Uan is 
alleged to have been born in the Han dynasty. 



I will have to ride the green Phoenix and fly alone 
to the gate of the nine-tiered heaven. 

According to Chia Chung-min, Ma is said to have written only 
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the first act of Millet. His knowledge concerning Taoism or his Taoist 

outlook on life must have been well-known to his colleagues in the 

YUan-chen Writers l Club for him to be entrusted with the writing of 

this act which focuses on the Taoist lore and philosophy. The rest of 

the play centers more on the dramatic events, telling step by step of 

LUiS rejection of wine, sex, wealth and anqer, and finally of his being 

killed in the dream state. 

LU Tung-pin Thrice Intoxicated 
at The YUeh-yang Tower 

This play, The YUeh-yang Tower (hereafter Tower) tells about 

the conversion of a willow tree spirit by the Immortal LU Tung-pin at 

the famed YUeh-yang Tower. The conversion to immortality of a tree 

spirit which has no human form requires one more step than the 

conversion of humans to immortality: The spirit has to go through 

reincarnation to acquire a human body first. 

Plot 

Act I - The immortal LU Tung-pin, in the disguise of an 

inkstick se"ller, arrives at YUeh-yang Tower to have some wine. While 

the immortal is sleeping off his drink, the tree spirit of a 

thousand-year old willow, growing by the tower, climbs up the stairs to 

make his round~. Recognizing the ink-seller as an immortal, the tree 

spirit (who has the celestial bureaucratic title, Guardian of the 

Shorelines) is reverent and respectful and is consequently persuaded by 
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Lu to pursue the Tao with the purpose of later becoming an immortal. 

For a tree spirit to become an immortal, it must first acquire human 

form. LU therefore orders the tree spirit to go to the Kuo family of 

YUeh-yang to be born as a boy named Kuo Ma-erh, and the spirit of a 

nearby plum tree which has been haunting the Tower to be born to the Ho 

family as a girl. The two are destined to become husband and wife. Lu 

also promises that after thirty years he will come to the tower again 

to deliver them and see that the two join the ranks of th~ immortals. 

Act II - Thirty years have gone by. The willow spirit is now 

Kuo Ma-erh, married to Ho La-mei, formerly the spirit of the plum tree. 

The couple are now owners of the teahouse at Yueh-yang Tower. 

Keeping his promise to the tree spirits, LU returns to the 

Tower, disguised this time as a Taoist priest, hoping to enlighten the 

two and bring them back to Tao. Kuo, foolish and stubborn, can neither 

quite comprehend the hints and riddles that LU puts to him, nor will he 

obey LUis order to leave the human world with him. To rid himself of 

the pestering Taoist, Kuo pushes him into the lake. 

"Wedge" - Kuo is now selling wine instead of tea at the tower. 

While shopping one day, he runs into LU again, much to his chagrin. Lu 

immediately resumes his campaign to induce Kuo to leave home for the 

world of the immortals. Kuo makes the e~cuse that he cannot leave 

because of his wife. Lu thereby hands him his own sword, which is 

traditionally emblematic of this famous immortal, and suggests that Kuo 

kill his wife. To humor the crazy, drunk Taoist, and to get rid of 

him, Kuo takes the sword home. 
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Act III - The next day, Kuo finds that his wife has been 

beheaded. Since he had not killed her, he examines the sword and finds 

one of LUis poems inscribed on it. Kuo immediately notifies the head 

of the district and the two then go around looking for LU. They meet 

him in the street, beating on a drum and chanting the poem which is 

inscribed on the sword. The two try to capture LU but he slips away 

chanting at the same time about the stupidity of Kuo and his own 

travelling some nine thousand miles in the dusty world in vain. 

Act IV - LU,\beating on his drum and still chanting about the 

enchantments of the immortal world, is at long last seized by Kuo, who 

is determined to take the Taoist to the officials to be tried for the 

murder of his wife. LU tries again to talk Kuo into leaving the dusty 

world, but to no avail. An official, followed by his retinue, happens 

by and asks about the commotion. Kuo tells him that LU killed his 

wife. But LU assures the official that Kuols wife is alive, and using 

his magic he calls her into the presence of the official. The official 

then orders that Kuo be killed for wrongly accusing an innocent Taoist 

of murder. Not knowing what to do, Kuo begs LU to save him. At this 

moment, the official and his retinue are suddenly transformed into 

immortals. LU then introduces them to Kuo as: Chung-li of Han, who 

has charge of the register of all immortals; Iron Crutch Li, whose hair 

is forever in disarray; Lan Tslai-ho, whose castanets are made of YUn-

yang wood; Chang Kuo-lao, who rides a donkey backward over the 

Chao-chou bridge; the Divine Old Man HsU, who carries a calabash gourd 

on his back; Han Hsiang-tzu, the nephew of Han YU [a famed statesman 

and scholar of Tlang]; and Tslao Kuo-chiu, a relative of the Sung royal 
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family. Kuo then enquires as to LUis identity. LU replies that he is 

LU Chlun-yang (his Taoist name) who loves to beat on a drum. Only then 

does Kuo realize that he and his wife were tree spirits who are 

destined to become immortals. After professing their awakEning, they 

are ready to follow the eight immortals and leave the human world. 

Plot Origin 

Stories abound about LU Tung-pinls connection with YUeh-yang 

Tower and tn~ tree spirit. The Tower of YUeh-yang, situated west of 

the city of YUeh-chou in Hunan province, was built in the Tlang and 

renovated in the Sung. It overlooks the place where the great Yangtze 

R1ver flows into Tung-tling Lake. This site has for generations been a 

famous scenic spot where visitors come to view the misty grandeur of 

the lake in its myriad changes of scene. Famed scholar-poets, like Li 

Po, Tu Fu, and Po ChU-i of Tlang times and Ou-yang Hsiu and Huang 

Tling-chien of the Sung era all wrote poems about it. 1 Diane Grady, 

who has made a detailed study of the eight immortals,2 is of the 

opinion that because the reconstruction of the tower WaS finished about 

the same time that the LU Tung-pin stories started to circulate during 

the Chling-li reign period [1041-1049J of Sung, it is possible that the 

people of YUeh-Chou~~ created or expanded the legends of LU to 

~ 
&1.~ According to the preface to YUeh-yang lou shih tzlu hsUan 

~ 1~~t~~- (An Anthology of YUeh-yang Tower Poems) by Tung 
~ g-chlin~~~ et al., over a thousand fine poems have been 
written abOftt YUeh-yang Tower and its environs since it was built in 
716 A.D. 

2. See "Legends of the Immortals," in Echo, sp. ed., vol. 5, 
No. 21, Feb./Mar., 1975: 24-71. A discussion oT'lfne eight immortals 
and conversion plays can be found in Idema and West, 1980: 300-07. 
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attract visitors to the tower, and that later, when LU became popular, 

his biography was open to very different regional adaptations, since 

there was no historical person at the root of the myth. 

The name LU Tung pin, however, does appear in the dynastic 

history of the Sung, under the biography of the Taoist recluse, Chien 

Tluan1;~1~' in which LU is said to be a recluse and skilled swordsman. 

Even though he is over a hundred years old, his face looks like that of 

a young man. His steps are light and swift and he can cover several 

hundred miles in an instant. He is also reported to have visited 

Chlenls study often, and people think of him as an immortal. 

Furthermore, LUiS name and poems also appear in the anthology of Tlang 

poems, ChlUan Tlang Shih~i~ .2 

Biographies of LU differ in the old texts, but :'~ey do seem to 

agree that he lived sometime during the Tlang and tht he was a scholar 

who was converted to immortality by Chung-li Ch lUan. 3 

The story of LU Tung-pinls meeting with the tree spirit of 

YUeh-yang is recorded in many Sung books. They are almost identical, 

and were probably used by Ma Chih-yUan as a basis for his play. Below 

1. Sung Shi h ~ l. vol. 457 (1 i eh-chuan ~IJ1~ 216): 2b-3b. 

2. For an English translation of these poems of LU, see T. C. 
Lai, The Eight Immortals, 1972: 75-86. 

3. For a legendary biography of LU Tung-pin, see (a) Chi-hsien 
chuan1t 1~1 (A Collection of b!ographies of Immortals) compiled by 
~"fsao 'rfl in PPTS (I-men~~:J ), vol .. 501: 10a-b, prefaCJ; dated 
151;i>r (b the more detalled Hui-t'u lieh-hsien chIUan-chuanl~fl~o'J?t1 
/}I\~ (Illustrated Biographles of All Immortals) complled D'y w'frlg 
Shi h-chen 1:- i! ~ of the Mi ng: 429-38. For vari ous versi ons of LU 
Tung-pinls biography in English, see Echo Feb/Mar, 1975: 50-56 and 
96-100. -.-



is a translation of one in Meng-chai Pi-t'anl!~'~£bY Yeh 

Meng-tef l ~tOf the Sung dynasty. 

It was said that the name of the Immortal Lu Tung-pin was 
Yen and Tung-pin was his courtesy name. He was a descendant 
of Lu Wei of T'ang. During the Five Dynasties he followed 
Chung-li Ch'Uan and obtained immortality. Ch'uan was a man of 
Han who did not die. Since this [Sung] dynasty, the two often 
travelled in and out of the human world. Ch'uan did not often 
respond to human appeals for help, but Tung-pin was responsive 
and was often seen. Those who are interested in Tao often tell 
stories about W. I remember when I was a lad, my grandfather, 
on returning home from the lake district after an official 
sojourn, passed YUeh-chow and heard people there talk about 
Tung-pin. It was said that he had in recent years passed an 
old temple there and written two poems on the temple wall. One 
is, "In the morning I travel to Yueh-ho, / In the evening I 
reach Ts'ang-wu. / The "green snake" [his magic sword] makes me 
bold. / Thrice I arrived at Yueh-yang without being recognized. 
/ Chanting I fly over the Tung-t'ing Lake." The other one is, 
"I come alone and sit alone. / No one in the world knows me, / 
Save the spirit of the old tree south of the city, / He alone 
knows clearly an immortal has passed." 

Legend also had it that there was a huge ancient pine 
growing at the temple. When Lu arrived for the first time, no 
one recognized him but an old man [the tree spirit], who, after 
climbing down slowly from the tree top, reverently saluted him. 
Hence the poems. My grandfather made me recite and remember 
these poems. Later, when I had the chance of seeing Li Kuan's 
records on Tung-pin, I realized that they corresponded exactly 
to what I had heard about him when I was young. 

As to the "green snake" mentioned in his poem, the world 
had it that Lu was a travelling swordsman before he became an 
immortal. The Taoists in their own ways employ their breath to 
cultivate swords. Matters about immortals are something vague 
and impossible to fathom. Of the people in this world, one 
half believes and the other half doubts their existence. After 
all, what is a human body? Perhaps there is someone who knows 
about it. It is really a mere pi 1 e of bones not worth 
discussing. To discard it, one becomes a Buddha; to keep it, 
one becomes an immortal. I personally have never met Tung-pin, 
but believe there might be such a person. 

1. PPTS (Pi-hai~?.i) v. 549 (2) 7b-8b. 
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Poetic Language 

The opening songs of YUeh-yang Tower in the first act center 

mainly on setting. They give a panoramic view of China's lake region, 

focusing on the famous YUeh-yang Tower, the height of which is 

especially emphasized so that the lofty world of the Taoist deities can 

be artfully introduced to imbue the atmosphere with a Taoist flavor. 

The Taoist element is also introduced with some humor, which sets the 

overall tone of the play. The beauty and majesty of the lake region, 

its wine and food, are ingeniously described through the proud tavern 

owner's enthusiastically calling the immortal's attention to them. 

(Tune: Hun-chiang-lung) 

(LU speaks:) What a fine tower! 
It reaches and leans toward heaven, 
Reflects in the rivers Hsiao and Hsiang. 
Here I climb up a flight of stairs, 
Gaze with my eyes. 
It seems thirty thousand feet above the mortal world. 
Good for Kao Huan to keep cool in the summer heat, 
For Wang Ts'an to think of his native home. 

(Ov!ner:) Let me look by the door and see who is comi ng. 

I see only the twelve balustrades linking with heaven. 

(Owner:) Travellers passing by, come in, travellers passing 
by, come in. 

(LU:) Stop yelling, stop yelling. 

(Owner:) Why do you tell me to stop yelling? 

I am afraid that the Jade Emperor might be startled. 
Who let you build a brewery straight up to threaten the 

Northern Dipper? 

(Owner:) Look. There is a sign on the Tower. There are 
words on it, saying, "There is no such wine on earth; there 
is this famed tower under heaven." 



It says, "YUeh-yang Tower is strategically situated and 
stately majesti c." 

Furthermore, "Your wine, Tung-t'ing Spring, is good and 
newly wanned." 

(Owner:) Old master, look at the scenery on this side. 

Green, towering and majestic, facing it is Mt. Ch'u. 
Waves roaring and billowing, it overlooks the Han River. 

It is the chrysanthemum's autumn, a time for T'ao YUan-liang 
to lie in a stupor. 

(Owner:) Master. You arrived late. My wines are sold 
out. There is no more. 

What will I do then with these round-bellied crabs rich ~n 
orange fat? 

The playwright has sometimes been criticized for being too 
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pedantic, for being overly fond of quoting the classics, and for 

working into both the prose and arias of his plays too many historical 

allusions. 1 Although he generally accomplished this skillfully, 

appropriately and artlessly, literary elements do sometimes impede the 

naturalness (pen-se f~) of the vernacular drama which is YUan tsa

ChUi;t1tJJ;lj(drama), especially when classical allusions are quoted or 

used inappropriately. The allusion to Kao Huan is appropriate, for the 

purpose is to suggest the height of the tower and Kao, the founder of 

the Northern Chli dynasty, buiit a very tall tower to escape the summer 

heat. The allusicin to Wang TS'dn ur Wei, who wrote the famous prose

poem, "Teng-lou fu" Yi1~ n,fuOn Climbing up the Tower) expressing his 

homesickness, supports the adverse criticism above, for the line does 

1. Liu Ta-chieh 1963: 857-8. 



not suggest the idea of height, and its theme of nostalgia is 

irrelevant to both scene and mood of this aria. 
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The Jade Emperor is the supreme administrative deity in the 

Taoist pantheon and he supposedly governs both heaven and earth from 

his heavenly residence. If the yelling of the wine clerk can be said 

to have disturbed him, then the Tower must indeed be tall. The unusual 

height of the YUeh-yang Tower is further suggested in the next line by 

the statement that it threatens the star. This hints at the 

Star-picking Tower, so named because of its great height, built by the 

last emperor of the Shang dynasty. In calling the YUeh-yang Tower a 

common brewery situated within shouting distance of the residence of 

the supreme deity of Taoism s the immortal LU is being playfully 

irreverent. YUan dramatists are said to have written plays to amuse 

themselves and their aUdiences. 1 The conversion plays are ever playful 

ana ready for some jolly good fun at the expense of common mortals. 

The characterization of these immortals also reflects the influence of 

the many legends about them. 

T'ao YUen-liang is the courtesy name of T'ao Ch'ien, who is 

well-known for his love of wine, chrysanthemums, and the season of 

autumn. The playwright admires T'ao and shares also his tastes. It is 

thus only natural for him to bring up T'ao's name when his song turns 

from the grand vista of YUeh-yang Tower to the season and wine. One 

suspects that crabs immersed in orange-yellow fat (when cooked) are 

also a favorite food of the playwright, for the eight-legged creature 

1. Wang Kuo-wei 1964: 60. 
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is a recurrent image in both his san-chlU verses and dramas. Autumn 

feasts of crabs and wine held for the purpose of viewing the varied 

species of chrysanthemums are a popular pastime in China, even in the 

twentieth century, for both are at their best in mid-autumn. 

Wine is also introduced to underline the theme of the 

drunkenness of the immortal. To explore the subject of wine further, 

the wine clerk is asked which patron saint he worships. Upon learning 

that it is Tu Klang~:t~, who is commonly believed to be the first 

wine maker, LU tells the clerk: 

(Tune: No-cha-ling) 

I will replace him for you with the immortalized 
Po-yang, 

And the pot-hanging ChIang-fang. 
They are much better than your profit-gathering 

Tu Klang. 

Po-yang is another name for Lao-tzu. ChIang-fang refers to Fei 

ChIang-fang 1r~ of Han times who gave up his official career to 

pursue the Tao and learned from his master the trick of drawing wine to 

sell from a wine jar hung upside down. By referring to the founder of 

Taoism, Lao-tzu, and the immortal wine-seller, LU hints of his own 

mission of evangelism in guiding the would-be wine seller to 

immortality. To the remark of the wine clerk that he loves his wine 

even more than did the famous inebriates Wang Hun, Li Po and Liu Ling, 

the immortal scoffs at the comparison and sings: 

(Tune: Yao-plien) 

These common men of the world are like walls made of 
dirt and dung: 

Wang Hun peeped through the hedge, looking for a 
guest; 



Li Po fished for the moon and was drowned in the 
river; 

Liu Ling carried a shovel to bury himself in a 
grave. 

I only want to chant happily, flying over Lake 
Tung-t'ing. 

Never have I, cracking a whip, entered by mistake the 
lane of P'ing-k'ang. 

This song is heavily laced with historical and literary 

allusions. There is no doubt that they were used in part to display 

the scholarship of the playwright. Their incorporation in the aria, 

however, is executed skillfully and appropriately, and the song is 
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thereby enhanced, enriched and made far more complex and interesting. 

Wang Hun in the second line was a contemporary of T'ao Ch'ien. Hoping 

to make T'ao's acquaintance, he tried to intercept him along a mountain 

road with food and wine. T'ao drank his wine and ate his food without 

even bothering to enquire as to his name. The immortal LU, of course, 

would not deign to compare himself with someone that T'ao felt it right 

to ignore. Li Po is said to have drowned when drunkenly fishing for 

the reflection of the moon in the river. Liu Ling (c. 221-300), the 

famed wine lover of Chin and the most flamboyant member of the Seven 

Saqes of the Bamboo Grove,1 is said to have had a servant follow him 

with a shovel wherever he went in order that a grave could be dug for 

him on the spot, should he drop dead from too much wine. Ma wrote a 

play, Hymn to the Virtue of Wine (Chiu-te sung1~~~4t), about Liu, 

but it is no longer extant (see Appendix I). To have a sage and a 

1. A group of seven poet-philosophers who sought refuge from 
politics in the quietness of nature and the oblivion of wine. They are 
said to have started the Chinese tradition of music and wine as the 
boon companions of poets, and to have found in them consolation, 
relief, and escape from everyday life. (Liu Wu-chi, 1966: 60) 
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IIbanished immortal ll (as Li Po was sometimes referred to) bear the 

simile IIwall of dirt and dung" shows the vividness of language 
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characteristic of YUan drama. The simile is used here appropriately, 

for the speaker is after all an immortal whose station in life is far 

superior to mere mortals, even though they were famed poets. However, 

the comparison is not meant to be derogatory, but to bring into focus 

the life of an immortal, which is not threatened by death, especially 

death from drowning and drinking; nor will the body of the immortal 

turn into dust and be mixed with dung one day and made into walls. The 

paradox that the human subject of conversion must swear off wine, while 

the immortai converter is portrayed as frequently indulging in wine 

apparently went unnoticed and unchallenge~ in YUan times. The next 

line of the aria is used to provide contrast and to bring into sharp 

relief the life of an immortal as being happy and free: he can fly 

over scenic Tung-tling Lake while chanting poetry. This line in fact 

appears in a poem attributed to the legendary LU Tung-pin. 

In the last line, we see the connotative power that can be 

packed into a single concise line of poetry. This seemingly irrelevant 

line indicates the immortal, whose means of transportation are the 

flying clouds, white cranes, or phoenixes, never needs to worry about 

whipping a horse and entering by mistake pling-klang Lane where the 

prostitutes of Chiang-an, the capital of Tlang, used to live. 

Consequently, there will not be any chance of his meeting a prostitute 

and subjecting himself to the wiles of women, which is one of the 

taboos in the c~ltivation of immortality. This line also makes 

reference to a famed Tlang tal e, Li Wa chuan ~(~jt (The Story of Li 



Wa), in which a young student enters P'ing-k'ang Lane by mistake and 

falls in love with a prostitute. Degradation and suffering follow 

after the young man squanders all of his money on her. Years later 
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when she is moved by his plight to a change of heart, she turns his 

life around. A Yuan play entitled ChU-chiang Ch'ihl~$' .. 1 .. ?te!Winding 

River Pond) by Shih Chun-pao,htt is based on this story. 

The following song in Act I, cited by Chou Te-ching in CYYY as 

one of the model songs for begi nners to study, is per'haps the most 

quoted aria of Tower because of its excellent lyrics and the serenity 

of mood it conveys. 

(Tune: Chin-chan-erh) 

Here I occupy the Tartar couch, 
Look at the three rivers of Hsiang. 
The yellow crane serves wine, 
The immortal sings. 2 
If the host does not have a capacity for wine, 
What harm is there in becoming tipsy? 
I shall drink till the time curtain is rolled and 

the bright moon can be invited. 
Who wants again to have a feast with beautiful 

girls attending? 
A jug of wine is enough to detain an ink-seller. 

(speaks:) I feel sleepy. 

1. YCH 15: 262-96. 

2. Chou Te-ch'ing in CYYY (CKKT 1: 241-2) comments that this 
line has been altered by someone who was unaware of the legend about an 
immortal who, to reAard a generous tavern owner who had served him wine 
free, drew a crane on the tavern wall with an orange peel and told the 

'owner that the crane would come down from the wall to serve wine to his 
customers and entertain them if he should need help. I use Chou's 
quotation of this song for my translation of the first four lines 
because they make better sense besides being better poetry. For an 
English translation of the complete story about the crane and LU 
Tung-pin, see Echo, Feb/Mar 1975: 55. 



It is now in two places that I dream the millet 
[dream]. 
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This song sums up what the immortal seeks to convey in Act I: 

the vista of the lake region, the wonder of wine, and the carefree life 

of an immortal who is served wine by a magic crane. He has the company 

of the moon, and thus is infinitely at one with nature. The end line, 

rather characteristic of the playwright in seeming to be casually 

thrown in, is not only meant to be humorous and to depict the action on 

stage but also to restate LUis own conversion through a dream in 

Millet. It makes for smooth transition of scene: from a serene 

setting to the impending conversion of the willuw tree spirit. 

Tower has been criticized as being only half a play, because in 

its latter part, the structure lacks drama and the lyrics lack beauty 

and are only of average quality.1 The reason for this criticism is not 

hard to discern, for the prose sections oVershadow the poetry in the 

latter half of the play. The enlightenment of the unperceiving tea-

house proprietor is brought about through the use of many homonyms in 

prose. It is clear that the playwright meant to vary the same old 

theme of conversion by presenting Tower as a low comedy after the 

fashion of the farce skits, called yuan-penr~~ (Farces). which were 

popular in the theaters of Chin, and one of the forerunners of YUan 

1. Aoki 1977: 89; Wang and Ying 1977: 167. 
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drama. 1 From a theatrical point of view, the unaware, undiscerning 

crafty Kuo, a typical picture of the small tradesman in China, beating 

on the immortal and pushing him into the lake, provides an element of 

slapstick in the play. The immortal, pretending to be drunk, acts most 

of the time as if he is crazy, mutters all the while, and constantly 

plays jokes on Kuo, pesters him to "leave home and advises him to kill 

his wife. These elements furnish comic relief and must have been most 

entertaining to the common theatergoers of YUan times, thereby 

enhancing both the commercial and entertainment values of the play. 

Ma Tan-yang Thrice Tries to Convert 
Jen Feng-tzu 

Jen Feng-tzu (hereafter Jen) differs from other plays by Ma 

Chih-yUan in having a rustic butcher, Jen Feng-tzu, as the lead singer 

instead of an intellectual or an immortal. This variation thus 

necessitates a different kind of language--both in prose and poetry--in 

characterization, and Ma proves to be equal to the challenge. He is as 

much at home in portraying a coarse butcher as he is in portraying a 

sophisticated intellectual. Perhaps it is for this reason that his 

literary style is considered by many critics2 to be both wen-tsaijt~ 

1. No text of a yUan-pen exists today. A comic inteepo}ation 
in a YUan play, The Gods Send Mulberries (Chiang-Sang-Shen~~1r. WP: 
428-31), is thougnt to be an example of a comlC yuan-pen, cf. J. .--
Crump, Chinese Theater in the Days of Kublai Khan, 1980: 152-167, and 
II YUan-pen, Yuan drama IS Rowdy Ancestor, Ii 1 n Llterature East and West, 
14 no. 4, 1970: 473-90. 

For a study of yUan-pen, s~e SYHCK: 71a-82b and Feng 
YUan-chUn~~t Ku-chU shuo-hui "¢.;},ttJ ~!.~56 : 219-229. 

2. 1. See Aoki: 86; Wang and Ying: 170. 



(beautifully elegant) and pen-se :f~ (realistic, naturally 

colorful) • 
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Jen very cleverly makes use of legends surrounding the 

historical Ma Tan yang's,f.9.R~..v(1123-83) conversion to Taoism by Wang 

Che 1;.-116. (1112-1170), founder of the Taoist Ch'uan-chen/}~ sect. 

Ma's own conversion is said to have been difficult, and the play 

emphasizes this fact by having the butcher work and study for ten years 

and endure many tests before achieving immortality. Ma Tan-yang is 

said to have divorced his ~ife before embarking on a life of Taoist 

evangelism. The play also dramatizes this story and gives a most 

unusual twist to the divorce between the butcher and his wife. While 

the total rejection of wine, sex, wealth, and anger is still the 

primary requirement in achieving immortality, this play also introduces 

two more requi rements: the control of the "ape-l i ke mi nd" (hsi n-yUan /-,J' 

31 ) which is easily excitable and "horse-like will II (i-matl«]) 

which is always galloping. The concept of the "six robbers" (liu-tsei 

1~ ~~ is also introduced. The "six robbers," originally a Buddhist 

concept, represent the six senses, i.e., sight, smell, hearing, taste, 

feeling and thought, and they steal evil-thoughts and habits from 

individuals, thus, paradoxically they are agents of good. 1 

Plot 

Act I - The immortal, Ma Tan-yang, appears on stage to announce 

that a small town butcher named Jen Feng-tzu is predestined to become 

~ \1D 1. See Li Shu-hUan 1-f1!..1l" Tao-chiao ta-tz'u-tien /i.1itf,
\17::( '1', (p. 109). 
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an immortal, and that in order to induce Jen to convert, he has made 

all of the people in town vegetarians. The butcher, while celebrating 

his birthday at home, is incited by his fellow-butchers, all of whose 

businesses have been ruined, to kill the Taoist immortal. 

Act II - Intoxicated with wine, butcher Jen arrives at the 

serene abode of the immortal Ma, who, being able to foretell events, is 

waiting for him. Instead of killing the immortal, Jen himself is 

beheaded by the immortal's celestial guardian. When Jen begs the 

immortal for his head back, he is told that his severed head is back on 

his shoulders. Realizing that the Taoist is a real immortal with 

supernatural powers, Jen asks to be allowed to go home. Ma gives him 

permission to do so, but cautions him not to wander astray from the 

correct Way. Thereupon the butcher professes illumination. Throwing 

down his butcher knife, he begs to follow the immortal as a disciple. 

Since he has not accumulated merits in his life, nor has he been tested 

for his sincerity in turning to Tao, the immortal Ma decides that he 

shouid first study the Taoist scriptures and do humble chores at the 

retreat. He also plans to subject his new disciple to a number of 

tests. 

Act III - The butcher's wife, having no news of her husband 

from the day he left to kill the Taoist priest, goes about with her son 

and brother-in-law looking for Jen and finds him working in the fields 

while chanting Taoist scriptures. She threatens to commit suicide if 

he does not go home with her. To show his determination in severing 

all his worldly ties, he divorces her on the spot and dashes their son 
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to death. To stop them from pestering him further, he tells his 

brother that even if the spirits of their ancestors appeal to him, he 

will not be swayed from his resolution. The immortal Ma, secretly 

watching all the goings-on, is pleased with the progress of his 

disciple but does not consider him yet ready to join the ranks of the 

immortals. 

Act IV - Ten years have gone by. Jen is happy with his life as 

a Taoist disciple, studying and working at the retreat. The Six 

Robbers on orders from the immortal, arrive to test him further. They 

rob him of his valuables, his horse and ape, all of which, without 

Jen1s awareness, seem to have been around him. After the six are gone, 

the ghost of his son whom he dashed to death ten years before arrives 

to demand that his father hand over first his worldly belongings and 

finally his head. Without argument or regret, Jen duly hands over his 

belt, robe, and submits himself to his son1s sword. The immortal Ma 

materializes at this moment and assures Jen that he has successfully 

passed all tests and rid himself of the four IIvices li as well as 

lIarguments about who is right and who is wrong ll (jen-wo-shih-fei A.tt 
!#) and is ready to leave the mortal world. Immortals appear with 

music to welcome Jen and lead him to the magic isle of p1eng-lai where 

they reside. 

Plot Origin 

The butcher I s name Jen Feng-tzuA~)'R....f appears in the text of 

Illustrated Biographies of All Immortals (p. 595). The story about 

this immortal however is entirely different from the one in Ma1s play. 



The Taoi st immortal Ma Tan-yang1 is Ma YU t~u, Tan-yang bei ng hi s 

Taoist name. Ma was the second patriarch of the Taoist Ch'Uan-chen 

sect, which preached an ascetic withdrawal from the affairs of the 

world and was very popular in north China during late Chin and early 
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YUan times. Ma's name appears in the dynastic biography of Ch'iu 

Ch'u-chi fi~1,:ft1. . ..,2 who was famous because of the trip he took to the 

west to meet Chinggis Khan. 3 Ma, Ch'iu and five others constitute the 

famed Seven Disciples (ch'i-chen v ik ) of Wang Che, the founder of the 
/{... 7, 

sect. In Ma's biography~ it is recorded that he had once converted a 

butcher, Liu Ch'ing~IJ1, to immortality. Whether Liu was given the 

Taoist title Jen Feng-tzu or the name is but one made up by the 

playwright, we do not ~now. 

Poetic Language 

The arias in Act one of Jen focus on the characterization of 

the butcher. Being a butcher, his language is vulgar and the imagery 

he uses is intimately connected with his trade. Viewing the table 

manner of his butcher colleagues who came to celebrate his birthday, 

Jen outspokenly and rather ungraciously criticizes their behavior and 

portrays his guests, an unmannered lot, in the metaphors of his trade. 

,-b 1. For a r,iography ot !:'P Ta~y.?ng, see Ch'in Chih-anh-~t1 
'h:., Chi n-l i en cheng-tsung-chi ~l1l:--Lt ~ ~c..) (The Orthodox Reco1ds .,ot , 
the Golden Lotus), preface dated 1241, vol. 3: 1b-2a in Tao-tsang~~h~ 
(75-76) • 

2. YUan Shih1C-t., vol. 202 (lieh-chuan 89) in~. 

3. Arthur Waley, The Travels of An Alchemist, 1931. 



(Tune: Yu-hu-lu) 

Look at these rascals, who claim their wine-capacity 
shallow; 

Though full, they keep on pouring food in. 
The beef they are too full to eat, fingers are used 

to pack it in, 
Like hungry wolves bursting into a sheep's pen, 
Like beggars storming an alms-house. 
Eyes bulging from over-eating, 
Gasping for breath from gorging, 
All these roguish relatives of pigs' necks and bowels, 

and bitches' tits, 
Fill up all the seats in a big circle. 

After the fierce butcher has confidently fought all other 
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butchers for the "privilege" of killing the Ch'Uan-chen master who has 

converted the whole town to vegetarianism, he boasts of his own 

prowess, savvy and courage: 

(Tune: Chuan-sna-wei) 

Think how having to strike down calves, my strength is 
phenomenal, 

Having to kill wild horses, my heart is unkind. 
As for my body, it is agile and strong. 
When we two meet, I will not be fooled by that fellow's 

words of honey. 
Even if he rides the clouds to heaven like an immortal, 
I will show him my gall-picking, heart-gouging skill. 
Chase him straight to the throne of the Jade Emperor, 
Dash into the palace in the moon, 
Drag him down like a dead sheep from the nine-tiered 

heaven. 

The tough-talking butcher, on the point of carrying out his 

foul deed, however, is not totally free from apprehension. The common 

saying, tso-tsei hsin-hsU 1~~j(Y~/0/~the heart of a robber is 

fear-struck) describes Jen's state of mind the best. To strike fear 

into his heart is exactly the intention of the immortal Ma who is 

expecting him. 



(Tune: Kun-hsiu-ch1iu) 

With a thumb, I jump over the mud wall; 
Rounding the thatched hut, I slowly walk, 
Back myself into the dark shadows. 

(speaks): Someone1s coming! 

Could it be Ma Tan-yang has an ambush? 
I hear someone whispering. 
It is only the rushing wind fooling with 

the bamboo, 
Causing the moonbeams to flash. 
Clouds are also coming and going. 
The shadows of the luxuriant bamboo appear 

to be someone walking. 
The would-be assassin of Tan-yang has fear in 

hi s heart. 
The wild horse-killing robber lacks gall, 
Boldness and recklessness do not seem to work. 
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Lyrics on the serenity of nature appear in the latter half of 

the second act after the butcher has become a novice Taoist and will-

ingly subjected himself to the disciplines required of an immortal

hopeful as laid down by the master. With his sudden decision to become 

an immortal, his character als0 changes. Instead of the boastful, 

fierce butcher, he is now humble, passive and docile. He is determined 

in only one thing, that is to follow the instructions of his master: 

to read scriptures of the Taoist ~hilosophers, Lao-tzu, Chuang-tzu and 

Lieh-tzu, and lead a life of quietude in the company of nature. Except 

for the aria in Erh-sha 1 which is laden with historical allusions, the 

serenity of life in natl!re in the following song reveals the play-

wrightls conscious effort to draw Jen1s character, for it is a Simple 

and ineloquent utterance, resembling the traditional primers written 

1. YC H: 1675. 
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for Chinese children, from which the dramatists of YUan also borrowed 

freely for their songs,l dnd are in keeping with a butcher who has 

little education. The song also tells that Jen has sworn off wine, 

sex, wealth and anger. 

(Tune: Sha-wei) 

Concerned no more for the hard life dealing with muddy pigs 
and mangy dogs, 

Nor for the death summons that can come day or night, 
I cultivate the boundless and enjoy plenty, 
'Midst red-cranes, flower-offering deer, 
Crying wild gibbons, roaring tigers; 
A cloud filled window, a moonbeam filled room; 
By flower filled paths, wine filled pots, 
Wind filled curtain, an incense filled censor, 
I read books on the mysterious beginning and the Tao, 
Learn and practice the non-aggressive arts of Chuang-tzu 

and Li eh-tzu. 
A tiny hut is liveable. 
Spring, summer, autumn and winter are all alike. 
I enjoy garden flowers, trees and woods in spring. 
Look at the prune blossoms and bamboo in snow beneath 

the eaves in winter. 
The bright moon and soothing wind are my friends. 
I drink no wine, have no sex, crave no wealth, vent no anger. 
I prepare a hemp rope to drag the pulley, 
Lift up a bramble basket to carry filth and dirt, 
Plant vegetables after plowing the field: 
A farmer when old, a butcher when young. 

Act II is an act of conflict between the novice Taoist and his 

family members: his wife, child, and brother. It is also the most 

dramatic act in the play, in which Jen, to show his resolution in 

attaining Tao, divorces his wife and dashes to death his son. The 

serene life of an immortal is repeatedly emphasized through a question 

and answer format between Jen and his wife who is skeptical and yet 

curious about such an existence. The aria using traditional natllre 

1. Yoshi kawa 1977: 258 
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images is free from allusion. Interspersed with the wife's questions, 

it reads like prose and reaffirms the simple and humble origin of the 

novice. 

(Tune: Hun-hsiu-hsieh) 

Ever since I discarded wine, sex, wealth and anger, 
I have not left tea, herbs, the zither, or chess. 

(Female Role:) What do you do here? 

Liste~ to the cuckoos calling constantly "Better return [home]"1 

(Female role:) Have you been to the fairy lands, Liang YUan and 
Jasper Pool? 

live not been to Liang YUan or Jasper Pool. 

(Female rOle:) Where have you been? 

have been only in the mountain colors of Mt. Chung-nan. 

The first two lines of the above song inform us that Jen has 

discarded completely his old life as. a mortal and started on a new one 

as a recluse, for tea, herbs, the zither, and the game of chess are 

commonly regarded as the ~ustinance, medicine, music and pastime of a 

Taoist recluse. The cuckoos are birds of the mountain where Jen now 

also lives. Their calls are of a monotonous and mournful nature, 

"pu-ju-kuei ~-lt.b~?r (better return [home]) to the Chinese ear. 

calls of these birds are adroitly used here to affirm the novice's 

The 

resolution in pursuing Tao: despite having to listen to the constant 

"urgings" of these birds, he remains unmoved and stays in the mountain. 

The last two lines (three in Chinese) of the song indicate that Jen 

1. "pu-ju-kueill can also be interpreted as to mean IIbetter 
return to [nature]. 
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has accomplished much in his cultivation of self in accordance with the 

Tao, for he has told his wife that all this time since he left home he 

has been in the mountain colors, i.e., the varied and changing scenes 

of the mountain. In other words, he has already established communion 

with the Tao and is, in fact, at one with nature. 

Act IV - Ten years have gone by. Although Jen is not yet an 

immortal who can command such feats of magic as riding on a crane, or 

has the privilege of being a guest at the Peach of Longevity Feast 

given bj the Queen Mother of the West every three thousand years, he is 

nevertheless content with the life of a novice-Taoist, living in a 

thatched-cottage by a mountain stream, with its paths lined by 

chrysanthemums and amid floating clouds. Most of all, he cherishes 

this new life which is tranquil and free from human cares and worries. 

But his immortal master plans one more test for him before he can 

become an immortal. The spell of tranquility built up in the first two 

songs of Act IV is suddenly and dramatically broken by the six-robbers 

[in the form of one man] pouncing on the scene. Different from Millet, 

which ends in a somber mood and leads one to philosophical pondering, 

Jen meant to send its audience home in a jovial frame of mind, even if 

it has to accomplish this at the expense of the sacred Tao-te ching. 

The playwright very cleverly works into the song the first two lines of 

Tao-te ching1 with which every Chinese is familiar. In the aria to 

~ . 1." Tao ke tao, fei chiang tao; ming ke ming, fei chiang ming 
I·W.?ll~ '~%I \?' ~ ~ l/J; ~ The Tao that can e expressed 1S 
'rf6t'tIie const'ant ao" the flarrte that can be expressed is not the 
constant name). 
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the tune of Yen-erh-lo (YCH: 1681), Jen asks the six-robbers' name, and 

is told, liMy name can be expressed, but I have no constant name." II In 

that case," Jen says, "in robbing the robbable, you are not an ordinary 

robber. 1I The word "Tao"~ and the word IIrobber"ii are homonyms and 

the word "Ch'ang"'* can mean either Ilconstantil or lIordinary."l To 

ensure that the pun comes across loud and clear, the six-robbers shouts 

angrily, "You ar~ calling me names!1I 

The fourth act is also an action-packed and boisterous act. 

Fc.llowing the six-robbers' taking away the novice's valuables, the 

horse and the ape, the ghost of Jen's son, whom he dashed to death ten 

years ago, comes to demand his head. Jen replies in his usual 

straightforward fashion: 

(Tune: Ch'i-ti-hsiung) 

Here I try advising and persuading, 
But he does not pay me a bit of mind. 
Another's head he insists upon getting. 
His little heart does not want to think 
That a gentleman does not snatch away what 

the other man holds dear. 

The last line of the above song is grimly humorous, especially 

when it is uttered by a father to a son whom he has dashed to death. 

To make Jen's characterization plausible, and to stress once again how 

hard it is to swear off anger, Jen, for a brief moment, almost lapses 

into his old, hot-tempered butcher self. With his usual frankness, he 

tells his son, who keeps on demanding his head: 

1. The Chinese being tao-tle-tao, fei ch'ang-tao~p'1 ~,~f 
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(Tune: Mei-hua-chiu) 

You dare to be impatient. 
I dare to show my quick temper too. 
I dare to seize the hair on your head, 
And to lang-t1i-t1i (mash) and break your brain. 
I dare to ke-chlh-chih (snap) and break your waist. 

Lang-tli-tli*/~»ffland Ke-chih-Chih~t.~ are onomato

poeias. The first one describes the sound of mashing something soft, 

such as brain matter in this case, and the second, the sound of quickly 

snapping or breaking something. such as the spine of a child. 

Although Jen is portrayed as outspoken, impetuous and 

unrefined, to be consistent with his sudden illumination, i.e., to 

understand the riddles of his master quickly, he is shown throughout 

the whole play to be intelligent and to be able to check himself in 

time when there is danger of his succumbing to temptation. He does so 

again in the above song and is finally considered ready by his master 

to join the ranks of other immortals. 

Theme and Observations 

Religion is one of the major themes of YUan drama. Of the one 

hundred and sixty-one extant plays, twenty-two can be categorized as 

religious plays.l Eight deal with Buddhism, while fourteen depict the 

Taoist theme of conversion. The male and female characters in these 

plays are either individuals who are simply destined to be converted to 

immortals, or banished gods or goddesses and tree spirits who must be 

1. Lo Chin-t1ang 1965: 445-6. 
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reborn in the human world through reincarnation in order to regain the 

immortal state. 

An undeclared rule seems to govern most of the conversion 

plays. It is to be accomplished through three so-called contacts 
.?l 

( san -t u ~ Jt ) . 1 

1. The teacher-converter, an immortal, discovers that someone 

is destined to be converted and goes to help him. 

2. The teacher tries to point out to the pupil-convertee the 

illusory nature of fame and fortune and the harmful effects of wine, 

sex, wealth and anger~ hoping the subject will see it his way and agree 

to leave home with him. The pupil, attaching too much value to his 

worldly life, refuses to leave. 

3. The teacher then tries again through his magic, with or 

without the help of other immortals or gods, to create some astonishing 

or frightening phenomenon to goad the pupil into the realization that 

he is dealing with a bona fide immortal instead of some eccentric or 

crazy fellow. The student then becomes enlightened and decides to 

leave home and follow the master. In Taoist conversion plays involving 

one or another of the eight immortals, the seven others usually appear 

on stage in a finale to welcome the new member to their ranks. All 

three plays by Ma Chih-yUan follow this pattern. 

The master-converters in the Taoist conversion plays are mainly 

members of the eight immortals. Two plays involve Chung-li Ch'Uan, two 

Iron Clutch Li$'t.fi}, and five LU Tung-pin. The remaining five 

1. Tseng Yung-i 1977: 59. 
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plays involve the god T'ai-pai (T'ai-pei chin-hsint\)EJ0£ ), Ma 

Tan-yang of the Ch'Uan-chen sect, and the immortal Tung-hua. The 

pupil-convertees are an assorted lot. They come from all walks of 

life. Men and women of the lower-middle classes predominate, while 

high ranking government officials and emperors are excluded. Besides 

the poor scholar, the butcher, and the tree spirit reincarnated as the 

tea-house proprietor in Ma's three plays, there are also prostitutes, 

entertainers, yamen clerks, rich farmers and philosophers. Through 

these plays, the playwrights of YUan times assured their audiences that 

conversion is not restricted to anyone class; anyone, irrespective of 

wealth or social status, could hope to become free from life's 

infelicities and enjoy the blissful existence of an immortal if he 

would just turn to Tao. By the time of the Ming 3 although conversion 

plays were still popular, ~he theme had shifted from the conversion of 

the common people to that of an empcl'or or aristocrat who hoped to gain 

immortality.l They become mostly auspicious plays presented at 

birthday celebrations. 

The idea that man can acquire immortality is a belief developed 

in religious Taoism through a "li-::eralistic misinterpretation" 2 of 

certain allegorical writings of Chuang-tzu and Lieh-tzu, early figures 

in philosophical Taoism. Although the theme of conversion belongs to 

religious Taoism, the ideals expressed in these plays are dominantly 

those of philosophical Taoism. Such plays generally stress a 

1. Tseng Yung-i 1977: 60. 

2. Holmes Welch, Taoism: The Parting of the Way, 1957: 92. 
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withdrawal from society and the severance of all human ties so that the 

individual can lead a simple, carefree life in harmony with the Tao 

which is characterized by inaction (wu-wei ~)\~}) and manifested in 

nature. Inaction is interpreted in these plays as non-striving for 

worldly gains and pleasures. Worldly gains are expressed in values 

which the mundane world holds dear, such as wealth, fame and glory 

often represented by government service. Such striving is viewed as 

foolish and at times even dangerous, because life is not only short but 

also illusory in nature like the flower, which blooms today and fades 

tomorrow, and the butterfly dream of Chuang-tzu--two metaphors 

frequently encountered in conversion plays. 

Paralleled to non-striving is the rejection of wine, sex, 

wealth and anger, desires and emotion which are considered harmful to 

the body, and a hindrance to the attainment of immortality. The doing 

away fo tnese four "vices" as a precondition for achieving immortality 

reflects the influence of the Ch'Uan-chen sect. It is, in fact, the 

most important tenet in the teachings of both the sect's foupder, Wang 

Che, and its second patriarch, Ma Tan-yang. 1 Furthermore, later 

masters of this sect are said to have been very conscious of the value 

of drama in popularizing its teachings. It is also conjectured that Ma 

Chi-yUan could have been an adherent, even a priest, of this sect, 

because he wrote four conversion plays (one no longer extant) depicting 

1. For a detailed discussion of the four "vices," cf. Yao 
Tao-chung 1980: 206-8. 
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in each an acclaimed patriarch of the sect. 1 Ma Chih-yUan, according 

to Yao Tao-chung, displays a very thorough knowledge of this sect in 

Jen Feng-tzu, although the speculation about his being an adherent 

cannot be proven. 2 Still, the predominance of conversion plays among 

his dramatic works seems to indicate that either he was well aware of 

the commercial value of Taoist plays, or' that they appealed to his own 

nature and outlook on life. It could, of course, be both. Ma, in 

fact, could very well have been the first dramatist of the YUan who 

adapted the conversion theme into drama. A search of all existing 

plays and play titles attributed to the early YUan dramatists, such as 

Kuan Han-ch'ing, Pai plo, YU Chih-fu, Kao Wen-hsiu and Wang Shih-fu, 

reveals that none of them wrote plays that can even remotely be 

interpreted as conversion plays. Titles such as Chiu, se, ts'ai, ch'i 

~.t.I1. ~.L"Wine, Sex, Wealth and Anger"), Pa-hsien hui .I\.1J-t~ ("A 

Meeting of the Eight Immorta1s"), Yao-ch'ih hUi~~~ (liThe Meeting 

at the Jasper Poo1"), plan-tlao hUi~'1~~"A Meeting for the Peaches .., 
of Immortal ity") and Chuang Chou meng ~ }~, (liThe Dream of Chuang 

Chou") are found in a list of Chin proto-drama, yUan-pen. 3 These could 

2. Yao Tao-chung 1980: 204. 

t· ;;. T'ao Tsung-i p~~1-iX (fl. 1360), Nan-tsun ch'o-keng lu 
1~;f.:1~~~Nan-tsunls Jottlngs During Intervals of Farmlng), 1959: 
306- 6. 
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have been the forerunners of YUan's conversion plays. Unfortunately, 

no texts exist for these titles. 

Besides non-striving and the riddance of wine, sex, health and 

anger, these conversion plays also stress the individual's union with 

nature, an ideal of philosophical Taoism. To be at one with nature, a 

Taoist needs to be away from the hustle and bustle of the dusty world. 

In other words, he needs to leave home (Ch'u-Chia~~). Nature is 

expressed in terms of white and roaming clouds, rolling hills, winding 

streams, flying birds, the sounds of rustling pines, the shadows cast 

by luxuriant bamboos, the bright moon and the soothing breeze, all 

traditional images symbolizing freedom, quietude and the serenity 

inherent in the life of a recluse. These images serve a dual purpose: 

to paint the scene and to underline the immortal's union with nature. 

Lines like lithe moon and breeze being the two companions of a Taoist" 

and "tne ground I'lhere a Taoist lives is free from dust," appear often 

in Ma Chih-yUan's works. The first line implies a Taoist's union with 

nature and the second that he is free from everything that is connected 

with the dusty, mundane world--its physical environment as well as its 

values. Combining with the themes of philosophical Taoism, we find 

references to the Taoist pantheon and its many deities, the magic 

isles, and the heavenly festivities in religious Taoism and fo1klore 

incorporated into the arias. 

Although the three plays are structured differently, they share 

an important common motif: that is the necessity of dying to achieve 

immortality. 
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Millet features the enlightenment of a Confucian scholar 

through a dream which lasts less than the time required to cook a meal 

of millet. In this dream he experiences eighteen years of suffering 

culminating in the death of his children and finally himself. It is 

only after he is killed in the dream that he wakes up and is converted. 

In contrast to the scholar, Kuo Ma-erh's conversion is painfully slow, 

during the finale to be exact. Being formeily a willow, a "potential 

piece of lumber grown out of dirt" (t1u-mu chih shen .::t;f...zEJ; ), he 

lacks human intellect and cannot readily understand the riddles given 

to him by the immortal Ui Tung-pin. It is only when Ma-erh is on the 

point of being executed that he realizes that he was formerly a willow 

tree spirit which was promised immortality by the immortal LU. Only 

then does his conversion become effective and is he welcomed by the 

immortals. Jen Feng-tzu, although a butcher, has no trouble in 

comprehend; ng the riddl es of hi s master Ma Tan-yan~, On be; ng 

cautioned not to wander astray from the correct way, he immediately 

throws down h'is butcher knife and begs to follow the immortal as a 

novice. His quick understanding of the riddles does not make him an 

immortal in this case. He is required to serve an apprenticeship 

lasting ten years. Furthermore, he must also undergo a series of tests 

to prove his sincerity, the final test being his willingness to submit 

his head to the sword of his son's ghost. He is willing ar.d is duly 

beheaded. It is only at this moment that he is welcomed by other 

immortals as a new member. The death apparently is a symbolic gesture 

implying a complete severance of human ties and the irrevokable end of 

the mortal life. It is only through death that an individual can 



achieve immortality, like a cicada's emergence from the old shell it 

sheds to begin a new life. 
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CHAPTER V 

LIGHTNING SMASHES THE TABLET OF CHIEN-FU AT MIDNIGHT 

Pan-yeh-lei-hung chien-fu pei f .. /l1G.4Ji~~~(Lightning 
Smashes The Tablet of Chien-fu at Midnights hereafter Tablet) is not a 

well-known play of Ma. Yet in a study of Ma Chih-yUan, it occupies an 

unique and important place because modern critics 1 generally agree that 

the hero of Tablet is a self-portrait of the playwright, "who borrows 

another's wine cup to wash away the weight laden in his own heart." 

(Chieh t'a-jen chiu-pei, chiao hsin-chung k'uai-lei 1~M!ZA.~1l~ 
1&tf~f:.). The fatalism intrinsic in the story of Tablet echoes one 

of the playwright's dominant themes in his san-ch'U. That is that the 

fame and fortune of a man depend not on his talent and learning but 

rather on fate which is in the hands of heaven and is manipulated by 

the gods. He cites, as an example, the case of Confucius, the grand 

master of all scholars, who was not given any significant office during 

his lifetime. 2 In this, he reiterates the common and popular belief of 

many Sung scholars who sought employment in government service. 3 The 

unfavorable conditions for employment in the government service which 

1. See Lo 1976: 443; Tseng 1976: 63; Hu~Ching-ch'in 1979: _ 
89. 

2. See Yao-pien in Chapter I, p. 32. 

3. Huang Chi ng-ch lin 1978: 89. 
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YUan scholars had to endure naturally intensified their belief in fate 

and thereby foster thei r pessimi stic outlook on 1 ife. On the other 

hand, such beliefs very possibly also provided a degree of comfort for 

them and gave rise to social sympathies for their plight. 

Plot 

Act I - Chang Hao ~.~. 4~hereafter Chang), a poor but tal ented 

scholar who lacks the traveling expenses necessary to go to the capital 

for the imperial examinations, has to earn a living by teaching the 

chil dren of a wealthy farmer whose name is Chang Hao ~~tJhereafter 

farmer Chang). The characters .~lJ (hao) and % (hao) are homonyms. 

Fan Chung-yen~~1t7~, a friend of Chang1s and a high ranking 

official entrusted with the mission of searching for worthy scholars to 

serve the court, arrives at the farm and urges Chang to go to the 

capital to participate in the examinations. Knowing that Chang is 

poor, Fan gives him three letters of recommendation, all addressed to 

wealthy friends of his who can provide financial help. In order to 

personally recommend Chang to the emperor, Fan also takes along Chang1s 

expository writings on government affairs when he returns to the 

capital. 

In the "wedge," Chang delivers the first letter to the home of 

a Mr. Huang, who has unfortunately died that very night of a heart 

attack. Huang1s widow, blaming Chang for hastening her husband1s 

death, sends him away without helping him. Lamenting on his ill 

fortune, Chang heods for the next destination, Huang-chou, where the 

addressee of his second letter resides. 
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Act II -The emperor, impressed with Chang's expository 

writings, decrees that Chang be given the post of the magistrate of 

Chi-yang. The envoy bearing the emperor's decree arrives at the farm 

and gives it to farmer Chang, taking him to be the scholar. Farmer 

Chang, pleased with a chance to be an official, chooses not to 

enlighten the envoy on his error and sets out for Chi-yang to take over 

the post meant for Chang. 

Scholar Chang, fatigued from his journey and dispirited from 

the outcome of his first letter, arrives at Huang-chou at a time when 

the town is inundated with the sound of funeral bells. On enquiring, 

he is told that the bells are ringing for the death of a military 

commander, the very person to whom the second letter is addressed. The 

news so shatters the scholar that he tears up the third letter 

addressed to the governor of Yang-chou, Sung Kun-hsU ~/~1!r ' for he 

believes his own ill fortune has extended even to Fan's friends and 

caused their deaths. He then heads for the farm, planning to wait for 

news from Fan Chung-yen. It starts to rai n. 

The dragon god who is in charge of rain, thunder and lightning 

stops to rest at the temple designated to his worship. Scholar Chang 

also takes shelter in the same temple. Seeing a device for divination 

on the temple altar, Chang seeks to discern his fortune. Three times 

he throws the dice and three times he gets hsia-hsia 11 (the worst 

of the worst). Disappointed and furious, the scholar curses the dragon 

god for his own ill fortune. The dragon god resting in the temple 

overhears him and, angered by his insolence, swears vengeance. 
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As the rain stops, Chang resumes his journey. Of all people, 

he encounters Farmer Chang on his way to take up the post which is 

meant for him. A soldier Chao from the district of Chi-yang also 

appears to welcome the new magistrate. Mistaking the farmer to be the 

new magistrate, the soldier apologizes for being late in welcoming him. 

The tricky fanner promises to spare the soldier from punishment if he 

will go and kill scholar Chang for him. The soldier, being a 

fair-minded fellow, listens to the scholar's story and decides to spare 

him instead. He then reports back to the farmer saying the scholar has 

been killed. Fearing soldier Chao might turn on him, the farmer tries 

to push him into a nearby well. At this moment, the governor of 

Yang-chou, Sung Kun-hsU, happens to pass by and he asks about the 

commotion. On getting the whole complex story from the soldier, Sung 

decides to take both the soldier and the impersonator (farmer Chang) to 

the capital to see Fan Chung-yan. He has heard the name of Chang Hao 

from Fan before and thinks Fan will be able to solve this matter of 

mixed-up identities. 

Act III - Scholar Chang after failing to meet with his friend, 

Fan Chung-yen, becomes a guest at the Chien-fu Temple. The abbot of 

the temple, after learning of his plight, plans to raise some money for 

him by having rubbings made from the calligraphy of Yen Chen-Ch'ing~~ 

~U~Tinscribed on a stone tablet in the temple. The night before the 

work is to be done, an unusually severe thunderstorm sent by the dragon 

god smashes the tablet into pieces. Chang, seeing that fate is 

constantly against him, tries to kill himself. His good friend, Fan 
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Chung-yen, on an inspection tour, arrives at the temple just in time to 

prevent his suicide and takes him to the capital to see the emperor. 

Act IV - The emperor is so impressed with Changls scholarship 

that he selects him as the top scholar in the imperial examinations. A 

feast of celebration is held at the guest house where Chang is staying. 

Fan arrives first, then the abbot, then Sung Kun-hsU with soldier Chao 

and farmer Chang in tow. After taking evidence from one and all, Fan 

gives his decision: Soldier Chao is to be the magistrate of Chi-yang. 

The abbot is to be entitled to wear the purple robe of honor. Scholar 

Chang is to wed the daughter of Sung Kun-hsU. The scholar, whose 

fortune has finally taken a turn for the better, happily observes that 

all happenings are predestined in heaven and one should accept events, 

good or bad, as they come. 

Plot Origin 

The plot of this play is probably derived from a story in the 

Leng-chai yeh-hua1~~ ~~~~(Ni9ht Chatters of a Cold Study) by the 

Buddh i st monk, Hui Hung a:; --;.n of Sung times. The story goes as \Ifb / ,/" 
follows: 

When Duke Fan Wen-cheng [the same Fan Chung-yen as in the 
play] was garrison commander of Plo-yang, a young scholar 
presented him with some poems which were very well written. 
Fan treated the scholar with courtesy and was informed that of 
all the people in the world, no one was more destitute and 
suffered hunger more than he did. At that time, rubbings from 
Ou-yang HsUnls calligraphy inscribed on the stone tablet of 
Chien-fu Temple were very much in vogue as models for 
calligraphy practice. They were worth a thousand cash each. 
To help the scholar, Fan ordered paper and ink, planning to 

1. PPT~ (hsUeh-ching 1~f) V. 3908 (2): 3a-b. 



make a thousand rubbings for the poor scholar to sell at the 
capital. Both paper and ink were bought, but the night before 
the work was to start, the tablet was smashed to pieces by 
thunder [1 i ghtni ng]. • •• 
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The calligraphy mentioned in this account was written by Ou

yang HsUn t8KrMb} not Yen Chen-ch'ing as in the drama. Yen, however, 

was in some way connected with the tablet of Mount Chieh-fu. He had a 

pavillion built over it. 1 The playwright might have had the facts 

confused in this instance. 

The above story gives no name to the destitute scholar. The 

drama borrows the name of a T'ang scholar-statesman, Chang Hao2;,l~, 
who, before passing the imperial examinations, was poor. Fan Chung-yell 

(989-1052) and Sung Kun-hsU (fl. 1023) who figure prominently in the 

play, were both well-known scholar officials of the Northern Sung. It 

is possible that they were friends. Here again, the playwright groups 

together scholars of different dynasties as he did in Tears. It seems 

that he admired them and perhaps even aspired to be like them for all 

of these scholars were poor but talented men who were studious in youth 

and b~came respected, high ranking officials later in life. 

Poetic Language 

The opening songs in Tablet do not leisurely evoke moods and 

settings. Instead, they go straight to the heart of the matter--the 

1. Huang Wen-yang tb.~~ ~ (of the Ch'ing dynasty), Ch'U-hai 
tsung-mu t'i-yaodll?J>~~la~ (Synopses of Chinese Drama-[from the 
~to the 18th'YCenturyJ)'I~: 9-10. 

64). 
2. See Hsin T'ang Shu1fJ~~ , vol. 139 (lieh-chuanJII1~ 
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complaints of a talented scholar who believes fate is against him. It 

is as if the playwright, living at a time when Confucian scholarship 

was not prized and was not the gateway to position and influence in 

society, could hardly wait for a chance to unburden himself of all his 

pent-up emotions, of a sense of perceived injusti~e, through the mouth 

of the scholar-hero in Tablet. In the first two songs of Act I, 

scholar Chang, who buried himself in the study of the Confucian 

classics voices his disappointment and queries fate. 

(Tune: Tien-chiang-ch1un) 

I am an insignificant, poor Confucian scholar, 
Buried half a lifetime in the ways of the mundane world. 
Why is it then that this seven-foot body of mine, 
Still does not have a home? 

(Tune: Hun-chiang-1ung) 

It is said, 
Poverty and riches alternate in seven-year cycles. 
I, like Juan Chi, still cry for being at the end of 

my rope. 
I live in half of a grass hut, 
Expect no one to thrice visit my thatched abode. 
There is dust in my rice bowl - my livelihood is poor. 
There is no path made to my door - old friends are few. 

(Speaks:) It is said, a three inch tongue can be a sword 
that brings peace to a nation, and the five-character poem 
a heaven-climbing ladder. 

I have this heaven-climbing ladder. 
Why then am I not walking on blue clouds? 
I aim at the orchid hall and painted pavilions, 
But I live in a hovel among mulberry trees. 

Juan Chi, the leading figure among a group of seven scho1ar

poets known as the Seven Sages of the Bamboo Grove during the Three 

Kingdoms period (220-265), is best known for a long series of poems 

entitled yung-huai Shih~1]i~ (Poems Expressing My Feelings) which 
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are generally sad in theme and gloomy in tone. But, Juan, living in a 

time of political intrigue and warfare and influenced by Taoism, 

refused to serve the court. In this poem, the playwright is concerned 

only with the melancholy tones of Juan's poems and not his political 

persuasion. 

The fourth line refers to the story of Chu-ko Liang, the 

brilliant premier of the State of Shu, also of the Three Kingdoms 

period. To cbt~in Chu-kols service, the King of Shu, Liu Pei, had to 

visit the mountain retreat of the recluse Chu-ko three times before he 

would even see him. The scholar in Tablet does not feel inferior to 

Chu-ko in talent but finds the circumstances he is in--teaching boys on 

a fann--degrading. 

liTo have dust settle on one's rice bowl" is a phrase often used 

in YUan drama to mean one is very poor and cannot afford to eat 

regularly. Consequently, few friends would bother to visit him. 

The scholar states quite frankly that he is talented and 

aspires to become a high ranking official, "blue clouds" being a 

metaphor for success in officialdom. But, he laments, fate is against 

him and dictates that he should live on a farm, leaves of mulberry 

trees being the food of silkworms and therefore a metaphor for the 

sericulture which ha~ always been an important segment of Chinese farm 

industry. 

On being asked by his friend why he is not seeking a career in 

government, the scholar decries the profession of the scholar and 

condemns the Six Classics which traditionally every aspirant to 



officialdom in a Confucian society not only had to know by heart but 

also hold as sacred. 

(Tune: Yu-hu-lu) 

These broken fragments of Confucian classics are good 
only for nurturing the silverfish. 

In vain, live spent long, hard hours on the Six Classics. 
They freeze me to death--the Analect, Mencius and 

commentaries on Maols Poetry. 
They starve me to death--the Shang Shu, Chou I, and the 

exegesis of Chlun Chliu. 
Not to mention the maps and books in ancient scripts. 
How am I to withstand those yokels who ride on buffalo 

backs? 
They certainly are the ruin of me, this Hsiang-ju of Han. 
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The phrse "Yokels who ride on buffalo backs" is not merely used 

as a novel and refreshing simile for farm boys whom scholar Chang is 

obliged to educate as best he can, it is also used to provide a 

contrast--subtle one in this case--between his rude charges and his 

alter-ego, the Han scholar, Ssu-ma Hsiang-ju. Ssu-ma Hsiang-ju is said 

to have written on the pillar of a bridge leading to the Han capital, 

Chiang-an, that he would not pass the bridge again unless he could ride 

in a carriage drawn by four horses, i.e., only if he had become rich 

and successful. His literary talent eventuaily won him the recognition 

of the emperor and he indeed made good on his oath. 

(Tune: Yao-pi en) 

Here, the road to becoming a worthy person is obstructed; 
There, a career in government is blocked. 
Nowadays, the more intelligent one is, the more one suffers 

the bitterness of intelligence; 
The more stupid one is, the more one enjoys the bliss of 

stupidity. 
The more ignorant one is, the richer one becomes: 
A wealthy Prefect Tlao would not resign his post; 
A penniless Tzu Chang had to inquire as to the ways of 

entering government service. 
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In the first two songs of Act I, scholar Chang bemoans his fate 

and his poverty. In the Yu-hu-lu aria, he overtly condemns his 

profession and blames the Classics for his predicament. In the 

Yao-pien aria, he daringly criticizes the administration for 

obstructing the legitimate ambitions of able and intelligent scholars 

and promoting, instead, the careers of the stupid and the ignorant. 

Perhaps his criticism of Confucian learning is more feigned than real, 

but the directness and frankness of his charges in the above poem are 

such as to make it difficult to believe that they are not aimed at the 

YUan court's abolition of the civil service examinations, as well as 

the favoritism it practiced in the employment and promotion of 

unsophisticated clerical workers over learned Confucian scholars. 

In order to stress the idea expressed in the line liThe more 

ignorant one is, the richer one becomes," the playwright once again 

alludes to his favorite, T'ao YUan-ming, who is sometimes referred to 

as Prefp.ct T'ao. His purpose in saying that is if T'ao had been rich 

(and ignorant) he would not have resigned his post, as he in fact did, 

and thus suffered a life of poverty for his principles. The last line 

( 
I ~ l~ refers to a passage in the Analects the wei-cheng p ien ~~~),~ 

chapter on politics) in which Tzu Chang, one of the learned disciples 

of Confucius, asks the Master how one can obtain a government position. 

The reply of Confucius does not concern us here. Whot the playwright 

seeks to express is that learned (and intelligent) men, such like Tzu 

Chang, have not been given employment in government. 

Many songs in Tablet, like the ones cit2d above, register the 

mixed emotions of sadness, angpr, and sometimes daring criticism. In 
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P'u-t'ien-ch'ing (Act III), scholar Chang, after thanking the abbott of 

the temple for trying to help him, ends the song with the question: 

"Where can we find the noble phoenixes and the unicorns to replace 

these swallows and sparrows which take over our homes and the wolves 

which entrench themselves on our roads?" The phoenixes and the 

unicorns are conventional literary metaphors representing men of 

virtue, while wolves (ch'ai-lang-$;(J~ stanu for wicked men. "Wolves 

entrenched on the roads" is a common metaphor for wicked men in power. 

While every ma1e protagonist in Ma's plays seems to express at 

one time or another certain sentiments as shown in his lyric songs, 

certain passages in Tablet makes one wonder whether the playwright has 

assumed the role of the hero. Many songs in Tablet are powerfully 

emotional; their usual elegance seems to have now intertwined with the 

deeply felt emotions of the playwright, a schoiar himself. It seems 

that here he has thrown caution to the winds and assumed the role of 

spokesman for all suffering scholars uf YUan. 

Tablet presents a long and complir:!ted stor·y. A:though many 

songs air the pent-up emotions of the hero-scholar, just as many serve 

the needs of characterization and setting. In the following short song 

from Act III, describing the thunderstorm which smashes the votive 

tablet, the playwright effortlessly invests both scene and protagonist 

with a sense of magnanimity. 

(Tune: Yao-pien) 

Shaking heaven and earth the thunder drum sounds; 
Flashing golden snakes, the show of electricity begins. 
There, it [the dragon god] wobbles peaks of Mt. Pa, 
Stirs up oceans, turns rivers upside down, 
Fells trees, destroys cliffs. 
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You, monstrous beast, 
Even though you possess marvelous powers, 
You shouldn't make havoc over the head of Buddha. 

The scholar, although ill-fated, is often portrayed as a rather 

proud young man who is sure of his own worth. Hence the penetrating, 

daring remarks he makes from time to time seem convincing and feas-

Themes 

To better describe the 161 extant YUan plays, Prof. Lo Chin

t'ang1i~p~in YUan tsa-chU pen-shih k'aoi; ~1iiAJ$~1$(P. 20) 
groups them into eight major categories: a) historical, 2) social, 3) 

family, 4) love, 5) flirtatious comedy, 6) scholar/officials and 

recluses, 7) Taoists and Buddhists, and 8) gods and demons. Five of 

the eight categories are sub-divided and given appropriate sub-titles. 

Tablet is listed under category 6, group A), subtitled fa-chi pien-t'ai 
w ::4.} 1; 

1't~~V~FiA Career Prospers and LUC~ Turns Good), which is followed 

by group B) Ch' i en-chai fang-chu L1tl~~l&.(Demot ions and Exil es), 

and group C) yin-chU lo-tao~Jk~it, (Living Like a Recluse and 

Enjoying the Way). There are as many as fourteen plays listed under 

group A. All fourteen por-tray well-known historical figures who were 

once poverty-stricken scholars, who suffered physical hardships as well 

as social ridicule. But, talent and diligent study eventually bring 

them fame and glory, i.e., they become high ranking officials and are 

recognized in their own time. YUan men of letters probably felt that 

they themselves fared even worse than scholars in earlier times. Wit,h 

the abolition of the civil service examinations, they lost not only 
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their means of livelihood but also any hope for fame and glory. The 

high social status a scholar traditionally enjoyed was also denied them 

because of the early yUan emperors' distrust of Confucian scholars. To 

have to make a living by writing drama and fictions a profession 

traditionally looked upon as unworthy of the endeavors of a scholar. 

further added to their plight. It is easy to see why YUan playwrights 

wrote so many plays about poors suffering scholars. Besides appealing 

to a vast theater audi ence, such pl ays must al so have afforded the 

playwrights a forum to air thei~ grievances. Through the heroes of 

these plays, YUan playwrights, such as Ma Chih-yUan, could unburden 

themselves of their pent-up emotions, vent their anger, and curse their 

own fate. 

Although Tablet is a story about a talented scholar who is 

fated to suffer poverty and disappointment again and again before his 

luck turns, many of its songs center on the airing of the scholar's 

complaints. His sense of injustice, his anger, and the many causes of 

his misery are depicted throughout the four acts and overshadow the 

conventional happy ending of the script. 



CHAPTER VI 

CHIEN TIUAN STAYS ALOOF ON MT. HSI-HUA 

Hsi-hua shan Chien Tluan kao-wo\:w~Ji t~1~~~/-'Hereafter 
Aloof) is again a script written for a male lead, in which the famed 

eremite of the Sung, Chien Tluan, is assigned the singing lead. It 

differs from the other six plays by Ma only in having no demi-act 

("wedge"). This differen'.:e provides a clue to the playls general lack 

of substance. Except for the tavern scene at the beginning of the 

first act, there is relatively little dramatic tension or development. 

The play is episodic in nature: many unrelated tales circulating about 

the famed recluse are loosely strung together. There is a lack of 

interaction between the players and dynamic movement. The strength of 

the play lies solely in the many excellent arias depicting scenes 

identified with the character and ideals of a recluse. Many of them 

are almost identical to those of the conversion plays. 

Plot 

Act I opens with Chien telling fortunes by a bamboo bridge in 

Pien-liang city, and Chao Hsuan-lang arriving with his companion Cheng 

En to have their fortunes told. From Chaols horoscope, Chien learns 

that Chao is destined to become the founding emperor of the Sung 

dynasty, the man who will end the chaotic division of the Five 

Dynasties and bring peace to China. Inviting Chao to a quiet tavern, 

155 
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Chien pays him obeisance as due an emperor and advises him where and 

how he should launch his campaign for the reunification of China. The 

grateful Chao assures Chien that he will reward him once he becomes the 

emperor. Chien replies that he is a man of leisure (hsien-jent1H"--) 

who is not interested in office, and only wants to see peace prevail in 

China. 

Act II - ~hao is now the emperor of the Sung. He summons Chien 

to the capital to assist him in governing the country. Chien refuses 

to take office, but agrees to go with the emissary to pay the new 

emperor a visit. 
.u,. .... 

Act III - Chien arrives in the capital and is awarded various 

gifts and honors. Despite the emperorls repeated request urging him to 

serve the court, Chien insists on remaining a recluse and begs to be 

allowed to go back to his mountain retreat. 

Act IV - lhe emperorls old companion Cheng En, now a high 

ranking official, tries to tempt Chien with wine and women to stay on 

at court. Refusing both, Chien goes to sleep. Ashamed of his own 

scheming, Cheng promises to persuade the emperor not to press him 

further on serving the dynasty. 

The act ends with Chien reaffirming that he is not a man who 

craves fame and fortune, but one who prefers the woods and enjoys books 

and music. He says he is, in fact, already a premier--a premier of the 

mountains--who, although he receives no favors from the court, also 

suffer! no humiliation from it, and that he much prefers "to push aside 

the "pri son" made by fame and fortune to rai se hi gh hi s wi ndows faci ng 
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the hills, to plant lotus flowers in the misty rain, and to look at the 

fairy-palms on the cloud filled terrace. II 

Plot Origin 

Chien Tluan, referred to as lIold patriarch ll (lao-tsu*-..tlm in 

Taoist writings, is a historical figure, whose biography is to be found 

in the dynastic history of the Sung. 1 According to this record, Chien 

Tluan: styled Tlu-nanl'h~, was a native of Chen-YUan~.:7;~ of Hao

chou lifj. At the age of four, whi 1 e pl ayi ng by a ri ver, he was 

nursed by a woman in black. Thereafter he became increasingly more 

intelligent. When a grown man, he needed to read the classics only 

once to remember them. He was also known for his poetry. During the 

Chlang-hSing~~ (930 A.D.) reign period of the Posterior Tlang, he 

failed the imperial examinatiuns and never again sought public office. 

Instead, he occupied himself with the enjoyment of nature. One day he 

encountered two recluses and was advised by them to take up residence 

in the cliffhouse on Mt. wu-tang~~. Once there, for over twenty 

years Chien practiced breath control and abstained from cereal grains 

[both practices of Taoists seeking immortality] drinking only a few 

cups of wine each day. Later, he moved to the Taoist Cloud Terrace 

Temple on Mt. Hua, and from there to a stone cavern in Mt. Shao-hua. 

His sleep usually lasted over one hundred days. Emperor Shih (reigned 

944-954) of the Posterior Chou was interested in Taoist alchemy and 

summoned Chien to court to question him about it. Tluan replied, 

1. Sung shih 457 (216): 2b-3b under Vi n-i chuan ~~ 1.~ 
(Biographies of Recluses). ~ 
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"Your Majesty is the ruler of the four seas; governing is your concern, 

why bother with alchemy?" The emperor did not take offence; instead, 

he offered Chien an official position but Chien refused and was sent 

home. Gifts were sent to him later by the emperor. 

In the early reign of Emperor Tai of Sung (reigned 960-976 

A.D.), when the country was finally at peace, T'uan came to court to 

pay homage to the emperor and was favorably received. Nine years later 

he came again and the emperor treated him with even more reverence. 

The emperor told his ministers that T'uan, who practiced self

cultivation and did not seek power and wealth, was a true recluse. At 

that time, T'uan had already lived on Mt. Hua for over forty years. He 

was probably close to one hundred years of age. According to T'uan 

himself, he had lived through the chaotic period of the Five Dynasties 

(907-760), and now, fortunately, ~he world was finally at peace, and 

that was why he had come to visit the emperor. What he had to say was 

often worth listening to. The emperor sent him to the premier who 

enquired if it was possible for Chien to teach the metaphysics of 

nurturing life through meditation. T'uan replied, "I am only a man 

retired from worldly affairs, a useless person to the country. I know 

neither the matters of the immortals and their magic, nor their 

life-nurturing ways and breathing exercises. I have no magic to teach 

posterity. Even if I fly off to heaven in broad daylight, what benefit 

would the world reap from that? The emperor with the physiognomy and 

bearing of a son of heaven is a sage ruler of virtue and compassion. 

Now is the time for him and his servitors to strive together for the 

development of culture, and for achievements in government. Diligent 
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cultivation of one's self is nothing more than this." The premier 

agreed and informed the emperor of what T'uan had said. The emperor 

treated T'uan with even more reverence than before, and bestowed on him 

the title, Master HSi-i~"1!i. He was given a robe of purple, and his 

dwelling in the mountain, the Cloud Terrace Temple, was renovated for 

him. 

In 988 A.D., T'uan suddenly asked his disciple, Chia Te-sheng, 

to carve out a rock room at the valley of Chang-chiao, telling him that 

he was going to rest. A year later, in the seventh month, when the 

room was ready, Tluan completed a book of several hundred characters, 

ending it with the notation that his life was due to end, and that 

because it would be difficult for him to linger on in this virtuous 

dynasty, he would transfigure on the 22nd day of the 7th month in the 

valley of Chang-chiao in Mt. Lien-hua. He died on the date he had 

predicted. Seven days after his death his body was still warm. 

Clouds, the colors of the rainbow, filled up the cavern for months. He 

was fond of reading the classics, especially the Book of Changes (l 
~). He was always seen with a book in hand. He styled himself 

Fu-yao tzu::/i(14} (Master of Uplifting). He left a book in eight 

chapters with the title Chih-hsUan p'ien1~~,.i~ (A Guide to 

Metaphysics), containing discussions of self-nurture and the returning 

of the inner cinnabar. 

This biography also mentions that Chien could read people's 

minds and tell of events happening at a great distance. Two stories in 

this connection are cited. 
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Although the dynastic history of the Sung dynasty makes no 

mention of Ch'en's meeting with the founding emperor of the Sung, nor 

of his being tempted with wine and women by Cheng En as in the drama, 

similar stories are to be found collected in the Chi-hsien chuan. 1 

These stories were probably used as a basis for Ma's play. 

The Poetic Language 

The most often cited song in Aloof is from Act III. 

(Tune: San-sha) 

Its body settled in the stillness of its d\lllalling, 
A cicada newly emerges from its shell in transformation. 
In a dream, circling around Nan-hua, a butterfly now in flight; 
I sleep on a bed of clear breeze, 
Look at the disk of the bright moon, 
Covered by a sheet of white cloud, 
Pillowed by a piece of hard rock. 
I shall sleep till 
Mountains move and valleys change, 
Stone rots and pine trees wither, 
Constallations turn and stars shift. 
I wi11 a1ways eliibrace the primordial and abide by the Tao, 
Explore wondrous principles and the infinitesimal scheme 

of things. 

This song, rich in Taoist coloration, is Ch'en's reply to the 

emperor when questioned as to his reasons for refusing office. Using 

familiar Taoist anedcotes, tenets of the Tao-te ching, and common 

images, the playwright describes the scene, reveals the character of 

the recluse, and stresses Taoist ideals, in this way answering the 

emperor's query. 

1. PPTS (i-men1%-:r9) vol. 501: 15a-23a. 
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"Returning to the origin is called stillness (Ching~~ )" is 

a line from the Tao-te ching. 1 The first two lines are Ch'en's way of 

telling the emperor that he, like the cicada, has undergone a trans

formation, discarded his old shell (i.e., life in the mundane world), 

and reverted to a peaceful existence in the natural world, one that is 

in accordance with the Tao. The third line refers to the famous 

anecdote of Chuang-tzu depicting the Taoist concept that there is no 

distinction between reality and dream, Nan-hua being another name for 

Chuang-tzu. The same anecdote is also referred to in Ma's san-ch'U, 

"Autumn Thoughts." 

Clear breezes, the bright moon, and white clouds are common 

images in traditional poetry when scenes connected with the joys of 

retirement or seclusion are set forth. Because the wind, the moon, and 

clouds seem to be free, pure, detached, and having all the leisure in 

the world, they individually and collectively symbolize the character 

and outlook on life typical of a Taoist recluse. The four parallel 

lines reveal the recluse's closeness to nature and his union with it. 

In mind and body, he is one with these elements of nature and indeed a 

close companion and friend. Lines describing the clear breeze and the 

bright moon as the two idle companions of a recluse recur throughout 

the conversion plays described in Chapter IV. For examples, see the 

arias in Millet (p. 105) and Jen (p. 130). Almost identical lines 

appear in Aloof (Act II): 

1. See A Reconstructed Lao-tzu (with English translation) by 
Yen Ling-feng, 1976: 10. 



(Tune: Ho-hsin-lang) 

I, this yellow-capped and rustic-gowned Taoist, 
am company to the Clear Breeze and the Bright 
Moon, two idle fellows. 
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The dynastic biography of Chien records his ability to sleep 

for a long period of time, lasting over one hundred days. This 

allegation is made the most of by the playwright. In every act, there 

are songs referring to the joys of a long and deep sleep, and the aria 

(San-sha) in the previous page is but one of several. These songs 

describe this unique ability of Chien, which is in sharp contrast with 

government officials who can neither sleep late nor undisturbed because 

of the tensions of bureaucratic service. 

The last two lines employ the terminology of the Tao-te ching, 
- " 

pao-yUan?B/U (embracing the primordial), shou-i q...- (abiding or 

guarding the One), hsuan ~~ (infinitesimal) and miao.~(wonder) are 

all used frequently in this Taoist "bible." They add a measure of 

mystique to the character of the Taoist recluse besides showing his 

intimate knowledge of the Tao-te ching. 

The poetic language of Aloof is similar to that of the three 

conversion plays explored earlier. All four plays seek to contrast the 

carefree life of a Taoist, be he an immortal or a recluse, to the 

striving one of common mortals. Aloof can also be viewed as a play of 

conversion. Only in this instance it is mortals who attempt to entice 

an immortal-l i ke recl use back to the mundane way of 1 ife. In the 

following song we see the reclusels view of the mortal world. 



(Tune: Erh-sha) 

Why calculate such chicken-and-worm gains and losses? 
The freedom and leisure of the pleng and yen birds are 

known to themsel ves. -- -
Look at the columns of ants and the offices of bees, 
The fights of dragons and tigers, 
The running of the hare, and the flying of the raven. 
The floating life is like the gathering ants fighting 

for underground holes. 
Time is l~ke a fleet-footed white horse crossing a 

fissure; 
The people of the world are like pickled chickens 

doing a crock-balancing act. 
Even if one obtained a rank or half a job, 
It is not enough to count, nor worth mentioning. 
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In the first line, Chien indicates that small gains and losses 

are not worth bothering about. This line echoes one in the play-

wright's san-ch'U, "Gain - what is there to rejoice about? / Loss -

what is there to worry about? / Life is just like a dream of Nan-ko." 

(Yao-p'ien, p. 32). In the second line, the birds are once again used, 

as symbols of freedom and leisure here. The line also rebukes, ever so 

slightly, the questioner--the emperor--who asks about the merits of a 

reclusive life. Chien is telling the emperor that the recluse, like 

the birds, knows his way of life is a happy one and that there is no 

need for him to el aborate on it. The fourth 1 i ne, with its "col umns of 

ants" and "offices of bees," gives the impression that the humans, like 

ants, constantly assume fighting formations, and like bees, are always 

having disputes which have to be settled in government offices. The 

dragons and tigers symbolize those people who are higher in rank than 

the common people who are likened to ants. They are, like the masses, 

also fighting constantly. The next line indicates the swift passing of 

the seasons, and the following the swift passing of night and day, 
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the hare being a resident of the moon and the raven that of the sun in 

Chinese mythology. Line seven describes the eternal human strife for a 

place to live. The swift passage of time is stressed once more in the 

next line, pai-chU kUO-hSi~~~~ which is a common metaphor for 

this idea. I am not sure why people are likened to pickled chickens, 

unless their wrinkled and shrivelled appearance signifies old age and 

haggardness. Crock-balancing is, of course, a very dangerous act. For 

a heavy, gigantic crock is normally used in such an act and it is 

balanced by the feet of a performer laying on his back. A slip could 

mean the death of the performer. This line also implies the constant 

danger people face in life. It reminds one of the pole-balancing act 

mentioned in chapter IV. Even if a person is fortunate enough to find 

a small job, the recluse concludes that it is still not worth all the 

pitfalls and dangers that go with it. 

The following song describes the serenity of his surroundings 

and the loftiness of character of a recluse. It is translated here in 

order to provide a contrast for the song above. The images are 

familiar ones because they appear in all three conversion plays. The 

white clouds in the third line is used here to contrast dust (literal 

and figurative) of the mundane world which needs to be swept 

constant1y. The first two lines again echo the final lines of "Autumn 

Thoughts." 

(Tune: Ko-wei) 

My rhythms are the same as the high mountains and flowing 
water. 

Wild grasses and idle flowers are my close neighbors, 
The white clouds covering my ground need never be swept. 



You, close tightly for me the cavern door, 
Don't let a single guest in, 
For I intend to quietly lean against the rush mat 

and gently fall asleep. 

Theme 

Aloof is one of only two extant YUan plays which develop the 
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reclusive ideal as a primary theme. These two plays, sub-titled 

yin-chU lc-tao~~~iiL ' constitute the last sub-group under 

Catego~ VI, "Scholars and Recluses" in the YUan-jen tsa-chU pen-shih 

k'ao, and follow the categories fa-chi Pien-t'aiJ~~,~,~and 
chai-ch'ien-fan-chut~~~(P' 153}. These three sub-groups of 

twenty-one plays on scholars, provide a glimpse of the psychological 

make-up of intellectuals living in a time of disorder. In the first 

group, the scholars study hard and hope to enter government service. 

Not being able to do so for one reason or another, they become 

disenchanted and resentful. To unburden themselves, they voice their 

anger in their writings. The second group includes those scholars who, 

after winning positions in the government service, discover that they 

often have to endure the humiliation and hardship of demotion or exile 

because of jealous colleagues or unpredictable superiors. They then 

come to realize that the pursuit of wealth and glory is after all not 

the best life. It is far safer and more pleasant to take up the life 

of a recluse and enjoy daily communion with nature. 1 Two famous 

recluses in Chinese history, Yen TZU-ling)ir~~)1~Of Han and ChIen 

T'uan of Sung, then become the models for disaffected intellectuals. 

1. Lo Chin-t'ang 1976: 442-444. 
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The parallel themes of Aloof are therefore the glorification of the 

ideal of the recluse on the one hand and the rejection of the mundane 

pursuit of wealth and glory on the other. 



CONCLUSION 

Of the four master playwrights who were credited by Chou 

Te-ch'ing in CYYY with being responsible for the perfection of YUan 

drama, Ma Chih-yUan enjoys the most prestige. His works also exerted 

tre most infl.uencp, on later !;an-ch'U and dram~:~rite.rs. Critics for 

generations linked his name to a number of superlatives and IIfirsts.1I 

He was eulogized as lithe first among the successful candidates in chlU II 

by Chia Ch'ung-ming; his song-verse IIAutumn Thoughts" (p. 14), was 

lauded by Chou Te-ch'ing as being a rare piece of literary work, as the 

best of its kind; more of his songs from san-ch'U than those of any 

other dramatist of his time were cited as models in CYYY for later ch'U 

writers to follow; Prince Chu Ch'Uan, the knowledgeable critic of the 

Ming royal house, considered Ma's songs, lithe songs of a divine phoenix 

flying in the ninth heaven,1I too lofty to be even mentioned in the same 

breath with the songs of common birds [other dramatists], and fitting 

only to head the list of all writers of song-verse. 

With regard to his dramatic works, Tsang Mao-hsUn honored his 

play, The Autumnal Palace of Han, by placing it before the other 

ninety-nine plays in YCH. There is every indication that Ma was the 

first playwright to adapt the legends of the Taoist immortals to YUan 

drama, and thereby to expand the thematic scope of the genre. As 

conversion plays written by later playwrights exhibit a similarity to 

his in terms of structure, characterization and setting, they were 
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probably also modeled after his works. Furthermore, his YUeh-yang 

Tower is the earliest extant literary work which gives individual 

identity to the various members of the so-called eight Taoist 

immortals, who are still intimately associated with the aesthetic, 

social and religious lives of the Chinese people. Their playful and 

carefree portrayal in Ma's plays, much imitated by later dramatists, 

most likely served to enhance their popularity. 
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Mals dramatic works reflect the sentiments and values 

characteristic of his san-chlU poems. In every scholar and every 

immortal depicted in his plays, we sense the presence of the 

poet-persona in the song verses. The impoverished young scholar in 

Tablet voicing his frustration on a farm among mulberry trees is 

reminiscent of the poet-persona in Chin-tzu-ching (3) (p. 29), in which 

the impoverished commoner of the Central Plain appeals to his friends 

to lend him a IIheaven-climbing ladder.1I The immortal in Tower, 

enjoying the water scenery of YUeh-yang Tower with wine cup in hand, 

asking, IIWhat harm is there in becoming tipsy?" brings to mind the 

poet-persona in Po-pu-tuan (9) (p. 34) imploring his friend, "00 not 

refuse to drink. If you will sing, I will slowly pour. 1I 

Mals heroes are of two major types: one, like himself during 

his youth, is the typical Confucian scholar who though talented and 

studious is thwJrted by a quirk of fate from achieving his ambition for 

an official career. The other, also like himself but during his 

retirement days, is the carefree Taoist recluse or immortal who has 

seen through and given up the vain pursuit of glory and wealth in the 

mundane world and taken up a life of simple pleasure in the serene 
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surroundings of nature. The former has his sympathy, the latter his 

admiration. In voicing the former's frustration and disappointment, 

he, as Ghu Ching writes in the preface to The Green Bower Collection 

(p. 28), expresses the sentiments nut just of himself, but of all 

Confucian scholurs in early YUan times who "lost their profession and 

whose ambitions were thus thwarted." In repeatedly extolling the 

serene life of the latter, he defines his own outlook on a life-style 

which was also propagated by the then popular Taoist religious sect of 

Ch'Uan-chen, and thereby influencing the growth of similar ideas among 

the people in early YUan times, especially those who were disillusioned 

with 1 ife. 

Among the fourteen plays attributed to Ma, the majority were 

written for a male iead. Therefore, it would appear that he was more 

at ease with a male protagonist than a female one. It is also not 

unreasonable to assume that the playwright tended to select as heroes 

of his plays someone with whom he could identify. 

YUan playwrights are said generally not to have invented plots 

for their plays, but instead to have used as their sources myths, 

legends, earlier plays, tales and literary works, as well as history 

and social events. Ma, as befitted a master playwright, however, did a 

considerable amount of re-structuring of his plots rather than merely 

borrowing old stories intact. For example, in his Autumnal Palace of 

Han, he IIredesigned li the original story and made the plot far more 

complex, dramatic, and yet plausible. The story of this play is in 

fact much more interesting than the actual historical record. The 

historical source of Autumn is altered to such an extent that many 
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modern critics, especially those in mainland China, impose an alle

gorical interpretation on Autumn and argue that the play voices the 

playwright's criticism of the ineffectual emperors of late Chin and 

Sung times, and their self-serving and useless servitors who lost China 

to the Mongols. The plot of Tears is skillfully developed from a 

famous song by a celebrated literary figure who was once demoted and 

sent into exile. Although Tears is not the best of Ma's plays in terms 

of structure, its plotting shows the inventiveness of the playwright. 

The three conversion plays, sharing the same pattern of conflict 

between worldly attachment and spiritual enlightenment, reveal the 

pl~ywright's conscious effort to structure each play differently from 

the other in order to lend them variety, drama, interest, theatrics, 

and humor. In Millet, he focuses on the gradual enlightenment of a 

skeptical scholar through an evanescent dream, in which the immortal 

appears in various disguises in different settings, ranging from a 

roadside inn to a boudoir-tryst, and then to a desolate mountain 

setting in a raging snow storm. In Jen, he portrays a rustic butcher 

whose enlightenment, though sudden, requires a long period of disci

pline in the serene setting of a mountain retreat. To liven up the 

quiet atmosphere of the retreat, a highly dramatic and unusual divorce 

scene is introduced. The last act of Jen, contrary to the usual taper

ing off of all actiol} as in most YUan plays, is enlivened with the 

comings and goings of the six-robbers, the horse, the ape, and the 

ghost of a dead child. As if this dizzying display of Taoist ideas and 

terminologies in physical form is not inventive enough, the playwright, 

ever conscious of the main function of the drama--to entertain,casually 
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throws in a few laughs at the expense of the sacred Tao-te ching. In 

Tower, the traditional mountain setting of an immortal is changed to 

the lake region of China. A new set of images is then utilized to 

conjure up a grand vista of the misty scenes as viewed from the famous 

YUeh-yang Tower. The awakening of the willow tree spirit, different 

from that of Jen, is made painfully slow. It does not attain that 

scate until the final moments of the last act, to accommodate a farci

cal depiction of a small tradesman who is not very bright, but worldly 

wise. Tablet is far more complex and dramatic than the few lines in 

the original source which record the misfortune of a destitute scholar 

in connection with the smashing of the tablet by thunder and lightning 

at Chien-fu temple. In the play, the ill fortune of the scholar is 

developed in much greater detail: the deaths of two would-be bene

factors; the farmer's assuming his identity and stealing the official 

post meant for him; the attempt of the farmer on his life; and his 

unwittingly offending the dragon god with dramatic ana spectacular 

results. This sequence of coincidences unfolds in a varied and yet 

orderly fashion. Even the two death scenes are structured differently: 

the first one results from a sudden illness, and in the second, only 

the sound of bells are heard to indicate the man's demise. Among all 

of his extant plays, only Aloof is lacking in his characteristic imag

ination and inventiveness. 

The characterization of his protagonists, be they a refined 

scholar or a rustic butcher, while somewhat static in the modern 

Western sense of psychological development, is, nevertheless, multi

dimensional and realistic. It reveals the playwright's keen insight 
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into the complexities of human nature and his inimitable talent in 

bringing them to life through the selection of realistic details. This 

he achieves in a gradual, step-by-step process without any sacrifice of 

eloquence in the poetic language. 

The poetic passages constitute the essence of YUan drama. 

Because the original music has been lost it is necessary to study the 

poetic arias as a literary genre. While the prose passages spoken by 

both the lead role and all other characters fulfill a number of 

functions and are essential to the play, the literary quality of YUan 

drama is imbedded in the beauty and strength of the poetic language 

which, besides having an auditory beauty of its own, is also used 

effectively to create visual settings that intensify both the emotions 

of the singer, and underline the basic theme. Ma Chih-yUan was a poet 

of extraordinary skill, and because of this fact, as a writer of poetic 

dramas he also achieved great distinction as one of the foremost 

pioneers of the form. 



APPENDIX A 

EXTANT AND NON-EXTANT PLAYS 

Fourteen plays are attributed to Ma Chih-yUan. All seven 

extant plays are included in YCH. The list below gives their short 

titles, t'i-mu ~ ~ (theme description), cheng-ming j;~2 (proper 

title) in the YCH edition and other extant YUan and Ming Collections l 

in which the plays also exist. Titles and descriptions of the 

non-extant plays are given in the second list. 2 

Extant Plays 

1. Han kung chciu (YCH 1) ;,~ .... 1z i*,.(The Autumnal Palace of Han) 

Theme: Sinking in the Black River, Consort Wang grieves 
eternally in the Green Tomb. 

Proper Title: Breaking the deep dream, a lone wild goose in the 
autumnal palace of Han. 

Extant editions: 

1. Ku tsa-chU (hereafter KTC) ~~tk'L Compiled by Wang Chi
telO .~J~.. A Ming dynasty woodblOck edition which is 
inf.lude~ln the Ku-pen hsi-ch'U ts'ung-k'an ssu-chi illf. 
~xJ \t? -K .:r.!l ~ 11 (hereafter SC) publi shed by Shanghai 

tbmmerclal Pres~n 1958 (v. 4-8). 

1. HsU Tiao-fufJt ~~ed. Hsien ts1un YUan-jen tsa-chU 
shu-lu ftlJi t.l)......~IiA.I' .-:t·t.~.jBibl iography of Extant Plays by YUan, 
A~~hors), 1955: 17-2'1, Fu'~a-tisi ng Ij~ r .... ~ ed. YUan tsa-chU k I ao fJ~'~)lJ 
?,{(A Study of YUan Drama) 1960: 67-76, and Occaslonal Papers No.1 67' 

Center for Chinese Studies, University of Michigan, are used for this 
information. 

2. See LKP: 168 (notes 293-303, the T'ien-i-ko version). 
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2. Mo-wang-kuan ch'ao-chiao-pen ku 
~;;n:t~'?ft:~J . Compiled 
"{1563- 6241. In SC v. 9-92. 
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chin tsa-ch~ (~)~~~f 
by Chao Ch! l-mel f!~'Z 

3. Ku-ch'U-chai Yuan~en tsa-chU (KCC~ldJt-1LA ~}t1J . 
A 17th century edltlon of 18 yuan-plays, sixteen of which 
are in the Peking National Library while ~~ remainder are 
in the private collection of Chionoya On 'Yi~·~.jn Japan. 
Han kung ch'iu exists in the Japan collection. 

4. Lei -chi ang chi @J# n ~ in Ku chi n mi ng chU hO-hsUan . ..,JHH) 
~ ~ ,~L~ • Cbfupiled by Meng Ch'eng-shunJi~~~. 

A 16 3 woodbTock edition. In SC v. 101-120. 

5. Ku mi ng-chi a tsa-chU (KMC) 1; t. ~ iiJt.JG.IJ . Compil ed by 
Chien YU-Chlaoif~t~---around 1589. In SC v. 93-95. 

II. Ch'ing shan lei (YCH 51)~:i~~~·. 

Theme: The song of a merchant's wife at HsUn-yang. 

Proper Title: Chiang-chou Prefect's tears on the blue gown. 

Extant Editions: 

1. KTC 2. KCC 3. MW 4. Li u-chi h chi ~7tk:f in HH. 

III. Huang liang meng (YCH 45) ~~~ (Yellow Millet Dream). 

Theme: Chung-li of Han converts Master LU of Tang. 

Proper Title: Enlightenment on Han-tan Road through the yellow 
mi 11 et dream. 

Extant Editions: 1. MW 2. KMC. 

IV. YUeh-yang lou (YCH 36)~ ~~. (YUeh-yang Tower) 

Theme: Kuo Shang-ts'ao and wife enter the Ling-hsU palace. 

Proper Title: LU Tung-pin thrice intoxicated at YUeh-yang 
Tower. 

Extant Editions: 1. MW 2. KMC 

v. Jen Feng-tzu (YCH 96){~. }~1 (Jen Feng-tzu) 

Theme: Kan-ho townspeople become vegetarians. 

Proper Title: Ma Tan-Yang thrice tries to convert Jen Feng-tzu. 
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Extant Editions: 

1. YUan k 10 ku-chi n tsa-chU san-shi h-chung (YK) -1i::ilj 0,/q 
~ifl%J)~ -t'ft· A photo-copy of the orl gi nat YUan manuscri pt 
w~ich is lncluded in SC (v. 1-3). A photolithographed 
edition was printed in-Kyoto with an appended note of 
description and table of contents by Wang Kuo-wei. 

2. MW 3. Lei-chiang chi in HH 

~ , 

VI. Chien-fu pei (YCH 34)~r~k'~Tablet of Chien-fu) 

Theme: Three letters to gain audience with governor of Yang
chou. 

Proper Title: Lightning strikes the tablet of Chien-fu at 
midnight. 

Extant Editions: 

1. YUan Ming tsa-chU ssu chung (YM)j£...,f7{jf(1t$1j't1P:ft. A Ming 
dynasty woodblock edltlon of Tour plays. In SC v. 100. 

2. Lei -chi ang chi in HH. 

VII. Chien T'uan kao-wo (YCH 42) ~t1~I!JW,(Ch'en T'uan Stays Aloof) 

Theme: Telling fortune at Pien-liang, the true master is 
recognized. 
Remembering old friend, [the emperor] sends for the 
virtuous man to assist in governing. 

Proper Title: At the guest house, emissary of the emperor urges 
him to stay. 
At Mt. Hsi-hua, Chien T'uan stays aloof. 

Extant Edit ions: 1. YK 2. MH 3. KMC 

4. Tsa-chU hsUan (TCH) ~~.Jl,t)~ Compiled by Hsi Chi-tzu,t 
1~~. A Mlng dYnasty woodblock edition which is included 
'hI Sc (v. 96-98). 

5. Yan-;-ch I un tsou (YCT) ~~ ~. Compil ed by Huang 
Cheng-wel :g;1J;,1it.---:- A 1607 Ming dynasty woodblock edition. 
In SC (v. gg). 

6. Kai-ting YUan-hsien ch'uan-ch'i (KT) ?x.;j1:1U1f1~f1> . 
Complied by [1 K'al-hslen ifjilv during the Chia-chin 
reign (1522-66). A_!OrmerJJJ,o,,1.1ection of the T'ieh-ch'in 
t'ung-chien lout¥{.$-~l~x'~ 
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Non-extant Plays 

I. TI a-hsUeh hsUn-mei fi.t ~ ~'4JJ (Search for Pl urn Blossoms in Snow) 

Theme: Offering poetry in spring to reach for the cassia sprig 
in the moon. 

Proper Title: Chanting poetry in bitter cold in search of plum 
blossoms. 

II. Sui-han tling~ ~ lJ (Sui-han Pavillion) 

I I I. Ma Tan-yang1 ~1J ~ 1i> 
Theme: Founder Wang twice tests Ma Tan-yang at the Chli-hsiang 

Pavii lion. 

Proper Title: Ma Tan-yang thrice tries to convert Jen Feng-tzu 

IV. Wu-ju tlao-yuan2t~A#~~fo(Entering the Peach Blossom Stream 
byAccldent) T 

Liu and Ruen accidentally enter the Peach Blossom Stream. 

V. Chiu_~ sung~~tJi;~(HymnS to the Virtue of Wine) 

Liu Po-lun 1<IJ1S1~eU10giZeS the virtue of wine. 

VI. Ch:i fu-jen Jt\ -:AJ... (Lady Chli) 

VII. Fan-hou chungljl~~~~ (Temple Dinner Bells Ringing After Dinner) 

Prince Klou-lai thrice gives tests~. 
In wind and snow, LU Meng-cheng ~~~ 
dinner bells ringing after dinner. 

VII I. Meng Hao-jan 3 ~ ~~ fj£ 

[listens to] temple 

In wind and snow, Meng Hao-jan rides a donkey. 

1. There are probably two plays under this title: one on the 
conversion of Ma Tan-yang by founder Wang Che of the Taoist ChlUan-chen 
sect. The other Jen Feng-tzu, an extant play. 

2. Only one song in the fourth act of this play is extant. 

3. This play is believed to be the same as I (Search for Plum 
Blossoms in Snow). 
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